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IllTRODUCT.ION 

The atudy of the properties of an ionised gaa 

hae supplied thg basic data in Plasma Physics research. 

For the purpose of making an effective th~rmonuelear 

reaction and derive us•ful power there from, it haa been. 

proposed to confine th& pla~ma. by a magn.etio trap and 

various forms o:r euoh traps have been postulated. For 

th~ de:iign of auch traps it is essential that the pro

psrties of ionised gases under an e~ternal m~gnatio 

field should bQ thoroughly investigated. Further, 

the study will gi vea informg,tion rligarding the change 

in the prooeaaea of g~nGration and loss mechaniem of 

ions and elQctrons due to the interaction of the mag

netic.:rield with the ob.argGd partioleo .. With these 

objects in viGw the pre~ent work bas been undertaken. 
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CHAPTER .I 

REVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS WORIL: 

DETERMINATION OF PLASf,tfL ·PARAMETERS WI Til 

SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON RADIO FREQUENCY 

COlf.PUOTIVITY MEASUREMENT. 

The study of the electric discharge pheno

mena in the steady stata by means of a radio frequency 

ii)ignal e.s a probe we.s first suggested by Vqnder Pol 

{1919). If g r.f. voltage not sufficient to cauee the 

breakdown, bQ applied to an ionised gaa, then tho r.f. 

current Irf that flows through the gas is give~ by 

(1~1) 

wher$n is the number of electrons per c.c. of tha 

ionized medi Urn, e and Tl\ · !9 the charge and mas a of the 

electron respectively; cu the angular frequenc.y of the 

applied r. f. field and ~c the collisional frequenc1 of 

the Glectrons. Hence the complex conductivity <fc. is 

given by 
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It is then seen that both ~ 

( 1) frequency w 
{ii) electron density n end 

, we have 

and (; 
1.. 

are functions of 

( 111) the collision frequency ..;)c. vthich is 1 teelf a functiQn 

of p~essure. The value of o~ is maxia when ~c = 0 :> i.e., 
/.' 'Yle-v 

( U-r ) = max 2. .0c.m • 

Thus by measuring the conductivity of an ionised gas 

in a high frequency field the el~ctron conoentration.can be 

obtained.. T}?.e .. conductivity of' ionized air was measured by 

Childs in (1932) by substitution of a resistance of kbown 

value for the leakage resistance of the ionized gas, the osci

llation frequency being 1 MHz •. The variation of the radio fre

quency conductivity of ionized air with pressure at frequenciea ·., . ., 

of the order of 1000 MHz using a lecher wire system coupled to._. 

the,condenser_within which the discharge tube was placed was 

studied by Appleeon and_Ohapman (1932), the radio frequency 

current being rectified by means of a galena crystal and de

tected by the gal v~ometer.,_ Ae the conductivity increases, 

the galvanometer deflection fells. and Appleton and Chapman 

·observed that the conductivity attains a maximum value at a 

certain pressure and then decreases in accordance with the 

theory; but they. ~id not report•.·:·; any absolute value o:f the 

conductivity for the .gas investigated,,. namely air.,, Similar 
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study wae made. in case of sulphu~ dioxiqe and xenon by Imam 

and Khaetgir (·19,7) in the pressure range 10 - 120 em. of 

mercury using · ~ radio waves. of A. = 481 em and a lecher 

· wire system. The above simple theory has been modified by 

Marg~n~u (1946) ~y ~aking into c~nsideration.the distribu-
. I I ' 

. t~~n. of velocities and employing .Bol tzman~~ t_ransie~ equation. 

The modified expression for ~ is given by 

for values of ..Jc ) ) ~ 

Dawson and Oberman ( 1962, '1963) developed: a11 el~mentary model 

to calculate the bigh frequency eiectrical ~onducti Vi ty of. 

pla~ma. Berk '( 1964) showe'd how the plasma model 'o:t l>OY~SOn 

f,Ul,d Oberman can be adopted 'to yield a kinetic description 

.of electrical transport processes, which is Uniformly valid · 

for high and l~ frequencies, as well as for :diini te wave 

lf:mgtbs~ 

The theory of the electrical conductivity of a gas which 

is either fully ionized or weakly ionised has been well estab

lished for a number of years. Although the conductivity o~ a 

partially ionized gas is qualitatively weii Understood, veey 
. ' 

little quantitative information exists, principaJ.ly because of 

the mathematical complications which arise when 'the'electron-
. ' '1\ ' 

electron interaction ia included in the Boltzman equation for 
• r . . ,.... 

tb.e elect'ron velocity distributi·on function~ Johnson ( 1-967) 

calculated the electrical ·conductivity for a variety of assumed 
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electron-molecule collision frequencies. The results dif:f'er 
\ . 

only by a few:per~ent from those obtained;us~ng an approxi

.· mation suggested by ·Frost. ( 1964). A simple procedure, requi-
. ' . ' 

ring no numlperical integrations ha.s been given relating ele

ctron.tempera.ture·to el~ctrical conductiVity for a partially 

ionized.gaa. Sen and Ghosh (1966) studied the properties of 

ionized gase·e experimentally by using radio frequency probe. 

The r•f~ conductivity ( ct;. ) o~ the ionised ~·;;Sir and nitrogen 

has been determined at various pressures and a:lso ~t various 

values a~ discharge current. They observed that Q.~ tncreaaee 

. with pressure and attaining a maximum v~lue gradually dec

reases~ The maximum va.l,ue_ of a't' eccurs at the same pressure 

for different discharge currents-for the same gas. The. expe

riment was carri~d out specially·at low-press~e ( a f'aw 

microns)~ 

Nagata (1966) presented a simple technique for mea

sl,lring the plasma conductivity. The method is_b~sed on the 

observation tha.t.Hall ·current and, Hal.l VQltage are relatec:l 

simply to en electrical resist~ce. This method may also be 

appli'ed to the measurement o:f' eleot:Con density in high pre

ssure plasma.;i J...n improved. probe method of measuring the ele

ctrical conductivity of low temperature plasma :i.e set out by 

Khozhablow and·Yarin (1966)~ They presented experimen~al data 

. ' regarding the effect. of' layers near' the electro.de, on tbe 

probe readi~gs~ Ciampi and Talint ( 1967) measur.ed the average 

plasma conductivity by r.:·f.. prob.e for a cylindrical plasma 

assumed radially inhC)m~geneoua •.• TheJ obtained. the average 
. . · .. ·. · ~Te'i..~el"c;,. · 

conductiVity of 75 to 100 mho/m with a ~ranging 
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from 0. ~ to 1 • 5 lliliz. The pro be used is c'ali brat$d with 
' ' ' 

electrolytic solution (H2so4)" of standard co~ductiVity. 

From t~e study of. the complex conductivity of 
.. 

mercur,J vapour at microwave frequencies, Adl~r (194~) has 

shown plots of~ and ~~ with current or pressure when the 

other is fixed. Using the theoretical expression of Margenau, 

'Adler calculated values of the electron densit~ in t~e dis-. 

charge space and compared the val-ue obtained with those 

obtained experimentally using Langmuir probe measurements. 

Adler found that the theoretical ~d experimental values 

agree closely and that <( ·varies linearly with the discharge 

current. Alekaardrov and Yalsenko (1965) studied the complex 

conductivity of neon plasma b~ the Q meter method. The results 
' ' 

are given regarding the measur~ments of the active and reac-
' 

tive components of the conductivity of the parallel-plate

capacitor containing between its electrodes ~the plasma of 

a positive gas discharge column. The frequency ~ange was 

0.5 to 25 MHz, the discharge currents were 5 to 100 mA, and 

various gas pressures wer~ used. Experimental resulta are in 

good agreement with the theoretically calculated values. 

,The effect of Magnetic fieid on the Conductivity o~ 

ionised gas. 

As the vsrious characteristics of a discharge change 

due to the presence of a magnetic field, it is clear that the 

conductivity of. an ionised gas will also change in presence 

of a magnetic. field. The conductivity of an ionised ga8 such 

as air, nitrogen and hydrogen in a magnetic field was measured 

, 

-' ~ ,, 

' .. 1 
.; 

. '', 
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by Io~esfu and Mihul (1932) for pressure greater than 10~3 mm 
-:· ·"'j . 

of Hg., who fo\tpd that. maxima other thB:fl those due to free 
:- . :. 

electrons coul.d b.~ obtained •. With very intense fields,. only 
' .. 

the variation due to free electrons remained·,:. .~he others 
. \ ,'. 

~ . ' ' 

disappearing and· the values of the magnetic· field givipg k ' r ' 'I' 

maxima cond,ucti vity vari~d'\V4 th pres sur-~.. . . 
1 

: ~-
0 

< : • t I I ... ·• ' ' 1 , 1 ' 

: A theory· regarding the vr:triat'ion of ~ •. f ~-. conduct±~-
•• ' ' ' '- • f • ' • }: l_. . ', • \~ : • '' ' " ; .!'.. . ' -· . ' 

vi ty with magnetic· field w a~;~. proposed 'by Apple,;t·o_n: and_ · 
• 

0 

! 1 I 0 •\ •{ 
0 

'11 O I' , I 0 

B'oohariwala ( 1935) who. ~~owed ~at the real ·p~t of r •. f, · >· .. {.' ,. . ' ' 
<rondictivity in a magrieti!o: f;lel.'d _is· ·given by 

' ' ' 

,;' 

·'J ,, • .. ·· 
wh:ere .n is the number of ~;I.eotrons pe,r. ;mni t yolume and. ~c 

the 9.ollisiqn. fr~q1:1ency w . is. th~ angu~ar frequency of the · 
eH 

applied --riel~ a,nd w b,-=- ~ 
·' • • 1, ' ' ' 

.A general theory .regarding the val.~iation of r. f.· 

.conduc~ivity of ionized· !ga~es and its v·ariation with press:ure 

and magnetic :field ha:;3 b.een .woTked out by Gilardini ( 1'959) 

who derived t~e expression .for the cond·ictivi ty of ·an 
ionized gas un(ier the following as13umption: 

'";'. 

(a) When the distribution ~ction is predominantly sphe

ric8.lly symmetri.cal· in: ,ieloci ty . space but not .nec~ssarily 

Maxwellian.· , 

(b)' When the. el.ectron collision frequency is an arbitrary 

function of electron velocity~ The value of the oomp~ex 

oondmctivity is give~ by 

.I ,•' 
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In presence of magnetic field he defined two con-
... 

ductivi tiea; a conductivity <r"c. for the right hendC!ied pola- ..-i 

rization end aonductivi t]/ o-
0 

\, for tlle le-ft handed polari-

. zation where 

and 

and the conductivity in the directio.n of the field is given 

by 

and after simplification it reduoee to tlle result ob~ained 

earlier by Appleton and lloohariwa.lla • 

La·t_ter on severSl autbore ( WU, 1965; Oberman and Shure, 

·196,;. Scheweitzir and Milchner,1967; Green et al,1965) studied· 

the ionized gas in presence ot magnetic field end devE!loped 

the tbeorr considerably~ 

In 1967 the complex conductivity of a. pl.a.sma. in a 

stead7 magnetic field was studied by Prodban and Daagupta(1967). 

They derived an expressi~ for tl1e complex conductiVity tensor 
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of a homogeneous classical plasma in an external uniform 

magnetic field using the KUbo theo~ of transport phenomena 
' 

and obtained emct relations between the conductivity tensor 

in the presence of the magnetic field and in its absence. -

The experimental determination of radio ~equency con

ductivity bas been carried on in presence of a transverse 

magnetic field by Sen and Gupta ( 1969l, Gupta and 't'Iandal( 1967) 

and Gupta { 1968) from which variation of plasma parameters 

in a magnetic field have been measured. The method is useful 
. ' . . 

due to the fact that from th~ r.f. conduc:tiVity measurement 

it is possible to calculate the plasma parameters such as _ 

collision frequency, electron density, electron temperature, 

Debye shielding distance and th~ dielectr~c constant of the 

plasma~ A precise knowledge of these parameters, their vari

ation with pressure, discharge current and magnetic field is 

essential for the proper understanding of the mechanism ope

rating in the discharge. ThJ'ough the~e have been some mea~ 

suremente of these parameters in the microwave region the 

cor~esponding data in the r.f~. range has been comparatively 

little reported~ Between 1966. to 1969 alternative method has 

been developed in this labora.toey for measurement of r •.. f. 

conductivity and measurements have been made ·~: in case of 

helium,-neon, argon, bydrogen,air and car~ondioxide and the 

plasma parameters and their variation \vith pressure,diacharge 

current and magnetic field have been studied by Sen,_ Gupta 

and Mandal .. 
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2. MEASUREMENT O:P MO'Cf'IEN'.TUM TRA1'5FER OOlitiSION OROss..:. 

SECTION WITH.AND WITHOUT MAG!iETIC FI~D. 

· · The measurement of momentum transfer cross section of 

electrons for elastic. scattering has been carried out in· a 

large number of atomic al'ld molecular gasei3 fOJ: a Wide range . 

of electron energies by vario~s standard methods ( 1) swali 
~xperiment, (2) Microwave after-glow method and (3) Cyclotron 

resonance method with Md wihout magnetic field •. 

In Swarm experiments Townsend and Bailey ( 1922) and · 

Ramsa~er ( 1921) carri.ed out the. comparison of moment:um 
'· ' 

transfer (dif:fusionr' oross:-section with total collision cross-, . 

section for He, Ne and .A in .·the \Vide range of electron ener

gies by.meaeuring t~e dr~ft velocity electron shutter m~thod. 

·_ The ~peration of shutter principle consists of tfm 

ahutte~s s1. s2 pla~ed ~t different levels in the diffusing 

electron ewa~~· At regular intervals of these shutters open 

for short interval. of times so that electrons may pas~ through~ 

They are synohrotlized in p}la.se so that both are open at the 

same time.~ Elect11one. will. succeed in passing through both 

shutters only if the7 "trave;t-ae the distance between them in 

an int~gral. ;number of cycles~ By observing the variation of 

the CUrr~nt'passing th~ough s2 aa a function of the frequency 

o.f shutter operation,, the drift velocity lila.y 'be determined;: 

The method waa adoptecFby Bradbl.tri and Ni'elsen ( 19,6) ( 1937), 

Loeb and Cra.v~lrhs( 1929,t' 1935). and has been ,turt~er modjf:t~,; 
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by Phelps, Pack and Frost (1960) Pack and Phelps {1961) with 

Jand without d. c. biae covering the higher values of (E/P) 

tram 10•4 to 40 v cm-1 torr~ 

Secondly Hornbeck (1951) measured the drift velt)cities 

of positive ions end Bowe (1960) measured the drift veloci-
- . 

ties of electron in various rare gases "using different methods. 

Thl! methods: of Hornbeck' _11 were further developed by Lowke~ 1962) • 

.Bortner, Hurst ana Stone (1957) have developed a pUlse 

method• which was. originally suggested by Stevenson (1952) for 

measuring the-drift ve1ocities of electronsp wh±ch is parti

cularly._ sui table for studying gaaee commonly used in ioniza

tion ch~bers and counters. 

The microwave after glow method was used for measuring 

the complex conduct:i.vi ty of a. plasma by Margenau { 1946), 
' 

Phelps,_ Fundingsland and Brown { 1951) 1\ The othe~. related 

parameters were measured and their variation with wide range 

of prea~ure was mea~ured by many workers Margenau and Adler 

(1950),;· Varnerin (1951) Gould and Brown(1953, 1954) and 

Chen (1964), specially for Neon and Helium. 

A theory was developed by Allis and Allen ( 1937) in a 

combined electric (F) and Magnetic field (II) and it has been 

shown that the angle of denect*on is g1 ven by 

e ::; OJ'i' c ta:n. ( (.H-1 u. I f. ) 
.-/ 

where p ~ 1 depend$ on the variation of momentum transfer 

cross- section with velocity and ~ = 1-•. 06 -the oroes-aeotion 
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~ndep.ende~t o~ . ve*ooi ty 

· u. = dri.ft velocity. 
' ' •' : ~ :."- . ' ' ' ' . 

Huxley. an(i Zaazc:>u ( 19,49) modified the procedure of Townsend 
••• : J. 

and Bailey ( 1922) and ~he~:r:' ??llClhorators. _measured the ~ri~~. 

velocities using the modern vacuum techniques in a numb,er of 
'1 ° ' ' • 1 I • I , : ' " 

' ' 

gas~.~·. This .method. has been. developed pal."_ticularly by Jory 
,. 

/ ( 1965) who has used. t.he. 'same appa~atus as that of Comp:ton and 

Elford and. Gaseoigue ( 1965) , in the meas~ement of. Dju. , tpe 

ratt_io of Diffusion coeffi~i,ent to the dri-ft velocity. '. . ' . . ,, .. 

In the C~otron rf;!sonance methodr1 a uniform steady mag-
• 1 ' I ' I ) '

0 
~ 

0 
' I 

netic field H and a ~icro,wave el_ectric fi~ld E coswt are app-

li.ed at right angles a~ t~~n the variation of absorbed power 

by the electron in the resonance form is measured about the . 
. . ' ' . ' . ' > ' • ' ' ~ 

cyclo.~ron. ~gu,J.ar freqllency w" = e! o,.f,. tp.e eleQtron and 

the width of· the resonance curv~ varied vr.i._th the collision 
' . : ' 

frequency o£ the electron in the plasma. 
. ' .. ' ' .. . . . ' \ 

.!n · presence o_f a magnetic field th~ ini;;er~ctioi,L between 
·' 

) 

a. mi.C:z:'OWave field and a plasma has been formulated by Allis( 1956), . ' . . . . [ 

· in te~~. of high fre.gy.ency conductivity t.ensor, whose component 

tranav:erse to the ~ield was 
-=> 

.CJ ~ 47il'l e').-J ' -v + i.~ C)fo \93 d\9-
t ~ m . o t-VH'j.. + ( v + i. t.J),.. a ~ ( 1. 5) 

and the imaginary part of CJ t 
0() 

_ t,rrne...,f L.)(v..,.-rc.J'-c..J;;) e>-fa \~. 
-- 3m.'<!> "V'Y+(c.v+c..:>H),_t'))--v;- (c.u-c.:>H),_} o'L9" \.9-

( 1.6) 
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considering ~ to be ind.ependent of \9 . 1 t c.:an be shown that 

(1.7) 

Thus the collision frequency of the plasma can be determined 

knowing the values of reaonanae :frequency with magnetic field 

in :presence o:r discharge plasma and the resonance frequency w 

is equal to that of the Qavi ty in the absence f>f plasma. 

Hirahf1eld and Brown (1958) determined the momentum 

transfer croes section in helium using tbia method and 

Feheenfeld (1963) studied the collision !requenoiee in helium, 

argon, co2 rotd oxygen by the cyclotron reoone.nce ·method. 
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VOLTAGE CURRENT oa~RACTERISTIOS IN A GLOW DISCHARGE 

IN LONGITUDDIAL MAGNETIC FIELD • 

In the absence of space charge effects the motion of 

a S~arm of electrons moving in electric and magnetic fields 

was worked out by Townsend (191:2) who showed tha.t the coeffi

cient of diffusion DH perpendicular to the magnetic field and 

the mobility f H p~allel to the field are reduced according 

to the equations 

W"". 
1.+ ~y 

( 1.8) 

where eJ , the cyclotron frequency and .)) is the 

frequency of collision of electrons, for momentum transfer 
. I 

.with neutral molecules. 

In the Townsend experiment Lorentz method was applied 

to the combined d~ift and «iffusion of the electron stream 

and the Zeroth ~ order approximation was considered for the 

detailed calcUlation.Allis and Allen ( 1937) applied the same 

method to the drift of electrons in crossed electric and mag
netic field~. It was found by Allis and Allen (1937) that the 

magnetic field changes the energy distribution as well as the 

direction of drift. 

~or electrons which, like arc plasma electrons have · 

a Maxwell distribution to a first approximation, the first 

order correction to the distribution function which arisee 

from th~ drift motion was· calculated by Tonks and Allis (1937) 

, and from this exact averaging of component velocities was 
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c~ried out. Tonks· also pointed· out-that the drift speed is 

the same as would. occur if the components . of concentration· 

gradient and electric field perpendicular to it as well as .. , 

the magnetic field itself did not e.xist.t , is found to hold 

within twelve percent. 

IJ!he condi ·tion in a cylindrical plasma under· t~e in;t-
. -

luence of transverse hom9geneous magnetic field was treated 
I 

by Beakman (1948) in a manner analogous to that given by 

. Von Engel and Stepnbeek ( 1934) for' the case without magneti9· 

field• The generSl e:f'feot .of a. transverse magnetic ;t"ield ·on 

the positive· column of a glow aischarge has been theoretically 

studied by Beekman (1~48) who showed that the current is forced 

to;fiwards the tube wall thereb~ inere~sing the loss of electrons 

·and iona. In order to compensate this loss the. axial el~ctric· 

field increased; thus increasing the ionization and the ele• 

ctron temperature, Based on these assumptions the variation 

· o£ discharge current in a glow discharge in air; carbon dioxide, 

helium, hydrogen· and neon in a variable transverse magnetic 
. . 

field has been sattafactorily explained by Sen and Gupta(1972). 

They showed that . the current gradually riee.s with the increase 

. Qf the magnetic tieid 9 a-f?tains a lllB.Ximum value at a partic.ular 

value· of the magnetic field which is the same for'all the 

gases and :tndep~ndent of pressure for the same initial di·e

charge current and then gradually decreases •. The' value of the 
' . . 

I . 

magnetic field at which the discharge current is maximum is 

:found to be propo~tional to the square root of the initial. 
' 

discharge current and t}le maximum value of the current is 

•'. '' 
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inversely proportional to pressure ;ln all ttle gase~}. Utilizing 

Beekman's expression for the axial electric ~ield and the ra

dial electron density distribution in a transverse magnetic 

field, a mathematical expression for the disch~ge current 

and its variation w~th magnetic field was deduced and is 

given by 

. 
l n\Ci\X (1.91 

where Yl~ = radial electron density in presence of magnetic 

f1eid. 

E = axial electric field • 

c1, A, A1 =constants, P =pressure. 

When a magnetic field paral:i.al to th~ arle of the +ve 

column o~ a discharge was applied this was kno\v.n to impart a 

roiary component on the radial motion of electrons. Ae a 
· · floeo 

resu1 t '&he n-ew M; both :poai ti ve icns and elect.rona "to the 

wall, causing a corresponding decrease in the radial and 

longitudinal· components of the electric field and in the 

electron. temperature. 

19 81 
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F..ADIO FREQJ EI'iCY BREAKIOWN IN MOLECULA.R GASES 

IN LOUGITl.IDIN'AL MAGUETI C FIBLD. 

The secondary effects in a d.c. discharge with elect

rodes made of different elements have been studie~ qui t.e 

extensively by Townsend and others from as early as 1904. 

The mechanism o:f discharge exci-ted by a transformer is i,t 

however substantially the same as that of a d.c. discharge, 

Townsend (1902) in his ionization theory derived an expre

ssion for the ionisation current flowing in a gap (d) when 

the cathode ia irrdadiated as 

. 
where l 0 = initial current, o( = number of ion pairs produced 

per unit·length per primar.y electron~ It auggeet~s that the .. 
· . plot of log ( 1"/i

0 
) a.ge.inst d would be a. straight line. But 

it waa ~ound that the current terminates abruptly to a value 

:producing e. spark. This inclica.tea that another source of 
. ' 

ionisation has arisen other than :J.onieation by electron co-

llision. Townsend's obvlous choice was a relation of the 

form 

{1.11) 

whel'.'e f = ionisation coeffic~ent due to positive ions"! 

~~he poai:tiv~ ion theory was criticised by Thomson (1912) 

Bo~ { 1913) and othera. The mechanism was however studied by 

many workers; Sultan and Ivluzon (1930, .1931), Muzon (1932), 
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Bec¢k ( 1930, 1934). No~drneyer ( 1933), Varney ( 193~), 1936, 

-1938); Raatagin ·(1934). These results have been discussed by 

Loeb (1947). However Fetz and Medious (1948) haVe given st

rong support to the mechanisms as a possible process of io

nisation., 

.nADIO FREQUENCY BREAIGlOWN OF GASES. 

(a) Without ~agnetio fielq: 

The mechenism of the breakdown of gases for an a1 ternating 

voltage at 50 cycles/sec is substantially the same as tba.t for 

d.c. voltage. However, under the influence of a high frequency 

alternating :field, free electrons in a gas may acquire energies 

sufficient to excite and to ioniser~ the neutral gas molecules, 

w=hen the electric field is sufficiently large, the ionisation 

process is cu~ulative and the gas·breaka down into a luminous 

glow discharge. The exciting field may be applied directly by 

electr9des connected to the source of high frequency potential. 

Alternatively the gas may be excited by a h.f. current-flowing 

in a nearby conduoto~~ The first type of discharge is called 
' . 

E ·discharge and second type H discharge. The tnechanism of E & H 

discharges are fundamentally the same and division into two 

t¥pes ~Ji. is justified only when the wav~length of the excita

.ting voltage is large oompar~d with the linear dimension of 

the discharge tube. Comparatively little study haa been made 

of H-diacharge •. The reason is probably to be :fbund in. the 

difficulties experienced in making precise measurements ae 

the path of the di~charge current is c~oeed ~ld there are· no 

electrodes between which current and P.~d:• ma.y >be measured. 
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. . 
!J.:·he breakdown Iueche.niem in E-diacharge and the magrh~tude o:f 

the breakdown ·voltage v$ of a gaseous discharge in an a.c·. 

field depend upon the nature and the pressure of the gas, the 

frequency of the applied :f'ield and the linear dimension of the 

discharge tube. 'tbe general cbaracteriEltice of. the breakdown 

curves have been. studied by meny workers and it hae been 
. . 

reviewed by Darrow (1932, 193,). One of the earliest workere, 

Tllomaon ( 19301 1934) eaunciated two condi tiona for brealcdown 

in high frequency field. Assuming the electron·under tho inf

luence of an a.c. field, the first criterign was that in time 

t t' the electro~ muot acquire sufi'icient energy from the field. 

eo that .the energy is either equal or greater than the ioni

sation energy ot the gaa; conaequently the first condition 

states that 

( 1.12) 

where Vi = ionisation. potential of the gas. T:he second con

dition was the diatanoe transversed by the electron in the 

ti;:ne 'tY muet be either equal to or am.aller than the mean 

free path o! the electron in the gas. 

Hence £ · ~ · ( J - Cos cvt) L.. A e U> '2- I1Yl.. ...... 

combining theee two conditione he obtained an equation for 

the breakdown voltage which is a funotion of pressure and 

frequency fl..Ild shows that at n certain pressure the breakdown 

voltage becotms a :mf.nimum. Thomson (1937) next studied the. 

starting potential fen:: hydrogen within the pressure range 
· -t.o991'1H~. 

(0.25 rom to 9.5 mm) and for frequency 1.8 MHrM In case of a 
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lowe~ £requency (below 2.83 MHz) he obtained double mini111a 

and above th~s frequency single minima. Double u minima was 

also observed by Gil.ttons ( 1925)· who concluded t~t these 

were due to resonance phenomena in the gas; Gill and Do'ttald

son (1931) found that the. double minimum diaappeared.if the 

discharges were away from the walls of the tube. To.explain 

. this,, Thomson_ (1937) att.empted ·to modiff his theory. In order 

tha:t a typical electron may- acquire the . maximum energy at a 
:l 

time,_ it is assumed that the electron b~in¢s to move at a 

time t = o, when the electric field is E Cos (- t ) . Then 

the ionising velocity will be most quio~l~ attained if it 

is acquired in a time t, such that the electric field at 

time t, is E Cos ( + 4' ) for under this condition 

t 

f Cos(:wl'-t -4') dt. is a maximum. 
0 . 

G~ll ap.d Donaldson (1931) showed that when the excitation 

was by a field at right angl~s to the lo_!!g axis of the tube,, 

double minima appear and when the field was along the axis 

one minimum (that at higher pressure) ri:kap disappeared~., 

The explanation is seen by considering a cloud-of 

electrons oscillating in the gas under the influence of the 

·field., At a fixed pressure. as the field ia increased the 
I • 

rate of ionization increases and when this is just greater 

than ·the rate ot loss.: due mainly to diffusion., the glow 
\ ··. 

appears.~•,_ Now .if t~e pressure is, reduced the electrons 

. ,, 
. . t 
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acquire more energy from the field ;QWing to their increased 

free path and the critical force required for breakdown is 

lees. B~wever as the pressure ie reduced the amplitude of 

oscillation of the electrons also increa~es and when this 

becomes of the same order as the distance ap~t of the walle, 

rate of loss of electrons increases rapidly and the breakdown 

voltage is increasod. The calculations of Gill and Do~aldson 

relating to their conditions of experiments are in agreement 

with their views. 

Breakdown in eydrogen for frequencies 5 t.o 11 MHz for 

p x d = 0.2 to 30 mm C~ of Hg. was studied by Githens(1940) 

who attempted to correlate the appearanoe o:f the minima of 

(V
8

, p x d) curve~with the position of the walls of the 

diacharge_tube relative to the electrodes. He concluded that 

the bre~cdown of the h.f. discharge occured through three 
es 

di:f:terentr;, proceseAwhich he denoted by modes; a,.b,c, each of 

which gave rise to a minimum in (V
9
,p x d) curve. 

Similar resuJ.ta were observed by Pim ( 194~ •. 1949) using 

small gape in air at pressures from 59 mm to 764 mm for fre-

quencies ranging from 100 h1Hz to 300 MIIz. 
0.. 

HSJ)e ( 1948) tried to explain his measurements in Iii 

argon and xenon over the range of frequencies 5 M!Iz to 50, MHz 

and at gas pre a sure 20 - 50 microns by assuming that the . bre

akdown potential !or h.f. field is determined by those elect

rons in the gas which succeed in acquiring ionising energy in 
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one mean free path; there is co~siderable divergence of the 

theoretically calculated breakdown voltage with experimental 

rea~te in case of lower frequencies. The value of the mean 

free path of the electron used· was that given by kinetic 

theory which can hardly be correct. As is known, the mean 

free path of the electron varies with the energy of the ele.o. 

ctron and as the energy of the electron varies between zero 

and ionising energy,'what is needed is an effective mean 

free path. Also the assumption that the probability of ioni

zation becomes a maximum when the electron acquires the:: 

ionisin~ energy is not supported by experimental results 

because it has been· shown by 'smith (1930) the.t efficiency of 

ionisation increa.see quite r_Q.pidly with increasing electron 

energies slightly above the ionising ener~· 

!l!he extent of the infiue~ce of th~ discharge in the 

walls and eleotrod.llis upon breakdown mechanism depends upon 

the relative magnitudes of' p ' f and d , where' p' is the 

pr~ss~e, f is the frequency and. d is the elect110de sepa

ration~ Llewellyn Jones and M~rgan ( 1951) showed that when 

• j,• and 'p' are sufficiently high the amplitude of motion 

of the electron cloud is small; and it' can be much leas 

. than .th~ linear dimension of the discharge tube, vt'J is inde

pendent of' the nature of electrode surfaces and secondary 

electron production at the electrode surfaces does not 
'{.,')!. 

appear to pllay ~important part •. However at very low pressure,, 

experiments of Gill and Von Engel {1948,. 1949) and also 
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those of Ohenoo ( 1948) show that a di~.oh~rg~ .o~ ,be .. started, .· ,·. 
' . ··. 

provided the frequency. is greater th~ ~. critical value.&· ·at 
' ' : l ' ' • • ~ 

'' 

. quite a.· low pottm,tia.l which .is inde:pt!nd.eni; of. the ·pressure 
\ ', :·· 

of the gas. In this case. Gill ~4 Von Enge~.,bave assumed tx 
. ' ' ' ' . ', ' ' ~ ' . ' . . ' ] ' . ' ' : . . . 

that a single .el~ctron strikes the opposit~ glass aurfsce 
{ :· . . 

and releases the secondary electrons wh.i.ch. move in phase. \vith 
• • ' ' ·' ,, 1 ' • ' 

the applied elec'tric f]. eld and release f:urtber ~lectrons . 
' 

from the walls. 

Applicability of similarity 1 ·principle :in h~ f. discharge 
• ' . ' ' t • " 

has been studied by Llewellyn Jones (1951, 1.953) and his co

workers. Townsend and. Williaiis .(195a) studied .the· breakdown 
' . ,, ,.. ' 

condition in ·ai~ and hydroer;en using a. pair of geom·etrioally · 

similar electrode s~stem and measurements were made for 

values of- p.J. = 15mm.. om. of .Hg. and ;freq'\J.ency 5 rmz to - . ' 

70 MHz for r = 10 DJ1Hz '.or more double Iidnima. appe.ared~ 

. !he first minimum was not ver,y sensitive to· change of . . ' ; . . . . . ' 

f~equency but "che ,second minimum. moved to higher values .of 

V
8 

and p aa the frequency is decreased_. The similarity theorem 

was :found to be obeyed within th~ frequency range investigated. 
• :; . I ,· 

They ·have ·eonolude.d that the multiple. minima in. (V
9

, ·P~.d). 
' . ' 

ourvee at high frequency ~an. be. interpreted on tlle lmXal:'basis 

of a single breakd9wn m.ecbanism i:nvol ving .electron gen,ration 
' ' ' ,• : I' '' ' ' • 

by ~ollision vli'th gas molecule. and lose "by diffusion arid· 

drift to t~e electrodes and to the walla o~ the· dis?harge 

tube. The first publishe(l rf!sults.for breakdown in ultrahig~· 
. . . ' ', ' 

. . . ' 

:frequency region, appeaz.o to be . those . ot .cooper( 1947) \Vho made 
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measurements ·of the breakdown in air, in co-axial linea and 

wave guides· for gaps between 0.1 and 0.3 em at gas pressure 

20 •' 760 mm. O..t the two wave l'engths,·(1~.7 ·em and _3.1 em) 

and.the breakdown gradient was found to be 70% ot the d.c. 

brealtdown value. Similar measurements were made. ·by Poein 

( 1948) who found that :for 3 em. wave, brea.blown voltage for 

a 0.043cm. gap in air under atmospheric condition is aubs

ta.ntial.ly independent o.f pulse duration provided that dura

tion exceeds 4 ael.The nature of spark mechanism in a cavity 
· Se 

resonatorat at the~wavelengths has been studied by Peowse 

and Cooper ( 1948) and by Prowse and Jasinald. ( 1947) using 

photographic and spe_ctroscopic methode. 

Series of investigations on microwave breakdown in 

gases in cylindrical oaviti~s and between co-axial cylinders 

at a wavelength of 9.6 c:m have been made by Brown and his 
. ()._ 

colleguea (1948, 1949, 1956, 1959). The gaps studied range 

from 0.06 to 7.6 em in air at- pressure from 0~1 to 100 mm. 
of,Hg. The results are discusaed.in terms of a new theor,y 

for ultra high ·frequency breakdown, which is based on the 

criterion that at the point of breakdown, ionisation rate 

equals the rate of loss due to diffusion. Ot~er processes of 

removal o.f electrons,, such as attachment and recombination are 

considered to be negligible for the type of ~le discharges 
' ' ' 

stUdied; when the gap length is small compared with the wave-
' . 

length the electronic mean free path and the amplitude of 

oscillation, the breakdown condition is obtained from consi

deration of the continuity equations for electrons as 
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, ·when •n• is. the electron density, ~ .is the net production 

ra.t.e of electrons. per electron and denotes the differences 
' ' 

between the ionisation rate and the ·attachment rate. r rep-
~ . 

resents tne electron 9urrent densit,y lost to the wails by 

di :ff'usi on~ 

The t~;eshold for brealtdown is considered to occur 
bn -- goes through zero. The bre~cdow.n is then the bt. when 

e c. r<. 
charaQteristic~ value of the el~~\ic field obtained from the 

solution o:r the equation. 

( 1 .15) 

with the boundary condition that the elec~ron density 
. n Sl- · 

vatf~a at the cavity surface. A high ~requency ionisation 

coeffident can be defined as 

( 1.16) 

where D = diffusion coefficient • 

. Values ?f f have been calculated by Brown and other• 

from the breakdown measurements under parallel plate cond~-
·' 

' 
tion in cylindrical caylty and are expressed as function of 

E/p a11.d p A " wher8 . ?\ is the wavelength"! The data are 

then uaed to cSlc"Ulate breakdown voltages in air between 

co-axial cylinders and reeults are found to be in close 

agreement with the experimentally dete~ined values. If the 

applied fret:p ency is greater than the frequency of inelas

tic collision and less than the frequency of elastic colli

sion, Hol~tein {1946) showed that the energy distribution of 
e. .sse. "r1. ti o.Rt,Y 

electrons in h.f. field is e~ the same as that or 
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electrons in a static field equal in magnitude to the ~.m.s. 

value of h~ f. field. Holstein· deduced the breakdown condi

tion that the rate of production of electron by ionization 

must exceed the rate of loss due to diffusion for non atta-
. ' 

ching gases~ in case of a uniform field between parallel plates . 

the calcUlated relation between the· breakdo\m gradient E, the 

gap length • d' and the gap pressure 'p' is 

. 'V 'Y 
(.I c! ) , if K Te 
~· ~ . ( E ) f>(J . e lp . 'P 

( 1.17) 

0 

:kll ()(. is the Towr.u:;end• s first ionisation coefficient. 

In a series of theoretical papers· on h.f. discharge, 

·Marga!\~ll. and Hartman ( 1948) have discussed methods for deter

mining the electron energy.distribution and _have shown how 

such :functions can b~ used in the caloulatiC?n :(if the break

down fields on the assumption that the only mechanism for 

electron removal is recombination with positi;ve ions. The 

calculated values are appreciably lower than the measured 

val lies and the di screpa.ncy is explained by the oonsidera

t~on that electron-must also be removed br-other mechanisms. 
~ . ~ . 

Kih.ara ( 1952) assuming a proper .mo-del for collision 

processes in the molecular kinetic theory of electrical die-
,·. ~ -

charge and modifying the Bol tz~an~ s transport equation obtained ' 

expressions for the £undamental parameters involve~ in the 

disQharge phenomena of gases~ Dividing the whole problem 

into different pa.rte 11 Kihare. obtained absolute expression 

:for.moliility coefficient, diffusion coefficient end electron 

temperature in terms o:f'- some· molecular con$tante, ~d some

~easurable parameters~ The processes by which t~~se mole-

cular constants for different gases-and vapoura are_ to b~ 

.. ; 

'.'.· 
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calculated have also been~ prov.Lded. Starting from Bolt~mann 

distribution o:f ch-"lrged part'-olea in a gap with uniform 

temperature and pressure and nonuniform density and applied 

external electric field. Kihara (1952) also.obtained the 

well known relation, diffusion coefficient = 
mobility where Te ='electron temperatuee and K the Boltzmann 

constant. 

Aseuming that the coefficient of elastic scattering 

between gas molecules and electron or ion \ts inversely prQ

portional to the relat~ve speed.bemveen the collidin~ parti

cles an expression for the difference of gas temperatuee and 
' ' 

electron ·temperature in terms of applied field and frequency 
. . . 

has been obtained by Kihara. Extending_ tbia idea, the mobi

lity coefficient or electron in gases is given by 

- e.. 
K = trn')t>. .(1.18) 

where. N = nwriber of molecules per c.c~ and 'A i~ a mole

euler constant ir.ttroduced by Kiharra. in this theory. ( dimen

sion o~3/sec.). R:iha.ra accounted for the excitation by 

electron \vith the help of a model giving cross section of 
c3 

excitation as Q. ( C.o , C.. ) = f /c: i ~e. which invol vee 

.a process sich that the speeds of electrons decrease from 

00 to values below C because ·of inelastic collisions~ , 

Here f is a molecular model constant which has the dimen

sion of area. di vicled by veloci.ty. According to this model 

the total cross section Q { c~ C a ) = fCo is pro-

portional to the speed of ~olliding electrons. For high 
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frequencr field, the electron temperature is obtained as 

·. KTe =(tt-WY )-1_ I . e. Eo 
. tJ..,. ;>.." \~"Af)Y~ N J2. ( 1.19) 

and the dielectric constant 

{1.20) 

The process of ionisation by collision with electron was 

explained assuming a model cross sec-tion. 
S/2. 

o'(c. 1-_ci'\o') / ,'}- (c. )C, ). 
/c,;C 

0 

( 1. 21) 

where o is a molecular constant with the dimension of area 

-and C 1. cor:r.,spo:nds to electron velocity at first ionization 

potential. Since a few electrons with exceptionally large 

energies usually take the main part of ionisation, Kihara 

considered that the velocity diatri.bution of' electrons is 

not disturbed by the ionisation process so that it can be· 
~ 

take.llt aa Maxwellia~n. From this rei3oning he obtained the 

expression for the first Townsend coeffici~nt o< ae 

{ 1 ~22t) 

where 

and· ::: ~ me( (3 A f)-Y2.. 
'Bo p 2. e . 
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\then the gas is excited by Microwaves and the pressure ie ~gh 

the iosa of electrons is generally attributed to diffusion 

but in case of excitations by radio £requencies th~ loss ia 

due both to mobility and diffusion and the continuity eqa-

. tion in one dimensional treatmen~ i~ given by 

where ~ is the mobility coefficient of electron. The 

breakdown condition for r.f. discharge is 

( 1. 24) ' 

On the assumptio~ that electrons velocity distribution ie 

Maxwellian, the solution of equation (1.24) is 

( 1. 25) 

where A1, _and o2 are two derived molecular constants int

roduced by Kihara, " is the wavelength of the applied r.:r. 

f:J.eld. Tlie theoretical expression is in agreexnent with the 

experimental observations upto a certain'limited range. 

Te.illet and Brunet (1~65) in their confere!nce paper inves

tigated the physical mecbgnism of high frequency discharge 

maintained by· resonance. It was concluded that when a. raiic 

frequency ·discharge ia excited with a frequ<!ncy ~ rt hi.gher 

tb.an the collision frequency ~ 1 a resonance due to the 
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dispersib1e properties of the plasma·can control the steady 

state of the discharge and determine the value of the electron 

density for a g.L ven geometry and frequency. Beside·s· the two 

general type of loss o~ electrons in high frequency di$charge 

namely mobility and diffusion, there may be a third type of 

loss mechanis~ whioh becomes v~ry prominent in case of cer

"t?ai.n gases. This is the loss by formation of aa negative ions. 

Negative ions . appear in gases under two circumstances (a) they 

may ·be created in the gas largely through attachment of free 

e1eQtrons to atoms and molecules om by dissociation of mole

cules in the polar phase by_eleetron impact (b) they may be 

introduced in the gas by interaction o£ fast partiomes of 

atomic mass with surfaces or by liberation from hot surfaces. 

Attachment of elec·trons oauses lo::Js of the former as ionising 

agents and lea.ds to delayed and undesirable electronic ioni

sing events in assymetrical field breakdown. It may further 
b ' 

act to increase the rate of loss of carriers by recominathon. . . ~ . 
I 

Tlt..is loss o£ e!ceotron by attacli~!Jnent is a very pre- . 

dominent factor in case of certain types of gas e.g. o2, co2, 

so2, halogens, some organic vapours etc. which have a strong 

affinity to attach the electrons-to neutral atoms or m9lecules 
so 

to form negative ion directly or by diapiation. The electron 

is 11ound to the molecule with an energy Ea. which is called 

the electron. affinity. Phe phenomenan of ~leotron attaohement 

to neutra1 atom ia a common mBa occurance for gases whose 

outer electronic she lie are nearly filled~ The measurement 
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of the ease with which an electron can attach to a neutral 

atom or molecule is given by the electron affinity energy·· 

which varies from about 4 volta for gases ~ike F2 and o2 to 
' h. ' 

nearly zero fo~ those gases which exibit sma11 attachment and 
~ ' ' 

is - ve for those which do not. Atoms characterised by closed 

electronic shells a:te inert to extra atomic electrons .• Mole

cules in a L groUl'ld state are characterised by JHltii no-

. resulting spin or a.'l'lgU.lar momentum. As electron that makes -:Je.. 

impacts per sec. and under the action of the fi~ld 'E' moveo 
L . I r · E centimeters per second and takes f' E se,oonds to · go one 

een·timeter. Starting w1 th "n el0otrons, the number dn out of 

'n' tllat attach in going d~ centimeters wit:.h depend on •n• 

::Je--{ r~ anc;l on d?C • I:f t is the px·oportional~y constant, 

then · d-x::_ -=- h'h ~~ J~ and --h is c~~led the proba.bili ty 

of at·liachment and is the rec~procal o! the average number of 

impa.eta an electron makes to attach and f is the mobility 

coefficient. Another que.nti ty f may be defined as the 

probabitity of attachment per em. travel in analogy to io-

nisation coefficient o( and like wiae f/ p ia a function of' 
, . fE 

E/p. These two ·attachment coefficients are related by h. -:::. f· T · 
' GL 

Hence another o'oef:ficient ~a.. may be defined in analogy to ~. 
, I (. :J 

ionisation frequency, Flnd may be called the attac~ent fre-

quency and it ie related to h. by h :::. ~'i;:;,e... • Taking into 

consideration this new m.~chaniaijt·• the conductivity equation 

~or number of elsctrona/a.c. may. be modified by putting 

[ l-v. ~ ~ ~a.) rt j in place of ( ::;>, l1. ) as the frequency of 
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production of electrons, when the breakdovnt condition in case 

of high frequency discharge with Maxwellian velocity distribu

tion of electron can be .g~ven by 

oy -=- ·f;, + ~ . n v U01."e. ,.. 
P . "i · P J .(_Eejp)\'pd.) 

where Ee= ef£ective field, lJo..,e. · = average el:ectron energy in 

e.v. The quantities ol/p ~ f'/p and Uo..ve. are all functions of ~o/p, 

and depend on the energy distribution function. Different authors 

measured the variation of. ot/p and f jp with E/p. Considering diffe

rent possibilities of energy aissipation of electron after atta

chment to the molecules and atoms and app~ying continuity equa

tion Harrison and Ge,balle (1953) obtained the expression for d.c. 

current for·applied d.c •. voltage E as 

( 1.26) 

where d = distance between the electrodes. Variation of d.c. 

current \vith different ~lectrode separation for values of E/p = 

60 to E/p = 25 volts/om/mm. of Hg. were' obtained~ Variations of 

13/p with cl..jp were obtained for air, Freon, CF3, sF3• 'Mea

. aurements of variation of h with. E/p were made by Brodh~ry and 

Talel (1939) for gases, so2, N2o, H2s, NH3, H2o, Bel, 012 .and 
. ., \- • .... ·· 

. different mixtures of attaching gases. Burch and Gebbale ( 1957) 

measured the ve:riation o:r h/P with E/p of oxygen, Measurements 

of cross section of attachmen~ of halogens 012, Br2, i t 2 tor ,di-

. fferent energy of the electron ·by Healey (1958) show a maximum near 

2 volte~ at-energy of electrons for all three gases. Tpese are some 

of the observations of variation or ·p;p with E/p. ·~:· 
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'.l:hese measurements o:r variation· oi f!P and o<; P with 

E/p help to compare the breakdo\vn voltage data observed in 

high frequency discharge of attaching gases taking the effe

ctive high frequency fieldBS as the applied d.c. field. 

Harlin and Brown ( 1948) measured the breakdown voltage in . 
air a~ 3000 MHz with the distance varying from 0. 635 em .to 

0~158 em and the pressure varying from 70 mm Hg. to 2 mm Hg. 

Similar measurements were. done by Pim ( 1949) at 200 MHz with 

the gap length var,Jing from O.OB em to 0.06 em and the pre

seure vaeying from 760 mm Hg. to 160 mm Hg• The discrepancy 

bemveen these observations and theoretical plot of breakdown . . 
curve, obtained by taking help o:f' measurements of Healey end 

Reed ( 1941) for average electron energy as function of E/p 

Yfaa of the order o£ 10%. However with increased purity of 

air by taking observati.ons with fresh atr after exhausting 

all air of. the previous observation the experimental. curve 

. sh~ws much better agreemen~ with the theoretical curve. The 

data of miorowavt9 breakdown measurements in oxygen at ,ooormz 
with gap length 0 ~.635 em over a range of pressure from 70 to 

2 mm Hg._ are in good agreement wi ~h the theoretical value cal-. 

cula ted with the help o:f measurement of ri/ p and f /P · for 
. ' 

oxygen from the work of Harrison and Gebbe.lle ( 1953) and 

taking the val. ue of ~-m · = 3•~5 x 109p. obtained from 

mobility measurements of Ni~t~~en BredbJr C1937) and the 
. A cue.. 

relation fo~ the a. •. c.. mo~ili ty, to get the value of E given 
-~. -

by 

( 1 •. 27) 
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where Ep exp ( Jwt ) is the applied field (high frequency) 

and ~'11'1 is the collision. fre·qu!!ll.P.Y.:• 

(b) BREAKOOWN IN PRESIDfCE Ol!' MAGNETIC FIELD: 

Breakdown of a high fTequenoy di acharge in a gas in 

presence of magnetic field has been studied previously by 

some workers. Townsend and Gill (1937) calculated the effect 

of a magnetic field on the breakdo~. potential of a gas under 

r.f. excitation and snowed that the mobility of the electrons 

in the direction of the electric field is reduced and is given 

by the equation 

( 1.28) 

eH where Cc)H. = - •· the cyclotron frequency, and 't' ie rme. 
the time between successive collision. The diffusion coeffi-

cient D is reduced in a direction perpendicular to the mag

netic field in the ratio~ 

1) 

( 1. 29). 

From these consideltationa,, they ob~erved that if the electric 

and magnetic fields are parallel, the diffusion perpendicular 

to the field is reduced and hence a smaller breakdown ~ield 

i~ necessary. If the fields are perpendicu1ar not only the 

breakdown voltage is reduced 9ut for certain value of the 

magnetic field'and the applied frequency pesonance will occur 

when 
( eH 
J applied = 2-1T m c ( 1_~,0) 
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They carried out experiments in air for two frequencies 

namely 48 .MHz end 30 MHz and the range or pressure varying 

from a few mm. Hg. to 24 rom. Hg. A decrease of the starting 

potential was noted for values of pressure ~css than the mi 

minimum without fie1d and increase of srdting potential 

for 'values of pr,ssure. peater than that at which the break

doWn voltage beco~es mi,nimum w~en the magnetic field is · 

applied. .The value~ of the magnetic field were so chosen: 

- that the resonance condition was satisfied. The wrirk has 

further been extended b~ Brown (1940) to the case of hydro

gen who obtained almost similar results. 

Lex, Allis and Brown (1950) carried out experiment• 

on the breakdO\v.n voltage of a gas excited by a microwave 

field in presence of a transverse magnetic field. The gas 

used was helium containing a small admixture of Hg. vapour 

and· they obtained breakdown curvea for different values·or 

.pressure. The breakdmv.n voltage becomes a minimum for a 

magnetic field (1125 gauss) for all values of the pressure, 

the effect of resonance being most mark~d at low values of 

preaaureli. 

Ferritti and Verdeei. (1955) performed experiments in 
" 

air for frequencies ranging 'from 10 MHz to 30 MHz i.n a,ir, 

the mt:tgnetie field varying from 0 to GOO· gauss. They used 

cyli~drical. electrodes and observed a.· lowering of brealcdown 

potential in presence of magtl.etic field.: 
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Most of the work in this line was done in resonance 

magnetic field such that the frequency of the applied and 

the magnetude of the magnetic :field are of such a value that 

~app~ied = ~~~~· was satisfied. So far practi-

cally li t·tle work has been doni!! in which the ma.gn~tic field 

.ie far ;t'emoved from the reronance value. Sen and Ghosh ( 1963) 

studied the breakdown in air and nitrogen x in crossed non

resonance magnetic field applying the radio frequency voltage 

of frequency 8.1 MHz and 7.15 MHz respectively in the pre

ssure range of e. few microns llg. to 500 microns Hg. They 
. f ,. 

obtained 1a family of curves for dit~erent steady magnetic 
' 

fields whose value lies within 100 gauss. It was observed 

t_hat each curve for a steady crossed magnetic field has got 

a minimum breakdown vol·~e.ge at 8. certai.n pressure which 

·shifts to bighe:r pressure as the magnetic field is increased. 

An increase of breakdown voltage was also observed on the 

application of transverse magnetic field within the range of 

pressure for which the- measurements were taken~ Following 

the theory of Kihara {1952) for breakdown of gases by radio 

frequency field and aquivalent pressure concept introduced 

by Blevin and Haydon (1950) with the variatbon of mobility 

and diffusion coefficient in a magnetic field, an expression 

for the breakdown vpltage of gases by r.f. field was deve

loped to explain their·experimental resUl~s. It· was observed 

that the theoretical results are in fairly good agreement 

with experimental results. The discrepancy was attributed to 

Uncer~aintiea in the values of molecular constants introduced 
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by Kihara in bis theory. 'lthey also considered the effect of 

attachment loss to th.e breakdown condition and obtained the 

modification in their breakdown-voltage expression ae 

. where 

and K = mob~lity coeff1qient; 

L = length of the gap, cJ a applied frequency. 
Q . . 

£
0 

= Breakdov.rn voltage without consideration of attachment. 

Eo = Breakdown voltage with consideration of attachment. 

Thia new modification with -~he consideration of attachement 

loss showed a better agreement between theoretical and expe

rimental breakdown voltage. 

Bagnal.land Haydon ( 1965) studied the pre-breakdown irmi-
- -

eation in molecular nitrogen to establish whether the influence 
' o:r a. transverse magnetic field is equivalent to an increase in 

the gas pressure from (t 'p' to Pc... = :P { 1+ (..) ~ -v rt where w is 

electron cyclotron :f'requ.ency and :)) a constant, which is tlu~ 

effective electron molecular collisio~ frequency. When the 

· value o£ E/p
0 

lies within the range 150 <. E / pc. <.. 2 5O 

~'>:": v cm-1 torr~ ~ h~s ~ constant value equal. 

to 8.3 x 109 p., se~~-1 but when' E/:P
0 

< 1501: ~/p must 

decrease with increasing E/l?
0 

for satisfactory agreement :t 
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to be maintained. The possibility of extending the concept 

to account for the changes in se.condary ionization and the 

breakdovm potential in nitrogen are also discussed. Consi

dering the dif£erent complex situations of pre-breakdown 

ionisation at different E/1' 
0 

~ they observed that the com

plex situation is not restricted to nit~ogen so that an 

approach to the problem of breakdown in terms of an equi vai; 

lent increase in &J.gae pressure ia by no means simple and 
' 
at least for nitrogen the eqtutalent pressure concept is 

valid within a limit range of E/P values. 
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.(5). PLA~HA DIFFUSION IN A ~UGNETIO FI}~D. 

.• 
Ordinary diffusion of electrons and ions across a 

magnetic field is caused by collisions. The classical bi~ 

nary collision diffUaion theory(Normal diffusion theory) 

which is based upon the equation of motion of charged 
. . Yl 

particles is Boltzman~s equation which predicts a greatly 

reduced diffusion rate in the direction across a strong 

magn,etio field. The: theory has ~een confiemed by experi

ments with low temperatur., plasmas. only tu1der restricted 

conditions. 

The development of this Jubject during the past decade 

has been highly influenced by the pioneftr work of Bobm, 

Burphop¢1 Massey and Williams and their collaborators(1949). 

Earlier reviews of this topic have been given by 

Simon {1958), Lust {1960), by Paulikas (1962), by Hoh {1962), 

by Bocaehoten (1964) and by Granoveskii {1966}. An extensive 

discussion on these problema is alao due to Lehnsrt (1961). 

The binary collision·diffusion coefficient of charged 
H 

particles perpendicular to a homogeneous magnetic field »z 

. has been given by Townsend ( 1937) 



where 

·&nd where Di is the diffusion coefficient of ions in the 

absence of a magnetic field, e the electronic charge, m~. 

the ion mass, Wl. the gyrofrequency of ions, and 1". the 
I 

collision time between ~one and neutrals. The same notation• 

are valid for electrons where e is used as subscript. Here 

we mainly confine the discussion to a weakly and singly io

nized gas in w}lich only collisions wi thi: neutral particles 

are :t.mportant. A r}i:goroue treatment of diffuaio!\ coefficient 

(eqn. 1.32) in such a gas has been given by Chapman and 

Cowling (1958). Golent (1960) ltaa extended their calculation 

to include the effect of electron ion interactions. 

DIFFUSION I!I ARC OHAMBE'RS1 

An arc of some amperes is struck between the ±.ilament 

and the anode~ Ioniz~tion takes place in arc column oon~inu

ously, and the produced charged particles diffuse radially 
' 

out wards. These form a secondary plasma body, having a 

temperature upto 2 e.v. around the arc, ·In general, electron 

neutral and ion ne~tral collisions dominate. 

~he secondary plasma body is kept in a steady state, 

ps.rtiy by its diffusion at the walls and pertly by radial 

diffusion across the magnetic field~ Obviously, the cba-
e· 

ract.eriettc A. folding length 'X 0 , by which the plasma 

density deQaysradially, depends upon the ratio between the 
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diffUsion rate at the secondary plasma along and acro~s the 

magnetic field. The values Xo can be obtained by measu

ring the ion density distribution with probes. With mhese 
I , . 

values, the transverse di.f.tu:sion coefficient of ions can be 

.. de"'~$rn:tined and compared to that given in eqn. ( 1.32). 

A correct apprmach of.the "Normal Diffusio~ Theory" 

seemingly is simple, but in reality a very complicated~ 

probl0m and was first given by Simon (1958) and then by 

Zharinov ( 1960) • A more detailed analysis of this problem 

has be. en given by Tonks ( 1929) who approached the problem 

by assuming an approximate. Boltzman equalibrium for tbe 

electrons along the magnetic field, but allowed a sma11 

deviation in the potential. 

With a cylindrical geome·try Noidigll and Stmon ( 1958) 

were able to a how that ~o oG Y~ '2: a:nd ·that X a o< ~ 

is in accordance with the theory of Simon. At 1ower pressure, 

was found in agreement with the resUlts of 

Tonks. As-calculated from equation {1.32), Simon claimed a 

atatisfaotory agreement. Further, we found similar agreement 

from Bohma' data. Simon (1958) conclud$d that plaama osci

llations have little effect on diffusion and that no drain 

diffusion mechanism need be proposed. 

Later, Boeschten and Sehwirzke (19~1) studied the 

transverse diffusi~n of electrons and ions in a large drift 
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tube inserted in a magnetic mirror field with a small mirror 

ratio. The dependence :X:o o<. YP.> 2 was found in .agree

men·t with the observation by Simon and· Neidigh. 

Instead of inserting probes into the plasma body, 

Zharinov ( 1960) mounted his probes outside the plasma. Thl7ough 

hol-es in the anode, .. electron and ion currents along the oo

rresponding linea o£ force could be collected. He found. that 

the elec·t~n currents to the probes \\'ere much larger than 

that predicted from the electron diffusion coefficient in 

equation ( 1 .. 32). ·'l:hey .also found. that the electron probable 

curr~nt euddentl.y increased by an order of magnitude at a. 

certain criticP~ magnetic field, where as the ion cUrrent 

remained unaltered. 

In contradiction to the arc plasma, the radial density 

distribui~io:n in e. oylindri.cal. 'positive column immersed in a 

strong ar~al magnetic field is independent of the magnetic 

field. Neverthless, the particle flux-to the wall greatly 

deoreaee's as a consequence of. eqn. it.9%ft { 1. :;2). The re

duced particle lesa reflects iteelf in the diminished rate 

of ions electron pair production. This decreased the axial 

electric field. Thus, the transverse diffusion coefficient 

can·be estimated from the measured aXial eleotrio .field. 
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Schottky•s theory of posit~ve column has been extended 

by Tonks (1934) and by Bickerton and Von Engel (1956) to 

include the influence of an axial magnetic field. Later 

( ) 
l. u. l 

Lehnert 1958 rpgop~usly ·re-0xamined various aspects of the 
. . 

theory, starting from the macroscopic equations of the motion, 
' 

of ebarged particles. The corresponding extensi%ion of Lang

muir and Tonk's theory baa been carried out by Bickerton and 
' 

Von Engel, who also experimentally veritried their tlleory. 

Hob. {1960). ma.de the same initial assumptions a.a those listed 

by Lehn~rt,, to write the basic equations in a suitable form. 

The electron temperature necessary to produce the 

required ionization rate . Z (-fe) may be obtained from 

a relation ~lven by Von Engel and Ste~nbeOk (1955). On the 
' 

other b.and, the ax;lal electric !ield Ez ia also connected 

with eleotron temperature through the energy balance rela

tion; i.e. the energy gain of an electron ~n the field Ez 

be~veen two collisions should, on the average, compensate 
' . 

the energy loss of the electron in a collision. Denoting the 
,, 

average frsctional energy l~ss' of· the ~leotron in one colli-

sion by , it was'found that 

~ y; 
E l ·_ ( 

6:) 
4 

[ k e ( T e-) 1 2 
K Te. 

e ~e ( 1.;33) 

where )\e -is the electron mean free path. The above equation 

ie plotted by using function given by ~~tt~ 
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Lehnert (1958) and by Hoh and Lehnert '(1960) and Wajaizek 

(1960). The diffusion coefficient 1D~~ is now expressed 

as a function of Ez via the functions Z ere..) and Ke(1 e). 

Essentially the effect of an axial magnetic field ~ 2_ is 

to decrease 'Do.. 1. " Te 

The uae of the axial electric field as a measure of 

the radial diffusion has been critfcized. Firstly it has been 

pointed out that the axial electric field is a rather inseu

aitive measure of the particle loaaes (Lehn~rt,1958; Eokers 

G. 1961) ~ Second~ly, both Z { Te ) and Ke (Te._) were 

calculated assuming a :M~wellian distri"bution of the elect

rona.(Lehnert 1958, Von Engel 1955, Ecker 1961). It has be6n 

suggested the.t use of the radial potential :kdis·tribution 

provides a mor~ sensitive method for tne atudy of radial 

di:f:fusion. 

In spite of these facts, experiments with a helium po

sitive column in a magnetic field showed good agreement with 

the theory. Actually, in 1961. probe measurements in the ~x

per:i.mente of Von Gierke and Wohler showed tlw.t the electron 
. •"'-velocity d1etribution~a helium positive column ia very nearly 

f,'[axwell.ian and daea not change very much with the magnetic 

;field. 

Early experiments by Rohklin (1939), by Cummings and 

Tonks ( 1941) and by Rei ehrudel an.d Spi vall: ( 1941) of the po

sitive column in magnetic fields available were found to give 

. : 
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results in agreement wi:th the theorieo (Tonks and Langmuir 

1929t 19,9, Schottky, 1924) .l\. Latt'er, Bickerton and Von Engel. 

(1956) showed that the positive column behaves in accordance 

with the normal-diffusion theory in an axie.l magnetic field 

upt~ 500 gauss • 

In extending these experiments to stronger magnetic 

fields and to longer tube lengths, L;ebner: ( 1958) made the 

important discovery that the pasitive column sudinly beoam~ 

unstable and that the .transverse diffUsion increased great~y 

when the·axial magnetic field exceeded a certain critical 

vslue •. 

Bob and Lehnert (1960) measured the axial electric 

:field by the probes,· as· a function o:f the :magnetic field 

and when compared with the normal dif:fusio11 theJory, the 

thoo:ey :fits the expc~n:imental values quanti tati ,rely upto a 

cer*ain critical magnetic field. 

The dependance of ·the critical ma.gn~tio field on the 

pressure, tube rediua,, different gases, artd the end 6ffecta 

has be$». explored aystematical2y (Hoh and Lehnert,1960). 
' ' 

From the currents collected by probes inside the plasma, 

Yasileva. and Gr.anowak:~i ( 1959) found some kind of anomalous 

diffusion by using prob~ techniques. 

With stereo-ataeak photo graphs, All~n. Penlikes and 

Pyle (1966~~ found that "the current in the positive column 

concentrated in a rotating screw shaped chgnnel. when the 

magnetic field just passed ita criti~a.l value. The re.tational 
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frequency and the wavelength of the helix, ae well as the 

critic~l ma~etic fiel~ measured ther~by, were of decisive 

importance in checking and confirming ·the theoretical pre

dictions made by ~adomleev and Nedospasov (1960). The cri

tical field measured under various conditions was in good .. ' 

agreement with previous experimental results (Hoh and Le~;~t, 

1960). Further, the radial potential observed also seems to 

agree with theoretical predictions (Hoh,1962), HWH Johnson 

end x Jerde, 1962). 

In a.low pressure PIG di~charge, Bo~~alp Brifford. 

Gregoire and Manus ( 1961) found that the radial anomalous 

diffusion decreased again \vith i~creasing magnetic field at 

magnetic fields much larger than ·the critical field. 

~'urther, no rotating screw shaped. current chJ.mnel was 

observed irt contrast to. other experiments (Allen et al, 19601 

J"obnson and Jerde,, 1962). 

Von Gierke and Wohler (1961) have extended the experi

ments to i~clude the effects of additional r.f. ionization 

(4 M.Hz), helical multipolar magnetic fiel~, and a pure azi

muthal. magnetic field. J"ohnson and J'a.rde ( 1962) studied the 

screw inatabil.ity in e. magnetic -field x that smoothly rose to 
0... 

its full value in a time of the order of f~w milliseconds.· It 
' " 

waa found that the critical magnetic field observed oc was 

three times higher than the corresponding static critical 
s ... atte.+--J.. 

magnetic field. They Athat the rising ma..,Q;neti.c field induced 

an a~mutbal electric field whiohdeprensed the onset of the 

' ' 
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instebility. Further, if the static axial electric field were 

rep1a~ed by an a.c. field (Paulikar,1961), the instability 

diea:ppretid when the frequency of. the a.e. field was higher ,.. 

than some tens of KHz. All these observations seem to be com

perative with t~e screw instability theory (Kadamtzer, 1960, 

Hoh, 1961, 1962, Jobnaon,1962) although a detailed prDof has 

not yet been given. The screw instability also seems to be 

operative in heavily distorted geometries (E'kma.n, Roh and 

Lehnert, 1960) and :seems to· be observed in co:r...neetion vn. th 

microwave measurements of the el-ectro·n temperature of a po

sitive column in magnetic fields (Brown et a1,1962). 

A new method for obtaining electron diffusion coefficien' 

ha.s been introduced by Jurat and his co-workers ( 1963) at the 

Oak Rid~e Ilational. LeJ,boratory. 'j~his me-lihod diff\o;::r.s from Town

send's ( 1915) in that it requires pulsed rather than atead~r 

state operation. The technique dif"fers from the Townsend and 

electrical shutter methods in th'1 t it ~u penni ts the simul-

taneoua independent evaluation of both the d:r.i.:ft velocity and 

dif£usion coe~ficienta. 

The theory and rnechanism was liowever, :fttrther studied by 

many wo~kers, Gr.ano,~kii and Vraz~kov (1964), Mouthasn (1965), 

Granovaakii ( 1966), Schowirzki (1966) and o·thers. 

Bulanin, Zhilinskii, Smirnov (1970) showed that the speed 

of end"Y:'.lmously fast diffusion of. p:l.asmn transve:rne to a homo

geneous magnetic :field found under cer.tai.n cond:i. tiotl9, does not 
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depend upon the type of gas (such as. helium, argon, hydro'gen, cag

sium and mercury) or pressure of neutrai particles. 

Takeda (1970), Takeda, Kando (1970) sho\'iad a diffusion of 

plasma particles in helium gas by measuring the decay time of the 

electron density in decaying plasma using microwave techniques. 

The measured decay time constants are compared with values predic

tea theoretic~ly and seen to indicate Q change from ambipolar d14 

ffusion to Bohm diffusion \Vith increasing magnetic field, although. 
' 

the variation of the time constants with pressure is greater than 

expected for Bohm diffusion. An oscillation of the plasma density 

with a frequency o:f the order of tens of Kilohertz has been also 

detected. 

Vahal (1972) hae' carried out calculation regarding there

lation between the tr~sverse spatial diffusion and conductivity 

coefficients considering a generaiiz~d Einstein relation. These 

coefficients have both a 1/B (volume dependent) terms (wit~ B 

uniform magnetic field as well as 1/B2 (volume independent) term 

for a finite plasma. For ~ infinite plasma, the coefficients have. 

a • classical' 1/D2 dependenc·e. 

Toylar (1973) investigated diffusion in two dimensional 

ple.omas and showed that at high magnetic fields it is always pro-
' ' ~ . 

portional to 1/B.\~en this .investigation is extended to three 
-

dimensions a 2D-11ke contribution· to diffusion is found which 

dominates the elassical (1/B2) diffUsion at high fields. This 

2D-like contribution diminished slowly \dth the size of the 

system and is 
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susceptible to ahear. 

The p1asma transport rates in the d.c. octapoles device 

waa measured by Obkawa, Tamako, Prater (1973) for various 

values of collision frequency. The diffuaion·rates are pro

portional to the inverse . square of the magnetic field stre

ngth, independent of collision frequency. For short mean 

free path regiment, the experimental results ~gree with the 

Pfirsoh-Scbluter theor,y in ma~itude of the coefficient and 

dependence on temperature and density. For long mean free 

path regime, the results agree \tith.the neoclassical theory. 

Okuda, Dawson ( 1973) has carried out calculation on the plasm& 

diffusion across a magnetic field considering three regions; 

for sufficiently weak ma~etic fields the diffusion coefficient 

is the classical one with n1 i±Rg going l~ke B-2 for moderate 

magnetic fiel.da ( cue~ ~. wpc ) the diffusion rate is 

enhanced and D.1. is almost independent of 'B ; finally for very 
e 

large fields ( Wc.t. ~ CJpl )· the diffusion coefficient gf)Jte 

like B-~. The enhinced diffusion at moderate and high magnetic 

fields is dominated by collective models, i.e~ by thermally 

excited oonvecti ve modes.. They nave also shown that the di

ffusion coefficient behaves essentially the same way for a. 
'· 

three-dimensional plasma when the magnetic field linea are 

closed. 
) 

The diffusion coefficient of the electrons across a 
~;del 

magnetiqJwith strength B) was also calculated by Ichimaru, 
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Tange ~11974), Jn terms of the spectral function of th~ elect-

ric field fluctuations. For a Maxwelliau plasma it is found 

that the diffusion coe.fficient con8tains an anomalous tem 

* * D1 in addition to the usual classical term, D1 i$ propor-
- ')..... - -2. 

tional to B-1 when w; (i•+ Te/T.) ~ Sle_ and to B .teal?:.. 

when cJ; ( 1. + Te/-r.) .$ ~-e.- , where We. is the electron 

plasma .frequency-, and J1., e. the electron cyclotron frequency. 

The contributions of the like"!'partiole interactions vanish 

identically in the diffusion coefficient. 

'. 

-------- -------------------- ___,_ 
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(6) ELECTRON Tm~PERATURE AND ELECTRON DENSITY fdEASUREMENT 

IN IONIZED GASES IN MAGNETIC FIELD. 

The simple singl~ wire Langmuir probe is undoubtedly 

the most widely used diagnostic tool in plasma (i.e. mea

s~rement of Electron temperature and electrondensity etc.) 

even to-day. Such probes, thiough indeed rather simple me

chanically, ~ quite the opposite in regard to the· theory 

of current colleotio~. In fact in most probe applications 

with_plasma immersed in magnetic fields, rigorous theory 

does not exist, Nevertheless probes continue to receive 

wide use since they can yield measurements with a degree 

of localization difficult to achieve by other methods. Even . 
Q.. 

when operating in do~ina where approximations can not be 
OIL- . 

made to reduce the theory to a tractable fr~m they provide 

relative measurements that show a great deal of the struc

ture of the usual aon-qui~.scent plasma. 

The Single probe characteristics rely on establishment 
. . 

of a firm plasma potential that serves ae a reference for the 

probe voltage~ ln so1ll.e discharges a good reference point does 

not exist and in others f~irly large electron currents are 

drawn to establish the probe characteristics, which cause 

p~rturbat~on sufficient to alter the plasma conditions •. The 
p]"obe. 

doubleA~ysteln was proposed to allevpiate this diffhculty. 

Two prob.es are spaced sufficiently close to ensure uniform 

plasma in the intervening region.: The probe ayatem ia allow~d 

to float relative to the plasma so that no net current is 
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drawn from the system. The reaul·ting potential is the 

"floating potential" which is sufficiently negative with 

respect to the plasma to repe~ enough %«fik of the higher 

mobili t:,r electrons to maintain Ie-= T-t where Ie is 
' the eleQtron current and I..,. that due to ions. 

Between the probes one placed a bias V = V 1 - V 2 ) ·' 0 . . 
-;. 

posi·tive current f'lows in the e;xternal circuits from probe-2 . . . . 

' ' 

to probe-1. If the probe areas are such that A1 ~ A2 both 

probes are negative relative to plasma but v1 is le~s nega

tive and v2 more negative. Thus more electrons flow to 1 and 
n . 

fewer to 2. For lar@e positive V, probe 2 Will draw only ion 

saturation current \Vh:tle probe 1 collect just enough net 

electron current to cancel the ion current to 2~ The double 

probe characteristics is thus symmetric when A1 = A2 and the 

total current to either probe can not be greater than the ion 
I . 

saturation current. This condition has the advantage of mini-
'· 

mi~ing the plasma ·perturbation since the current now is 

smell; at the same time however only the electrons in the 

tail of the distribution enter the probe current. 

The olasaical theoru of probe measurements in gas 

discha~ge [Langmuir (1923) 1 Langmuir and Mott-Smith (1924) 

and Langmuir ( 1926) J containQ the basic assumption that the 

potential dif£erenoe between a probe and the plasma in which 

it is immersed, is confined to a space charge region or.· 

"Shea.th" which surrounds the probe,. i•e~ it is postulated 
"' '_ ~.r 
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that the plaama·out side the sheath, is unperturbed by the 

presence of the probe. However, during the course of their 

researches on the low pressure mercury arc, Langmuir and hie 

oolleguee found that the potential di£ference existing between 
' tAe axie of the discharge tube and the wall was not entirely 

~aaociated with the wall sheath. The effect of this field, 

penetration of probe measurements was ignored until the study 

of Bobm, Burhop and Massey (1949). The subject has been dis-. . 

cussed by· several writers {Bayd, 1950; 1954) Wenzl, 1950, 

Allen and Thonemann, 1954. 

Bohm.et· al (1949) showed that the ion current depends 
on-

on th' electron temperature, and not~the ion temperature 

because the electwon temperature determines the strength of' 

the electric field which <maws the ions towards the sheath. 

However, their theory does not deal with the potential dis

tribution within the skeath, nor with the increase in ion 

current which ia observed as a probe is ~de more negative. 

Allen, Bayd and Reynolds (1956) presented a treatment which 
"' 

gives potential distributions both for the plasma and the 

she~th, together with the positive ion current voltage cha

racteristics. This work presents a ·method sui table for the 

computation of the characteristics of electrostatic probes 

in case where collisions are negligible. The method is app

licable only to probe of such symmetry. that the charged 
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particle orbits can be characterize.d in terms of explicit 

time independent con~_tant of ~otion. Bernstein, Irving and 

Rabindwitz (1959) used spherical and cyli~drical probes to 

the collection of positive ions. The method is completely 

self consist;ent and requires no appriori seperation qf the 

discParge into plasma. and eheatp. They formulate the theory 

of spherical cyl~ndricel probes immersed in plasma of such 

low density that collisions can be neglected. Medicus (1956), 
' ' 

B~yd and·Twiddy (1959) developed the practical techniques for 

extracting and dtaplaying. the second derivative of current 

by voltage to the distribution function in connection to the 

theory of Mo±tsmi th and Lansmuir ( 1926). A simple and accurate 

~~ electronic d~vice for reducing the probe data and 

displaying the results on an oscilloscope is described by 

Harp ( 1~63) •. The circuit employs commercially available plug 
fl. 

in ~plifiers to provide ma~mum ~aso of construction and high 

accuracy is obtained \Vi th a minimum o.f calibration adjustments. 

The probe characteristics of electron and ion currents for 

~ single electrode (cylindrical and plain) and for two, 

three and four electrode plane probes are studied by Ionov 

and To~egode ( 1964) .. ~ They found tha.t the most complete md 

correct data an ~lectron and ion distribution in a plasma can 

be obtained using three and four electrQde probes~ A four 

eleqtrode probe should be used when photo and secondary 

emission occurs under the action of fast particles, ie •. when 
' 

' . 
studying low density cosmic plasm~~ Application of magnetic 
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field ~ ha~ the immediate effect of decreasing the ratio 

of electron to ion saturation -currents. This ratio which for 

100 can decrease by an or-

der of magnitude when the magnetic field is such that the 

probe radius and Debye length are large compared to the ele-

ctron La:rmor radius "'C'e 

ion Larmor radius ~ 

.. : ~ 

but still small compared to the 

whereas ·the electron current that 

i a normf;tlly available with 'B = o is that ·due to diffusion 

into a surface surrounding the probe of radius equal to one 

mean free path, electrons in the magnetic field can move b 

-into the probe only along the direction of the fieid. Ele

ctron motion along the field is essentially unbindeYed 
tc.. 

wh~rees across the field the diffusion coefficient is ~edu-

ced (classically) by the ratio 

(1~34) 

where LJe.e'f' ~ (eB/(W\)( 1./"a~ J is the-product of the 

electron cyclotron frequency and mean collision time with 

ions or neutrals whichever is domina1llt .• 'For even very low 

fields We-e.'J /) 1 , hence classical diffusion varies 

OJ> '/r2>"' and becomes extremelY: am~ll~ Classical diffusion :i.e 

seldom observed in practice, the cross :field diffusion 

being given rather-by Bohm expression which varies as T~/E. 
' 
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e 
Neverthlese electron collection is mainly slong the flux tube ,.._ 

of radius 0..-+ 'll"e. with diffusion serosa the entire tube boun

dary maintaining the particle flux. 

When a steady uniform positive column of a low 

pressure discharge is acted upon by a longitudinal magnetic 

.field. the charged particles having velooi ty components in 

all directions, spiral about the magnetic lines of force. 

Because of their small mass, only the electrons are eppre

ciably affected by magnetic field. The spiralling parallel 

to the axis of the ·tube between collisions reduces the radial 

diffusion of electrons and thus a smaller radial electric 

field is required to maintain the equality bemveen the number~ 

of ions and electrons arriVing at the non-conducting tube wall. 

Since their radial velocities are the same, the radial flow of 

both charges will decrease. A longitudinal magnetic field 

should thus reduce the electron temperature and the electric 

field in the column. 

ln an attempt by Tonks (19'39) to formulate a. quan

titative theory~ use was made of~ theoretical resUlts (Town

send• 1959) for the *ffect of a magnetic field on electron 

diffusion in the absence of space charge. This result~ •ss 

confi~med in experiments_with electron swarms for photo ele

ctric currents (Bailey• 1930) ~ It holds also for largercurrent'• 
- b . 

( ~ I o ~p ) when allowance is made for the space charge. 

Other experiments (Cummings and ~onks, 1941) with a poei ·ti ve 

column in mercury vapour were inconclusive because of thl! 
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. di£ficulty of interpreting probe characteristics taken in ·the 

presence of a magnetic field.· Davies (1953) used the spectros

copic method to investigate the 1xiRx influence of a magnetic 

field on the electron temperature in a low P.ressure positive 
c.. 

column in c~sium vapour •. Instead of a large reduction, however, 

a small increase in the electron temperature \vas observed. The 

effect of a magnetic field on tne loss o~ charges from a plasma 

to the w~le of a closed conducting box baa been ehovt.n by Simon 

(1955) to be cqntrolled by currents in the plasma which· are no

wi.ng essentially a.lo~ .the field and not by plasma oscillation~ 

as prev:iously suggested •. These arguments do not apply here be-
,. ·- ' 

cause .the plasma o£ a positive· column is Uniform in the direction 

.of the magne1;io field~ Bickerton and Von Engel ( 1956) presented 
I ' o' ' • t o . . 
.a probe (movable probe} measurement in a positive column in he-. . ' . ' ,; ' . 

_lium.in. longitudinal magnetic fields aqd the effect of such 
' . . ·: 

. . 
.. fields on the c()lu.mn is discussed theoretica11y. Bertotti (1961) 

> o • : o I > 

developed a theory ot probe charapteri sties in presence of -a. 

. strong magnetiC':. field ;Virmant ( 1963) studied the Langmuir probe 

i:D: presence of m$.gnetic fi~ld,_ Nobata ( 1963) studied the cha-
. ' . .·. . ' . ' 

. :racteriaties of Langmuir probe in presence of a. strong magnetic 

fiel<l.~. The. J11echanism o:f the collection of charged particles by 

.Langmuir.probe in. a stro:pg magnetic field has been theoretically 

.~nveetigated by him. The n~gnetic field is assumed to be suffi-
.' . ' ' ' ' ' \ . ' ' , ' . . . ' 

. ciently strong i.e~ the electron cyclotron frequency exobede 
' . . ' ' \ " . ' ' ' . : 

: the collision freq~ency of. electron _with neutra1 ~as molecu1es,-
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and he obtained the following results (1) when the length of 

the probe in the direction of magnetic field is l~ger than 

the average gyration diame'ter of electrons, the probe current 

is determined by the gyration.diameter. Whereas when the. probe 

length is smaJ.ler, the probe current is free from the effect ot 

magnetic f:l.eld. Experimental reau'lts concerned with the satu

ration electron current, agree with the calculated values. 

From a 24 probe azimuthal Array Bol (1965) has produced a 
CL 

b~utitul display ot density fluctuations occuring for given 

operating conditions of the Etude .stellarator~ 

Uehara, Yatau, Hagiwara, Kojima (1975) have deve

loped ·the probe theory of the poali.tive ion saturation region 

for a plasma linving two electron temperature according to 

.Bohm' s cri.terian · of ion sheath formation. They have checked 

this theory experiment~ly by measuring the floating potential 

and two electron temperatures, appearing on the probe characte

ristics :and showed their variation with pressure and discharge 

'· 
\; 



(B) ·SCOP:E AND OBJECT OF '11iE PRESENT INVESTIGATION. 

The properties of ionised gases under the action 

of either a longitudinal or a transverse magneti~ field have 

. been investigated by a large number of workers. Starting from , 

the study of ionosphere and that of aur9raborealis and Va.Jt 

Allen ~adiation belt where the interactio~ of earths magnetic· 

fi.~ld with an. ionised gas is taken into consideration, the 

subject has assumed considerable importance due to the uti

lization of the magnetic fields in various geometrical shapes 

and forma for the confi~ement ,of plasma for thermonuclear 

power generation. In the present work the following propert1ee 
' 

have been investigated. 

(a) :£!laetqa conductivitY in a mam~rtic field: 

It has been shown in previous communications[sen 

and-Ghoah {1966), Gupta end Mandal (1967) and Sen and Gupta 

( 1969)}tha.t the measurement of radio frequency conductivity 

of an ionised gas and its variation with pressure enablea us 

to calculate the various par~etere such as electron density 

collision frequency and electron temperature of the gas~ The · 

applioation of the magnetic field enablesps to study the 

variation of electron temperature with magnetic field also.· 

In the interpretation of these results the only effect that 

has been taken into consideration is the tntrod~ctio~ of the 

concept of equivalent pressure as was deduced by Blevin and 

Haydon· (1958), namely 
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and it has been observed that the theoretical deduction can 

~xplain the experimental results only for small v~ues of (H/P). 

Beeman ( 1948)' has. ·theoretically caloula.t;d th~ effect of a 

transverse magnetic field in an ionised gas and has shown that 

the magnetic field (i) changes the radial electron density 

. distribution and {_ii) increases the· axial electric field of 

the discharge. The incorporation of these deductions has ena

bled us to explain s.atisfactorily the variation of current in 

a glow discharge (Sen and Gupta,1971} variation of current vo

ltage and poweJl! in an arc plasma {Sen & Dasi 1973)·and ·the va

riati·on o:f intensity of lin0 spectra in a glow discharge (Sen, 

Da.a and Gupta, 1972). It is thus worth vihile to study and ax 

analyse the experimental. reauite regarding the variation of 
. C.o~c...-k.~~-

radiO f~equenqyAof ionised gases in a transverse magnetic fXal 

field taking into consideration the theoretical deduction of 

Beckman. The pl~n of the present work ia t~ derive the va

riation of r.f. oon4uctivity f~om theoretical consideration 

·and predict results for sm.XX some specified Qaees. The ex

perimental. reaul te obtained in the present work in the radio 

frequency range will be compared with the theoretical cal

culation. 

(b) Momentum Trensfer Collision Oross.-Segtion for slow 

~lect~ons in magnetic f.ie1d from radio frequency conductivity 

ll!!.asurement!p .. 

It has been well established that the measurement 

· of ·radio frequ.ency conduoti vi ty of an ionised gaa, and its va-

/ 
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rie.tion with pressure can enable us to calculate the electr.nn 

density~collision frequency and electron temperature of the 

gas. It is the purpose of this sention ~? show that from the~ 

. measurements it is pos~ible to obtain the momentum transfer 

collision croaa-seotion of electrons with neutral molecules 

and to study its variation with the energy of the electrons. 

The measurement of the momentum transfer cro~s section of 

elec.trons for elastic scattering has been carried out in 

a large number of atomic end molecular gases for a wide ranee 

of electron energies by various standard methods such as 

swarm ~ experiments, microwave after glow method and the 

cyclotron resonance method. A comprehensive review of these 

methods and the analysis of these results has been provided 

by Maaaey and Burhop (1969). The effect of a magnetic field 

on the colliai.on cross-section of electrons with atoms and 

molecUles is important not only for understanding the nature 

of interaction o£ ~agnetic field with-ionised gases but ia 

e.latr necessary for explaining the phenomena o:f breakdown in a 

magnetic field. In the present section ~xp~rimental meaaureme 

ent of momentum transfer collision cross section x3W of low 

energy electrons in some molecular gases will be reported 

and a theoretical analysis of the experimental results will 

be presented .... 
:;,• 
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el·ectron temperature ,radia1 electron density and the 8i: axiel 

field by the probe method in case of a glow discharge in k 

helium under·a longitudinal magnetic field' has been carried 

out by Bickerton & Von Engel (1956). The experimental results 

are in general agreement with the theoretical predictions. It 

however·remains to be examined whether the application of the 

magnetic field changes the radial distribution of electrons 

·from the normal Bes~e~ function. In order to study the effect 

of a longitudinal magnetic field x on the glow·disc~ge and 

hence to bring o~t clearly the salient differences :from the 

case when the magnetic £ield is tr~sverae it a is proposed to 

_ .study the va.riation of current and voltage. in ~ glow discharge 

. i1D. (rit~,?<-"'hy(ft:o~~n>:.~a1Jl~;~:o~:y,g~n. ,;.rln presece o:f a lonst tudinal mag

netic field at different pressures.· From ika an analy~is of 

the exp~rimental results 1 t will be p~seible to o_btaini the 

raxirl var,i~tion ·o:r. the di~tribution of electrons with· the 

magnetic field and this study will enable us to understand 

more clearly the generation and loas mechanism of electrons 

in a longitudinal magnetic :field. 

(d) Va1id.i t:y: of diffusion ·theory ,i,n ,radio frequency; 

breakdown in molecular gasea in longi tud.inal magnetic field: 

It is experimentally w~ll established that when 

a gas under reduced pressure is-excited by means of a high 

frequency electric field then the el~ctrons generated due to 

ionization of the ~a~ are lost by diffusion and mobility and 
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if the gas is an electron attaching one then electrons are 

lost by attachment as well. It has further been shown by 

Herlin and Brown (1948) that if the gas pressure is high 

( a few millimeters of·mercury) and the exeiting frequency 

lies in the microwave region then the electrons are lost mainly 
• 

by diffusion:,etarting from a molecular model, Kiha.re. (1.952) 

developed a method to calculate theoretically the breakdown 

voltage o:f a gae under a high frequency field taking both 

mobility and «iffusion losses into consideration. It has been 

clearly demonstrated by a series of experimental work in this 

laboratory (Sen & Ghosh,1963; Sen'& Bharracharjee,1965 1 1966, 

1967; Sen & Gupta,1969) that both the diffusion and mobility 

are responsible for losses when the pressure is of the ord~r 

of a few millitorr and the exciting :frequency of' the order o£ 

e. few Magaherta. To te.at th~ limi tatio11s of the diffusion 

theory it is p~pos.ed here to und~rtake some breakdown mea

surement experiments when the exciting frequency is of the 

order of a few megahertz and the presst~e of tne gas is of 

the order of a few torr. The ef£ect of attachment will also 

be taken into consideration by studying the breakdown in 

electron attaching gases as wello 

The effect o:f magnetic field on the l.oss due to 

diffusion is also of consid.erable interest- not only from the 

theoretical stand. point but also from the consideration that 
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dif.fusion loss .is also effected in. a plasma. which is confi:ned 

by a magnetic f:leld. Considerable experimental ''V1>rk has been 

done in 1;hie line by Lax et · al. (1950) ,. Ferritl~i and Yeronesi 

{1955),.Brown (1956), Sen and Bbattacharjee (1969). The ob• 

ject is a~so to test the validity of the diffusion theory 

in presence of the magnetic field •. 

(,e) Diffusion of ~ Plasma in e. Magnetic Field: 

The problem o~ plasma diffUsion in a magnetic 

field has been.a eubject.of both theoretical and experimental 

·investigat~on by a large number of ~orker~. Townsend and Gill 
(1937) calcul~ted that if. DH.rep~es~n~a the diffusion coe-

. f:f:'icie11t in a magnetic field then 
. j)H . :D/f i + ,CJ"(;f~: 1. 

wher~ D is the diffusion coefficient in absence of the mag

netic field end CO\-\ the electron cyclotron frequency and 

~~ the colli~ion frequency of the electrons with neutral 

molecules. It has however be·:'shown by Bohm, Burhop, Massey 

end Williams ( 1949) that some drain d.iffus.ion mechanism 

enabled an arc plasma to escape aoroas the magnetic field at 

a speed much 1§ faster ~ than that expressed by the normal 

. . diffusion. theozr •. Bickerton and. Von Engel ( 1956) ·showed how-

. ever that the poei ti ve column behaved in acoordance with the 

normal diffusion theory upto a magnetic field of 500 ·gauss. 

In extending these results ·to st;ttonger magnetic fields and 

to lon~er.tube lengths Lehnert (1958) made the important 

.. observation tha~ the positive column.suddan~ly beeomea 

unstable.and the transverse diffusion increased greatly 

when the. axial magnetic field exceeded certain critical value. 
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·.Hence it is thought worthwhile to undertake some experimente 

to measure the diffusion length ·in presence of magnetic field 

·quite ind9pendent of·brea.kdown-measurements and the method 

of measurement proposed bere invoives the measurement of. the 

· d·. c. conduoti vi ty of the ·plasma. in presence of magnetic :field. 

The results ~e expected, to _indica:'lie the limit of the values 

of magnetic field and pressure under which the normal diffu

sion theory remains val.id. 

Electron Tem~erature and Electron DensitX 

l.qaasure_ment ~n an ionized :gas in Transverse and .Loligi tu.S).nal 

Ma.gneti5c liel.dsu 

The single and doubie probe measurement of electron 

t~mpera.ture· and electron density in an ionised gas have been 

thfi :most_ widely used me·thoda o:r determini:t.'!g ·these yarametere. 

When a magnetic field is present o~ such strength that the 

ttlect:t·un cyclotron radii ~:n-e comparable to the probe dimen

sion the situation is significantly altered. Since the effe

ctive mean :free paths are ·now comp~able to probe dimensions 

the ~lectron space oharg0 satur'ation current is considerably 

reduced~ It ia only.the·mobility t~anaverae ta the field 
: ;; ~ ~ 0 L 

: ~~~};Ji·:-~ i . ,, . ' . ' • 

which :ts alter~d 'and electrons may now along the lines 11 

essentially unimpeded~ Thus if tht~! magnetic field is not 

· ve:ey large the same probe· technique can be util.ized to cal

culate the electron temperature and electron density in 

presence of a magnetic· fieldo 
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~he object of this section of the present work is to 

find out the essential difterence between the effect of a 

transver~e and longitudinal field in changing the electron 

temperature and electron density. It_has be~n shown by 
' 

Beckman (1948) that the e.ffect f'Jf: a tr~verse magnetic. 
'· 

field is ·to tno~eaee the axial electric field and hence 
. .. , . 

aa has been shoVJn by Sen and Gupta ( 1971 ) it will lead 

to an i:ncreaae of electrOn temperature which ia given 
. . 2 .l 

by Te H = Te ( 1 + C1 ~ 2 r-
wher~$s it leads to a decrease in the-radial electron 

density by the e·~t~on l 
1 
. 

l"'H = n ex p - e \-\ r f1 
4)2m k A}Te 

An indirect verification of the nl>ove deductions has- been 

obtai ned in explaining in a sati efa.cotry manner the 

variation of dischax'ge current in the poai·tive column . 
' ' 

in a magnet! e fi eld (Sen and Gupta. 1971 ) and in vari-

ation of intensity of spectral lines iA a transverse 

magnetic field (Sen, G~pta & Daa, 1972). To put the 

. above deduCtions to a direct experimental test 1 t is 

propo:a ed. to .measure these paramettSl.'s directly with the 

probe method in presence of the transverse me~netic field. 

It has been shown by the probe method (Bickerton and Von · 

Engel, 1956) that a converse effect is observed in a 

longi tudi.na.l fi ~ld. The d: ele otron temperc:tture dec

reaaed and the 
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radial electron <lensity increases in presence of the longi

tudinal magnetic field. We have also obtained similar resUlts 

when we studied the variation of·current and voltage in· a 

glow discharge in presence of a longitudinal magnetic fi~ld. 

To have a direct experimental support of this result it is 

proposed to measure by the probe·method the electron te~ 
e.~ 

perature and electron density in presen~ of longitudinal 

field. This will help us to understand not only the intera

ction of the magnetic field with an ionised gas but will 

cJ.early elucidiate the difference regarding the ef:fect of 

transverse and lo~tudinal magn~tio field on the3e 

PH parameters. 
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(A) · Determination of Ple.sma Parameters·· by Radio 

~'\requency Conductivity Mea.Surement. 

(i) In absence of magnetic field' 

(ii) In praa.ence of magnetic :field. 

AJ.1psratue:-

(i) Mcleod· Gauge, Model VG/2 (Supplied by 

M/a. Be.synth, c'alcutta; ran'ge 0 to 10 mm o:r Hg.) ( ii) 

Vacuum tube volt meter(VTVM) (Marconi), Model TF 104 K. 

(Supplied by M/e. Associated Inetrumenta Co. (Pvt.) Ltd.) 

(iii) High Vacuum Pump, (iv) 4 KV Transformer (v) R.F. 

Of}cillator (Vi) Auto Transformer (vii) Regulated Power 

Supplj Unit (viii) Electr~magnet. 
I 

Calibratigns of 4 XV T:ransfo.rmer:-

The out put voltage in the eecondary of the 

transformer.he.s been ·obtained for different primary 

voltage (varied by auto transformer) by means of an 

accurately calibrated ele~troatatic voltmeter and the 

results are given in table (2:~,1). 
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TABLE 2.1 

.... , ... ~ - .-. - - -- ........ - ..... '~ ... -- ... -- ... -
Primary volte.ge • Secondary voltage 

t ' 

in volts • in vol te 
. . ' ' 
--------~------------

0· 0 

15 ;oo· 
,o 600' 

,~45 900 

60 1200 

75 . 1520 

90. 1875 

105 2200 

120 2500 

135 2900 

150 3250 

165 3550 

----~-·---~-~---------
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The calibration has been repeated ~brice and the' 

results are plotted in fig.2.1. In actual experiment the 

output voltage from the secondary has been actually mea• 

eured during the experiment. 

Calibration of Electromsgneti-

The electromagnet has been calibrated by two 

different methods, viz. (i) by using Gauss meter and 

(ii) by using a bal.Ustic galvanometer. 

The electromagnet has been calibrated using 

gauss meter. The gsuss meter consisting of a rectangular 

coil is placed perpendicular to ~ uniform magnetic field, 

the induced e.m.f. is generated in the coil which is mea

sured in terms of the strength of the magnetic field. The 

variation of D.O. current supplied by the metal rectifier 

~y means of a~ autotransformer to the electromagnet with 

the strength of the magnetic field are measured. The 

results are given in table 2.2 and 2.3~ 
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TA'SLE 2.2 

Separation between the pole pie~s = 3.5 om. 

___________ ... _. __ _._ ... ~---------~ .... 

• Current in mA. , Oorrepponding magne-.. 
' tic field in gaues • 
• 

------------------------- .... ------ .... -- ... -
.o 0 

50 112 

100 215 

160 300 

200 380 

G 250 460 

300 560 

350 600 

400 700 

450 880 

500 950 

550 1100 

600 1200 

650 1300 

700 1450 

750 1550 

800 1700 

850 1800 

900 2000 

1000 2100 

---.-------~-----..,-----------------
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TABLE 2.3 

Separation between th~ P,ole pibee~ = 7.8 em. ,.., 
_._ ... ______ ..... _____ _.. ________ .._ _____ __ 

' Current in mA. ' Oorrespon~ing magne-
' 
' tie field in gause. 

.~ - ....... --- -- ....... ·- - - .... -- - - -- - - - ....... - -
0 0 

'100 150 

200' 250 

300 375 

400 550 

500\ 6"[5 

600 850 

700 950 

800 1100 

900 I 1250 

1000 1350 

1100 1500 

1200 1625 
__,/" 

1300 1725 

1400 1850 

1500 1900 

1600 1975 

1700 2050 _________ ... _____ .... ______________ _ 
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The calibration curves- are draWn. of the magnetic field 

against current in the coii of the electromagnet (fig~2.2 and 
2.3). . 

Oalibr&tion of R,F.Oscillator:-

The radio frequency oscillator is a tuned plate tuned 

grid oscillator designed for generation or voltage in the range 

of 1. 4 .Miiz to 5. 5, MT:Iz. 

The plate voltage of the oscillator tube is supplied 
,. 

from a full wave rectifier circuit using tube of the type 5R4GY. 

The composite circuit of the R.F. oscillator is g~ven in fig.2.4. 

To calibrate the frequency of the oscillator, ·the absorption wave 

meter as well as the oommun~cation receiver was used. Preliminary 

measurements of frequency were made with the absorption wave 

meter. Then using the receiver the final measurements were taken 

for frequency corrected upto 0.1 tUiz. The dial of the condenser 

ie e!!librated in terms of the £:reguenc .. v:. A curve is plotted for 

.dial reading~ against frequency in fig. 2.5 and the results are 

given in table 2.4. 
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TABLE 2.4 

Oscillator Frequency Oalibra~io~ • 
.._ __________ ....., _________ _..., ... 
Condenser dial • Frequency in :MHz. 

' . ' 

dt. readitlg. · · ' 
i 

2 1.45 

4 1.50 

6 1.60 
' 

8 1.70 

10 1.79 

12 1.90 

14 2.02 

16 2.15 

18 2.32 

20 2.58 

22 - '2.75 

24 3.13 

26 3.44 

28 3.81 

30 4.17 

32 4.5:5 

}4 4.95 

36 5.16 
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The experimenta1 arrangement for the measurement of 

the radio frequency conductivity of the ionised gae is ehawn 

in fig. 2.6. In this experiment a discharge is maintained be

tween the two electrodes of a cylindrical discharge tube of 
22:.C.l'TI . 

length and the separation between the electrodes 23 em to 
A . 

19.5 em by a transformer (4KV) and a R.F. voltage :trom an 

oscillator is supplied to the :l.onised gas through a coupled 

circuit~ eonsisting of an R.F. milliameter and a variable 

condenser in series. Two rectanguia.r metal plates (7.6 :x 
Cm ..... 

2.5}~fixed parallel to each other (with distance in between 
0 ' 

adjut~Jtable) ~r~m a condenser in parallel with variable con-

denser. Tho discharge tube is mounted \rltbin the parallel 

plate condenser and the condenser plates are fixed in touch 

with the two sides of the tube. The R.F. oscillator is a tuned 

plate tuned grid type the plate coil or' which is inductively 

coupled to a tuned circuit containing .the discharge tube. The 

oscillator working in frequency range 1 • 5 to 5 Ml!z is poa

ered by a stabilized pmver supply. The tre~enoy of observa

tion is 2.58 MHz. Before the discharge is started the circuit 

is tuned and the R.~~ tank current ia measured by R.F. milli

ameter." The vol ta.ge across t'he external plate is measured by 

a valve tube vol.tmetar. Before starting the measurements, the 

disch~rge vessel system is continuously evacuated for a number 

o:f days and properly baked to remove occluded gas~ The ope

ration proceeds for a considerable period, after which the 
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experimental gas. i.e introduced :tn the system. The system is 

flg;,shed a number of time to insure the gas atmosphere inside 

the di~cb~~ge veesel. The discharge is then started and the 

o~rcuit is tuned and the voltage and current measured and 

from these readings the lossy resistance of the ionised ~as 

c~ 'be obtained and hence the conduoti~i~y of the ionised gas 

een be obtained. 

The experimental procedure followed in the present 
. ' 

investigation for the determination of conductivity of en 

i9nieed gas ia different from that adopted in earlier methods 
. ' ·-

and hence the theory of the experiment is outlined below. 

The r~f. voltage from an oscillator was supplied 

to the ionised gaa through a coupled ci~cuit (fig. 2.6) con

sisting of sn r.f.- milliameter~ and a variable condenser 

(values of 500 pt.) in series~ The rectangular metal plates 

(7.6~x 2.5 em) fixed parallel to each other tormod a condin-
~ . . 

ser in parallel with variable .. condense~ .• Tbe discharge tube was 

mounted within the parallel plat~ condenser and the condenser 

p~atee were fix~d touching the two sides of the tube. Before 

the mounting of the ~iscbarge tube ~ E1 ie the voltage deve

loped ,across the m: condenser :for an observed value o!f! the 

current I, at rasonan~e '· then 

(2.1) 
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\ 

where 0 is the eapacity of the fixed condenser in absence of 

the discharge tube, when the discharge tube ia placed within 

the condenser 0!' tw~ effects are.intr.oduced, {1) the diele- 1 
otric constant Of the COt.ldenser ie ol~ged and (ii) tbe iO~ioed ~ 
gas aot0 as a loaay resistance in parallel to tne condenser, eo 

that when th.e diaoharge ie on, the aeqondary circuit is modi-

.. fied ae. shown ~n figure (2.7) (a), the· equivalent circuit for 

that part of circuit .right of the meter is shown in figtn"e 

(2.7) (b). Out put imJ)ed.ance for the two alternative circuit 

in figure (2.7) (c}, are 

in case of parallel combination 

and Zp ::: R'- Jc' 
. ' 

in case of the eeriee combination. Since the out put impedance 

of the two alternative circuits are ta equivalent, 

I . o-
R_.:-_Co.JC' (2.2) 

I+ t0JCR 

io, R - r<.' 
I +W2c2-R'2. -

and~-) 
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Now in general and so 

I 
end C ~ C., • The change o~ dielectric constant o~ 

the condenser will be very small, especially for low density 

plasma and it cen be co~teracted·by adjusting the variable 

condenser. In actual experiment we have noted that this 

change ie insignificant. Hence the.current in the meter 

when the discharge is on, is given by 

-where E2. is the voltage across the condenser when the 

discharge 11!1 on. From equation ('2i1 and t3) 1 it :ta oan be 

abovm that 

(2.4) 

. The voltages, E2 and E1 are .measured with v.T.V.M. 

(Marconi) and 1 1 and I 2 are obtained with the radio frequency 
I 

milliemeter attached with the circuit. After obtaining R R , 
cen be calculated from the relation 

(2.5) 
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If S represents the aree. of the discharge tube 

prese~ted to the radio frequency field introduced inside the 

condenser, s.nd t the thickness of the tube ·then 

R -~ - s (2.6) 

ana ()'¥" the conduoti vi ty Will be given by 

(2.7) 

A stabilized power supply, aupplied power to the 

oscillator (tuned plate grid type) working in the frequency 
. . 

range 1 to 5 MHz.. The frequency at which the present measu

rements have been carried out has been measured to be (work

ing frequency) 2.45 MHzi. ~he out p~t of the oscillator is 

connected .to the two ends of the primary circuit and the 

secondary circuit is coupled to it. The discharge tube 

consists of a long cylindrical glass tube fitted with two 

electrodes and the discharge is egcited by means of e. tran

sformer (4KV). The pressure has been vary carefully measured 

by rocleod Gauge Model VG/~~ 

Pure and dry air has been used and oxygen and hydrogen 

have been prepared from the electrolysis of saturated wo.rm so

lution of Barium hydroxide~ The evo1ved. oxygen and hydrogen we.~e. 

passed through phosphorus pentoxide and sodium hydroxide to 

remove water vapour and other impurities, ammonia waa prepared 

by heating liquid ammonia~ The evolved ammonia. wce.e pe.ased 
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through dry calciumoxide. (Before introducing the gases_the 

whole system waa continuously evacuated for a number of days 

and then flushed with the gas under examination several_times 

before measurements were undertaken). Before sterting the 

discharge the tank current (I1) and the corresponding vol

tages (E1) is measured by mean~ of a valve voltmeter. The 

dj. scharga ia kim then started and the discharge current is 

kept constant while the pressure ·within the discharge tube is 

varied. The corresponding values of I 2 and E2 are noted in 

each case. The observa..t·ion are made in which tne discharge 

current is kept constant (at 10 rnA) whil!e the pressure of the 

gas is varied from few micron upto few mm. The same proced~e 
a.. 

has been repeated~few times and the data have been found to 

be consiat~nt. 

E~erimente in presence o& tran§\•erse magnetiq fie1d:-

(a) The aame. experiment is repeated by applying the 
I 

magnetic field transverse to· the r.f. probe voltage and also 
K 

perpendicular to the direction of the electric field applied 

to maintain discharge. The magnetic field has been supplied 

by an electromagnet which was calibrated· earlier. The current 

to the& electromagnet is supplied XG from a metal rectifier 

fitted with proper filter circuits. Keeping the magnetic field 

constant at a particular value, the pressure of the gas has 

been varied and the cond.uctivity of the gas determined for 

various values of pressure and the same procedure has been 
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repeated for various va1ues of the magnetic field. The expe

riments have been repeated a few times and the resulta have 

been found to be consistent. The observationsbave been taken 

for all. the four gases, air, oxygen, hydrogen and ammon.i.e.. 

(b) Measurement of momentum transfer collision cross -
Wi.tk, Clh\.J... 

section "without magnetic field: 

Here the experimental rarrangament is the same as 

before. The magnetic field is kept eonstant at different 

values(1150G, 1350G and 1650G) and the pressure is varied 

gradually from few micronsto 6 mm of Hg. The experiment• is 

carried out for hydrogen&.-~oxyge:n, '_. ·. · · ' · · ·.~. - · .• 

(o) Voltage current characteristics in ionised gases 

in longitudinal magnetic field: 

Appare,tua:-

(1) 1000 V. (a$,. JQiit){circuit diagram shown in 

fig. 2.13) stabilised power supply unit (ii) High Vacuum Pump 

(iii) Mcleod gauge model VG/2 {iv) Electromagnet (v) Millift• 

mmeter (vi) Auto transformer (vii) A cylindrical discharge 

tube with two brass electrodes (viii) Voltmeter. 

The experimental·arrangement is shown in the 

-figure 2.14. A d~c. source from a 1000 volta ·regulated 
' 

power supply bas bS' en used to ionise the -~~ and the dis

charge tube is s cd cylindrical tube of length 9 em.~ Md 

diameter 2.90 om. fitted with two internal electrodes~ The 

pressure has been measured by all Mcleod gauge Model VG/2,_. 
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Pure a.nd dry air has been ueed and ~·n •:nd. hy~,rogen ha:s~ 

been pre-pared f~~ from the electrolysis of saturated wqrm 

solution of Barium hydroxide using nickel electrodes. The 

evolved ~ge:n msd hydrogen w~s~:: paaeed through phoephoru,a 

pentoxidet and sodium hydroxide to remove water vapour and_ 

other impurities. 

The magnetic field has been proVided with an ele

ctroma.gnet and the lines of force are parallel to the axis of 

the discharge tube. The magnetic field which has been varied. 

from 0 to 800 gauss has been measured by a calibrated fluxmeter. 

Keeping the pressure of the ga.s .. ,oonstant at a pariJicular value, 
·, 

ma the magnetic field bas been varied and the d.c. discharge 

current and voltage between the two electrodes has been mea-
a,... 

sured for.various ~lues of the magnetic field. The ·same pro-

cedure has ·been repeated for different values of the pressure 

and :for different initial discharge currents and voltages •. The 

exp.eriments have been repeated and :the results found to be 
is 

c:onstt;mt. 
" 

(d) Radio frequency b~eakdown in molecular gases in 

longitudinal magnetic field: 

:{i) In.absonce of magnetic field, 

(ii) In presence .of longitudinal magnetic field. 

Apparatus:-

. ( i) R •. ,. Oscillator ( ii) r.~cleod Gauge Mod~l VG/2 

(ii~) Vacuum Pump (tv) Auto Transformer (v) Electromagnet&~ 

(vi) 1 .• 5 KV D. C ~Power Supply (vii) Calibrated voltmeter (viii) 

Discharge tube with inner two brass electrodes. 



The brerurdow.n po~ential of the gas in radio fre-
o... 

quency field[ has been determined in the slight~modified tech-

nique as ha~ been dono previously ~y Gill and Von Engel (1948), 

Sen and Ghosh (1963) and Sen & Gupta (1968). The experimental 

arrangement is shown in figure 2.15. The source of radio fre

quency oscillEtor is a tuned plate* tuned grid oscillator 

designed for generation of voltage in the range of :frequency 

4 to 10 Mllz. The oscillator tube used was of the type 811. 

The plate voltage of the oscillator tube is supplied from a 

full wave rectifier circuit. The input of the rectifier· is 
\.~ . 

made variable by means of a variac and the.out~of the radio 

frequency voltage can be varied continuously. The radio fre

quency voltage is aupplied to the internal electrodes by 

means of Shielded cables and discharge tube is placed between 
e 

the two pole picee of the electr~magnet. The r.m.s. value of ,. 
the voltage is measured with the help of a V.T.V.M. construc

ted in the laboratory using a 6H6 tube. The range of the . 
V.T.V.M. is 600 volts (r.m.a.). The plate volte.ge of the os

c,.llator is grad.ually increased and hence the r.t. applied 

voltage to the vessel also increases. At the point of break

down of the gas the v .• T. V.M. reading shows an abpupt feJ.l of 

few volts and simultaneously a glow appears in the discb&rge 

tube. This point is taken as the breakdown point and the 

corresponding r.m.,s .• va.lue of voltage indicated by V.T.V.M. 

is taken as the breakdown voltage. The pressure of the gas 
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i e measured by the Mcleod gauge model VG/2 supplied by 

M/s •. Be.synth. The pressure of the gas * is varied froin few 

microns to few m.m. of Hg. 

Before starting the measurements the discharge 

vessel system is continuously evacuated and properly baked 

to removed occluded gas. The operation proceeds for a con

siderable periOd/ after which the experimental gas iB int

roduced in the system. The system is fl~shed a number of 

times with the gas from the container to ensure the gao 

atmosphere inside the discharge vesse~. 
' Keeping the pressure fix~d by proper use of stop 

cock• the breakdown voltage is measured by the V.T.V.M. 

(internal impedance 1 MJL. ) as atQJ'ted earlier. Observa

tion at different pressures is.repeated for several times 

and the mean values of breakdown potential are noted against 

the corresponding pressure. The mean values do not deTiate 

more than ! 2 volts for all. the observed val~e~ at the 

corresponding pressure. The same process is repeated for 

al1 the gases mentioned earlier and the respective breek

down·potentia.l data are noted for different pressurelil. 

Measurements in prosen~e of Longitudinal Magnetic fields-

The above mentioned procedure hae again been.re

peated·for all the gasea in presence of magnetic field. The 
'II 

uniform magnetic field which was calibrated at the begiping 

of the experiments ia placed along the radio frequency 

' 
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electric· field. The current to the electromagnet is supplied 
' 

from a metal recti~ier.fitied with proper filter circuits. 

Keeping the magnetic field at a m fixed value, the pressure 

is gr·adue.lly changed and the corresponding breakdown poten

tials are.noted. The same procedure is repeated for different 

values of the magnetic field. Observations were u made for 

0, 110, 200, 400 1 595 gauss. Repee.t~.tion of the,process has 

been made with all th~ tf\-ree.: gases· air, hydrogen~ oxygen and 

ammen!a as diele.ctric medium. The experiments·huve been per

formed a large number of times with wlde intervals and reaul te 

have been found to be conaist~~t. 

(e) Plasma Diffusion in a Magnetic Field: 

APPaz:atus:-

(i) 1 KV stabilized power supply unit (ii) High 

vacuum pump (iii) Mcleod gauge Model VG/2 (iv) Electromagnet 

(v) Dry Battery (vi) Milliameter (vii) Micro~ter (viii) Auto 
. ~ .. 

Transformer (ix) ~discharge tube with two copper inner ele

ctrodes and fitted wi tll two metallic (bre.ss) plate) fixed on 

the two sides. 

The experimental arrangement is shown in the figure 

2.16. Tho values of the diffUsion coefficient for different 

gases in presence of magnetic field and i ~s absence have been 

obtained from.the measurements by the d.c. conductivity of. the 

low temperature plasma. A d.c. source ha.s been used to ionise 
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· the gas from a 1 KV. regula t~d ynwel' supr.1ly cm.d tl1e i discharge 

tube is a cyl.il1tlrioal tube fitted with two br3itss, elect.!?odes~ 

The pressure haa been measured by a :tloleod gauge Model VG/2. 

~WO meta.ll.:!.c plt:.tf}HJ' (4 X 1 cm2) are· fitted (2.3 em, a,p~rt) on 

the two sides (inside) of tile discharge tub.e an(! are co:aneoted 

to a. source of battery .. and a d.o. micro~eter (0 to :;oo ("A). 

Pure and dry air has been used and. oxygen and 

hydrogen have been prepared from the electrolysis of sa~ 

rated worm solution of Barium hydroxide using nickel electro

des. The evolved oxygen and hydrogen were passe~ through 

phosphoruepentoxide,. and eoa.iu.m hydroxide to remove water 

vapour and other impurities .• 

The magnetic field has been supplied by an ele

ctromagnet and the lines of force are perpendictaar both to 

the direction 'of the a.}lplied d. c. _:tield and ihe axis of the 

discharge tube. The current to the eleotromagnet is supplied 

from a mete~ rectifier fitted with proper filter circuits. 

The magnetic field which has been~ varied from 0 to 1000 gausu 

has been measured by a calibrated fluxmeter. Keeping the 

preae\ree of the gae constant at a partioulnr vaLue, the mag

netic field hrta been varied and the· d.c ... current ·between the 

two plates hae been measured fo:r.' various vaiues 9t the applied. 

magnetic :field.. The same procedure baa be~n repeated :m:fxthe for 

,dij'.ferent pressures of the gas. The discharge ·'current ia kept 

"''• 

.f 
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constant at the time of experiment. 

if'l!om the measured value of the d~c. current the 

resistance of the plasma column between the plates has been 

determined and if R is the resistance R = · ,Pifs 
' 

where f is· tbe specific resistance ,t denotes the thick

ness of the plasma column and S the area of the plates. Then 

f = ~ where ~ is the·d~c. conductivity of the plasma. 
' 

the values of d.c. condu~tivity was measured for 

various pressures keeping the :magnetic field constant for 

air, oarbonditXide, hydrogen and helium, neon. The same 

procedure was repeated at different magnetic fields(Gupta · · 

and Sen,1968) 

( Ji) 
-

Effect of the Longitudinal Magnetic field 

OJ1' Electron Temperature and E1ectron Denai ty 

in Ionised Gaaes:-

(1) In absence of magnetic f'ield 1 

(ii} In presence of.'l'ra.nsvarse and longitudinal 

magnetic field. 

Apparatus:,:-

(i) 1.4 KV Stabilized Power Supply Unit. {ii) Dry· 

Battery (iii) High V~cuum Pump {iv) Mcleod Gauge Model VG/2 

(v) ~~ectromagnet (vi) Electronic Multimeters(Ph11I1ps) 

(vii) Milliameter (viii) Microsn®etar (ix) Two discharge 
~ 

tubes with multiple¢ probes and with internal el~ctrodes. 
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The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 

(2.17). The cylindrical discharge tube of length 24.5 cm·and 

diamu~er 4.2 em. fitted with mvo inter~al electrodes (bra~s) 

of diameter 3.2 em. and the separation be~veen this two 

elec·trodes is 16.6 em. A cylindrical metal probe (tungsten) 

at a distance 2.5 em. from the anode of diameter .05 em. and 

the length is 0.4 om. is inserted into the plasma and measures 

the current to the probe as a function of the probe po•ential. 

This potential is applied with dr;y battery. The discharge is 
' ' 

·. 

excited with the help of an electronically regulated power 

.supply of 1400 v. The' pressure has been measured by e:p. Mcleod 
a.... 

gauge Model VG/2. The pressure of the gas is varied t.rom fe* 
" 

mieronsto few mm. of Hg. Before starting the measurements 

t~e discharge vessel is continuously evacuated and properly 

ba~ked to remove occ•uded gas, Pure and dr,y air was used 

dich was passed through phosphoroUs pentoxide to :temove 

traces of water vapour~ 

The magnetic field'haa been supplied by an ele

ctromagnet which is applied at the positive column ~f the 

discharge and the lines of force are perpendicular both to 

the direction of the applied· d.c. field and the axis of the 

discharge tube. The applied field bas been measured by .a ca

librated fluxmeter. 
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The method of measuring the probe current and 

voltage in the glow discharge in air in the case of a longi

tudinal magnetic field is.shown in figure (2.18)'. The dis

charge tube is cylindrical of diameter 2.8 em and fitted with 

two brass electrodes at a distance of 5.5c:m. A cylindrical 

metal (tungsten) probe at a distance 3.3 em. from the anode 

of diameter .05 em. and length 0.3 em. is inserted into the 

plasma and measures the current to the probe as a function of 

the probe potential. The tube ia thoroughly cleaned and dried 

and placed within the pole pieces of an electromagnet so that 
A 

the lines of force are parallel ~o the axis of the discharge 

tube. The pole pipes hnve the diameter of 3.5 om. Which en

sures that the magnetic field is uniform throughout the length 

of the tube because it is essential that the magnetic field 

should be tree from radial components. Keeping the pressure 

constant; the probe voltage ia var,.ed and the corresponding 

values of probe current not~d for a fiKBd magnetic field. The 

same prooedur~ has been repeated for· different magnetic .field~ ,.. 

The current baa been found to approach a limiting 

value which ia independent of ];)Otential current and b.as a 

tendency to attain saturation and _at limiting part. This is 

called saturation current and is ~etermined by the charge 

which is transported by the electrons that strike the surface 
I . • . 

'\'1. 

of the probe in their thermal motion •. Kowing the thermal speed ,... 
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of the electrons the plasma density can be found from the 

a~turation current, 

0 

( ~KT. )\;2-
ts = Ae-ne. \ rr~ {2.8) 

where A is the effective area of the p~obe. 

In case of ion A, = 2 rro..-l.,; a be the radius 

end ,t be the length of the probe respectively end for 

electron Ae = L\ 0.. ~ , 'he :is the ele~tron density, 

:le the charge of the electron, K is the 'Boltmrumn cons

tant', "rYl the mas of the electro~, Te. u the electron 
t 0 

temperature can be found out by plo~ing the , current t aa a 

function of the potential on a loga~i thmj.c scale. We obtein 

a. straight line over e. wide range by the eqn. 

· ev 
Lo~ Le = ~ + constant. (2.9) 

KTe 

where the slope ot the· stl,aight line { e /K Te ) allows 

ua to determine the temperature ( Te ) • The theory of' probe 

111: zero magnetic field ( 1924 ~ Langmuir and r!olit-Smith). 

reate .on ~vo assumptions viz. (a) The dimensions of the 

probe are small compared with the .mean free path of ions 

and electrons~ This means that the probe can be assumed 

to coliect only a relatively small number of charged 

particles in the plasma around the shesth so that outside 
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this sheath the plasma is ( to a close approximation), 

undisturbed by the prese~teof the probe. (b) The tbi-
1 

okness of the space charge sheath surrounding ~he probe is 

timall compared with the mean free path of ions and ele

ctrons. Thus the sheath can be treated as a region in 

which ions and electrons move in a vacuum, undisturbed 
Z>/4 I 

by collisions~ Its thickness d o( Vp h Y:z. 

:for constant mean ion energy, where vP is the potential 

across the sheath and · n the ion concentration. 
l, • • 
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INTRODUCTION 

In several communicetions from this laboratory 
l<j(;(, 

{Sen & Ghosh, Gupta & Mandal(1967); Sen & Gupta,1969)t it 
" 

has been shown that the measurement of radio frequency con

ductivity of an ionised gas and its variation with pressure 

enables us to calculate the varie.ua parameters of the ionised J v 

,gas such as the electron density, collision frequency and 

electron temperature~ The measurement in presence of a 

magnetic field enables us to find the variation of electron 

temperature With magnetic field. The only effect of mag

netic field that hae been taken into consideration in the 

previous papers is-the introduction of the concept of 

equivalent pressure and it ·bas been :round that the -experi

mental results can be satisfactorily explained quantita

tively for amall values of (H/P) only where H is the mag

neti,c field and P the pressure; this is due ·to the fa.ct 

that the equivalent pressure concept is valid only for 

small values of ( H/P) .~. The effect of a transverse mag

netic field on an ionised gas has been considered by 
c . 

Be¢kman (1948) and·he has shown that the magnetic field 
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Changes the radial electron density from the 

axis o:r the discharge tube and 

Increases the axial electric field of the 

discharge. 

Phe incorporation of these deductions has been 

quite helpful. to e xpla.in very sa.ti sfacCJorily the variation 
' 

of current in a glow discharge (Sen and Gupte.,1971); veria

ti on of current, vol ta.ge and power in arc plasma (Sen & 

Das, 1973) and the variation of inteneit,y of emitted radia

tion in s. glow discharge in a .. transverse magnetic field 

(Sen9 Das & Gupta,1972). It is thus thought worth while to 

study the variation o:f radio frequency conductiVity in a 

variable transverse magnetic field taking into considera

tion the theoretical. conclusions of Beckman. The plan of 

the present work is to d~rive the variation from theore

tical, consideration and predict results for some specific 

cases. Some experimental results in connection with the 

theory developed will also be presented. 

·· THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION" 

In order to derive the expression for the radio 

frequency conductivity in a transverse magnetic field . let 

us assume that the discharge_" current :ta flowing along the 

x-axi a,,,. the radi~ :tre'Q.uency field used for measurement of 
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of radio frequency conductivity along y-axis and the mag

netic field along the z-axis. ~hen the equations of motion 

of the electron are 

(3.1) 

where ~ is the :frequency _for momentUm transfer:> c.J is the 

frequency of the meas~ing radto frequency field and WI?. 

the electron cyclotron frequency and similarly, 

let 
Jw t. 

"\.J"':t_ =- A e 

Then from e9.n. { 3.2) 

and from equation (3.1) 

' 

A 

0 

and 

eEo(~+Jw} -
m[_(..;) +- Jw?' +- w~} 

(3.2) 

= 
eH 
rm 
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then ( ~.f ') 14 
which J~ the ra8l part ot radio frequency 

conductivity in a direction perpendicul.ar to transverse mag

netic field ia given by 

which is the same expression a.s deduce'd previously by 

Appleton and Boohar1wella(19,7) and 1ater by Gil~dini(1959). 

If we go on ohanging the magnetic field keeping the pressure 

and.fraquency of the meas~ing field constant, then maxi

mising we get 

o(iJ~oD~c..>~ y-+~CU~~]2w10 +4 [(tu'"+~...,. + W ~) (c.u '\.-_a))-v-_ Co...)~ )1 WI} 

( { ~ "'- .1) ~-w .; } "~-- -t- .q v:)" .;> "Y J '}-

or 

:::0 

·where = and is the 



magnetic field at which the radio frequency conductivity 

becomes a maximum. 

SOME SPECIAL OASES 

Oaee I w // r;J ' then w Q, ma.x. = w 

Case II w <<~ , then 

which is + 'V'e onlY' if 2-CJ 1./.) ) ~ 

Oaae III W = ..;> , then w fb 'l'T\AX. -=:. o· 9 w 

7-
t.rhua it ia evident that as w ~ == 1·1-G ,c. to H • 

t~ have some measurable magnetic field at which the radio 

frequency will become a maximum, the measure:mmt should 

preferably be in the microwave region. 

If .}) = w 

""( 'V "Y ) 2 (.) 2.(.0 + w (; 
w4 +4(,.)4 s 

( 3 •. 4) 

Equation (3._4) is val.id if it is assumed that the electron 

density n is unaffected by the magnetic field but 1 t has 

been shown by Beckmen(1948) that the effect of the magnetic 

field is to alter the radial electron density according to 

the equation 
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where n'"' = electron density at a distance Y' 

£rom the axis. H = magnetic field, 

b, = mobility, 

no... = Diffusion coefficient Qf electrons 

and 

where L = mean free path of the electron at a 

pressure of 1 torr, 
' 

\3~ = random velocity of the electron. 

The equation baa been shown by Sen and Gupta (1971) to be 

equival.ent to 

where R ~ ~raction of energy lost by electron due to 

··either elastic or inelastic collision, Te = electron 

temperature. Consequently from eqn~ ( 3.4) , 

and maximising we get 

Q{CJ~ +-2W
13

+'2o(C.()
1'"w: + '6w-vw~ -r4 o<w

4 w,{- '2SC.U\:v~ + gwbo< 

=0 
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where Inste~d of solving 

this eqn. 

we can numerically calculat~ the value of 

( '~ )H I<J:., 
for va~ious values of magnetic field and frequency of 

measurement. To take a typical example in case of hydrogen, 

the experimental values of Te end t<. as provided in the 
"4 _, 

literature is Te = 1.16 x 10 and l'< = 2.17 x 10 for 

values o:f(E/J?) used here· so that o< = .003484 

The ratio C0:.t)" j~1 has been caiculated nwnerically both 

from equa.tionQ (3~4) and (3.5) :for valuesof magnetic :fif)ld 

·varying from z~ro to 1000 gauss for frequencies 10 IliUiz, 

100 MHe end 1000 MHz and results are plotted in figures 

3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 

It is evident from figures 3.1, 3.2 and;.;, that 

the magnetic field at which the radio frequency conductivity 

becomes a maximum occurs according to the relation ( W t;_) -m.a...JC... 

= 0~9 w i.e. for 3•1 gauss fo+.~ frequency 10 MHz, for 1 
. 31 gauss for '100 MHz and for 310 gauss :for 1000 MHz •. The "" 

ratio · ( O:.f) H j((y.{ h?wever is the same for all the 

t~ree frequencies according to eqn~. (3.4). The dotted 
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curves which represent the res~ts as calculated from 

equation (3.5) show that values are almost identical as· 

calculated from equation ( 3. 4) but the ratio \ Or-t) H ""'"-lC / (r~ 

decreases with the .increase of fre~ency and magnetic 

field specially for values of magnetic field smaller 

than 100 gause. For values of magnetic field greater 

than 100 gauss, the curve however gradually decreases 

with the increase of magnetic fie~d without showing a.maximum 

and this is evident due. to the fact that the relation 

as deduced by Sen and Gupta ( 1971) is valid for small 

values of (H/P). 

It is not neoesaar.y to take k into account the 

variation of axial electric field due to transverse mag

netic field as deduced by Beckman because this will not 

have any effect. on the radio frequency conductivity in a 

direction transverse to both electric and magnetic field~ 

From the forgoing ~alysia it is clear that it 
" 

the magnetic :field is gradual.ly changed then to obtain 

measurable magnetic field at which the conductivity be

comes a maximum, the measuring field must have a fre~ 

quency in either the ultra ~gh frequency or in the 



I 
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microwave region. Instead, if we go on changing the pre

ssure, then measurements can be made at rad~o frequency 

region and a maximum in t~e.pr~ssure conductivity curve 

can be obtained. Differentiating equation (3.3) with re

spect of .}) we get 

As the magnetic field used in the experiment is- of the 

order of order of a few kilogauss, and the measuring field 

has the frequency of a few ma.gacycles, i.e. W Q, )/ C0 

ami we get, 

-=0 

or. 

l <r;/) H will become a maximum when ..)) = W ~ 
from which the collision frequency at the particular ~ 

pressure can be _ce.lcuJ.ated,and 

~we get 

' - l.J'Y' - 1\ n f. -v - - v'r' L c. - 'Ae 
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or = cc>nste.nt, 

where · · P'l"r\ai..J(. ie th.e· presenre t!lt which the radio fre

quency cionductivi ty becomes a maximum when .. ,he magnetic 

· fie~d ll is applied, as 

( ;.6) 

the electron density can be calculated and the 

maximum value of ~adio f?equency conductivity should 

decrease with the increase of applied magnetic fie~d. 

If the variation of radial elecrtvon densi·~y is consi

dered (.Becltman, 1948} then 

and as before, 

when ,;) :::. w~ 

( c(~) H 

and hence 

will become a maximum 

l G.'{) fl..,_, - n!e>< P l4 ~ ~./' J1 ,_ ~:,.; 
(3.7} 

From which 'Yl can be calculated ... It is further noted 

I 
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I 

that the deduction· of Beckman regarding the variation on 

the value of radial e1ectron density will have no Qffeot 

on the value of presaure at which the radio frequency con

ductivity will become a maximum at a particular value of 

magnetic field. 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANG~~ENT 

The present investigation re,ports results 

regarding the variation of radio frequency conductivity 

with pressure in $ transverse magnetic ~leld in case of 

eir, hydrogen, oxygen and ammonrua. The mea.sur:tng field 
•'V 

haa a frequa~oy of 2.45 Maz and the ~ariation of pressure 

ie in the millimeter range and magnetic field employed is 

1 kilo gause to 2 kilogauss so, that the assumption w < < co~ 

is justified. The detailed method of measurement is 

discussed in chapter II and the experimontal arrangement is 

shown in fig. 2.{,. Pure and dry- air has been used •. hydrogen 

_and oxygen have been prepared by· the electrolysis of a 

saturated solution of warm barium' hydroxide ·'and dried by 

potasiumr· hydroY..ide and phoephoruspentoxide; ammonia was 

. prepared by heat~ng liquid ammonia. and dried ~y dry cal

cium-oxide'~ ~t'he presS'..tre has been accurately measured by 

a calibrated Meleod gauge and the magnetic field by a 

calibrated gauss meter~. 
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REsULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The variation of radio frequency conducti.~ty 

with pressure in transverse magnetic field ~150 G• 1350 G, 

and 185o] G have been plotted in figures/ 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 

3.7 for air, hydrogen, oxygen and ammonia respectively. In 

each case it ie observed that the radio £requency conduc

.tivity becomes a.maximum at a certain pressure and the 

:pressure at which the conductivity becomes a maximum al

ways shifts towards the hifther pressure with the increase 

of magnetic field and the absolute value no£ conductiVity 
' . 

diminishes with magnetic field for· all values of pressure. 

The experimen•tal results have been entered in table 3.1 

It is evident from column VI that the theo-

retical deduction · =constant· for maximum. 

conductivity ie well satisfied. From the expression ~ = w~ 

for :maximum , the viUue of -v can be ob-

· tained and. the reaul ts are entered in the :fifth column 

in the table 3.1. It ia shown that the collision frequency 

of momentum transfe~ increases with tb.e' .increas~ of mag

netic ·field. Ilow the electron deiSty ~H in presence of ,.. 

magnetic field has been calculated from the maximum con-

duetivity values :for· values of mag-

netic field used in the experiment for all the experimen

tal ·gases such as air, hydrogen, oxygen and ammonia and 

the reeul ts ·are entered in column VII at table , .• _1 •. 
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TABLE 3.1 

Calcutated values of electron density ~~H) at 

different values of magnetic field. 

Frequency.of measurement= 2.45 MUm. 

~~~~~~-~~~~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~r~~~~-

• t . ' • . ! ' 

'::fie.' (PH),"-x '\<il'{-)~~ ,{) 1 H/. :. 
GAS , field • \'YI.. 0 •!i ., , /P""""x. · 'Yl1-1 

in . ' ·m. m . ' )(, IO . ' ' 
'gause e.m.u.. ' ' 
' • • t ' 

----~-~~~~--~---~~~---~----~-----
. 1150 0.920' ' ·0.179' 

'' 

AIR- 1?50 1·~·oso 0.161 

1850 '1.470 0.150' 

·11'50 1.85 1.16 

HYDROGEN 1350 2.1·5 0.988 ' 

1850 3.05 0.87 

0.3222'X 

'1010 

0.379' i 
1010 .. 

0.5189 X 

. 1010 

0.3222 X 

1010 
·-· ' 

0.3791 X 

1010 

0.5189 X 

1010 

- 1250 0.257 X 

10~ 

1256 .. 0.2725 X 

108 

1259 . 0.3472 X 

108 

621.6. 1.651 X 

108 

626.9 1.'674 X 

108 

'i1e;o . 1.665 X 

108 

--------------------------~------
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{TABLE 3.1 OONTD.) 

- ... _. -.- - - -; -- - ... ,-- -. ._ . -- -- ... -- -- -; - ........ --- ,--. ... - - - -~ - _. 

t Mag- t ( P. . ' • • 
, n~tio , \! l-l)m ... .,..'\__~£)\.\..-.4 ' H~ , 

GAS • f:uilld i n ' 'S" ' ~ ' P 'JY\0\.,1( 

in • • x •o • • 
• gauae • rm.m · 1 ~.m·U. ' 

t • t • 
• 

• • 
• • ------- .... ~-.. ... -..---- ..... ---.--- ... -----~----------

1150 1.55 1.2 0.3222 X 

1010 

A'Mf110NlA 1350 1.80 1.07 0.3791 X 750e00 1.811 X 108 

1010 

1850 2.45 0119 0.5184 X 

1010 

...... - - - ~ ~ - -- ... - -- .. ·- -- ... - --- -- - - ---- - - .... - _. ... - ._. .... 
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The electron denei ty Y\ H in presence of magnetic field 

has \been calculated :f'rt\m the maximum aonduotivi ty valuea. Again 
t1. 

according to the theory of Beckman (194 s} 

'Y\ \-1 = II e.x p (-; c< HY') . 

where 
o( 

which e~ows a ~adual radial·variation of electron density from 

the axis to the wall of the tube, which pbyaically means that 

under _the action of the electric and transverse magnetic field 

most of the electrons will be driven to the walls of the tube. 

The measuring field which is at right angles to both thesa fields 
.tess _ . ' . 

will tbua see leas andl\.number of electrons and consequently-the 

radio frequency conductivity will decrease with the increase of 

the magnetic field asia also observed experimentally. Beckman's 
' 

deduction thus provides a phyeical_explanation of the observed 

results. To calculate the average or mean electron density 

which is seen by the measuring field let us consider a cylind

rical shell of radius lying between "f and · Y" + ch and if ttan 

is the radius ot the tube ~nd l the length then ~ the ave

rage density when the magnetic field is H is 

a,. 

'Yl rr~~ 2 J n[e x t> (- "' 14 "'] 21TY' t d-r 

:~. 0 

(:;.a) 
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For a tube of radius 1 em, such as has been used here the 

average values of electron density have been calculated for 

·a.i£ferent magnetic fields in case of hydrogen and oxygen 

from equation (3~8) and results entered in the table 3.2. 
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TABLE 3.2 

Frer;.uenoy of ro.eaau:remcnt = 2oi!·5 Wlze Calculated 
--

values ot average electron density at different 

values of magnetic fields. 

~-----------------------
GAS 

. . ( ) ' 
, 'Magnetic , \P1-1 'hi."'-"' , 

, field in , - , 
, gauss. , in mm. , 

n 
______________ .., ____________ ...,._. ___ ...,_ 

RYD;ROGE!J 

OXYGEri 

1150. 

1350 

1850 

1150 

1350 

1850 

1.85 

2.15 

3.05 

0.9 

1.1 

1.38'"( X 109 

1.778 X 109 . 

4.002 X 109 

1, • 4.23 X 109 

1.776 X 109 

4 •. 1f2 X 109 

....... ________ ._.._ ... _.. ________ ,.... _____ ............... 
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An alternative way to check the value of n is to calculate 

the same from the relation I = "n e·v as the discharge 

current is 10 mA, and v == J 2~v: where V is the dis-

charge voltage which is 600 volta 'Y1 ~ 5 x 108. 

It is thus observed that the measurement o£ radio 

frequenc,y conductivity of a plasma and its variation with 

either pressure or magnetic field enables. us to calculate the 

plasma parameters such as ool~ision frequency, collision taa 
cross section and electron density in a p~aema with a fair 

I 

degree of a~curaoy. One asp~et of Beckman's theory namely the 

radial vartaion of electron density in a In$gneticfield ie vari

fie-;id to a certain extent while the other aspect namely the 

increase of the axial el<!·c,trin field need not be takon into 

consideration-because measurement of conductivity is made in a 

direction perpendicular to both thG electric and magnetic fieldu. 

It is well known that a magnetic field is used to 

confine a plasma and hence the study of plasma behaviour in a 

magnetic field is essential and useful as it will provide us 

the values of magnetic ·field and pressure at which the con-

ductivit.1 of the plasma becomes a maximum and hence the hea

ting of the plasma will also be e. maximum at that pressure 

and magnetic field~ 

Q. 
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CHAPTER IV .·, 

MOMENTUM TRANSFER COLLISION CROSS SECTION 

IN blAGN'JtJTIC FIELD FOR SLOW ELECTRONS FROM 

RADIO FHEQUENCY 00 NDUOTIVITY MEASUR:FliEI~TS 
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INTRODUCTION 

It has been'shw;p in the previous chapter that the measu

rement-of radio frequency conductivity of an ionised gas and 

ite variation with pressure enables us to calculate the vari-

oue parameters o£the ionised gas auch as the elec~on density, 

collision frequency and electron temperature. The measurement 

in presence of a magnetic field enables us to find the varia

tion of electron temperature with magnetic field. The effect 

of a transverse magnetic field on the parameters of the io

nised gases hee been taken into conaider.ation in the previ-

ous chapter by t'ntrod~cing tl16 Beclonan modification { 1948) 

into the conductiVity equation. The measurement of momentum 

transfer cross section o! electrons for elastic scattering 

has been carried out in a large number of atomic and molecu

lar gasee for a wide range of..electron energies by various 

standard.methods such ae swarm experiment, microwave e.fter 

glow m~thod and the cyclotron resonance method and a co~ 

prehanaive review of these methods and the analysis of the 

results obtained has be~n provided by Massey and BurhpP 

·The effect of a magnetic field on the collision erose 

section of electrons with atoms and molecules is important not 

only !or understanding the nature of interaction of magnetic 

field with ionised gases but is absolutely necessary for 
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, explaining the phenome=ne. of breakdown of gases in magnetic 

field •. Aa the measurement of radio frequency conductivity of 

ionised gases and its variation with pressure and magnetic 

field enables us to calculate the electron density, colli-
- ' . ' 

sion frequency and electron temperature, so the same method 

is proposed to be adopted in the present investigatien to • 

calculate the moment\un tran~tar cross section of electrons and 

its variation with ele~tron energy (slow electron) in a trane

ve.rae magnetic field. A programme for the measurement of mo

mer1tum transfer cross section in magnetic field, apeciallJ 

for low energy electrons has therefore been ta undertaken and 

the present chapter reports tbe results in case ot·hydrogen 

and· oxygen. 

Theorz of ~~culation of momentum trans~~~ 

cross section from radio freguencx cond~

;tivi tl; tneasurements_ 

In the present experimental set up it is assumed 

that the dischaxoge current is flowing along the x•sxis,. the 

radio !requency field us0d for m~asurement of radio frequency 

conduct! Vi ty along y-axie and -the magnetic field along the 

z-.oaxis 11 Then the equations of· motion of the electron are 

d~ _ e Jwt 
- J + ~1Y'1_ tW~ '15'-x - m .E 0 e dt (f 

wJl,ere .\) is the frequency for momentum transfer~ 
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00 is the frequenqy of the measuring radio frequenoy field 

and UJ e, = e H /rm . . · the electron cyclotron frequency 

a.nd similarly, 

=0 

then 
e Eo ( -1) + J W ) Jwi 

[ 
'Y '\-] e m ( .)) + Jw) + CcJ ~ 

and 

Hence which ia the ~eal part of r.f. conductivity 

in a direction perpendicular to transverse magnetic field. · 

_ ne.;., ~· { .;>v+ wv-+ w;) 
~ (.',.) H - m I (.w "'--;>y-w~ r + 4 v:>'".,l'" l ( 4.1) 

which ie the aa.me e~reaaion as deduced t.Jrevioualy by Appleton 

a~d Boobariwalla (1937) and later by Gilardini (1959). The 

energy of the e1ectron in the magnetic field can be calculated 

and the energy 
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as the value of w is smaller than either ..:;) or CUe, by 

two ·orders of roagni tude, where Eo ia the potential drop 
u:n. 

per1~it leng·th :tn the positive column. Differentiating eqn. 

( 4.1) wllth respect of ~ , which in effect means .the -change 

with respe_ot to pressure., we get 

As the magnetic field used ~n the experiment is of the order 

of a few kilogauss, tbe.measuring field has the frequency of a 

.few ma,ga.cycles 

1. e. w fb ') ) CJ 

w~ ,get, 

or 

In deriving_ tba above ~xpreesion it han been assumed 

that n -t the electron d.enei ty reme.ina constant with the 

change of pr~ssure~ To justif,1 this it is noted that 
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l =· neft E 

--
= 

where b is a constant. It is observed that with the change of 

pressure the discharge current changes but in our experiment we 

have ~ept the discharge current constant by changing the value 

of E. To test this point an experiment has been performed in 

which the pressure is varied and the corresponding value 2 of 

E is noted so that the discharge current is kept constant a..~d 

the results are plotted in fig.4.1. The linear relation obser

ved between E and P indicated that f.or constant discharge cu-

rrent n .. the olectron denai ty ~ remains oonat~"'lt Vti th 

pressure·~ 

~ ((,:'} ) H will become~ a, maXimum for .."i:> = W ~ from which 

the collision frequency at the particular pressure can be cal

culated.;am as 

,..)c. = 

we get 

or 

- u-rP 
L 

H /PTr\o.x = constant,_ wkere 

is the pressure at which the radio frequency conductivity 
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_becomes a maximum when the magnetic field H is applied. 

(4.}) 

. 
where N i$ the number of molecules per c.c. at the pressure 

c.onsider~d; Gc. is the momentum transfer cross section,. Te 

is the electron tempera.tu:~:"e. m is the mass of the electron 

and K is th~ Boltzmannconstant. The electron temperature 

has been measured by single probe method and its variation 

With magnetic field has been found to aatisf~ the theore

tical. deduction (Sen, Das and Gupta;1972) for small (H/P) 

va~ues namely 

wb:re C =:( g h '\ "Y where L is the mean free path ef 
1 \m )5),. J 

the ~lectron in the gas. The va~ue, of o1 'has been found to ,be 

5.62 x 10-5 and th$t of oxygen is 17".14 x 10-5 in oloae sg

ree~ent \v.ith that obtained by Blevin and Haydon (195e)~ 

Hence £rom equation (4,3) c( the inoroentum. 

transfer cross s~ction in presence of magnetic field is given 

by 

{ N ) ( 8l<T )'h .. [ H-v 1'i (4. 4} \ / P __ e t -\-- C I /p"~- 4 
mrr 
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRAl~G:EMENT 

The pres~nt investigation·report~ the results regar

din.g the varie:tion of radio frequency conductivity with pressu

re in a transve:cs.e magnetic field in case of hydrogen and 

oxygen.· The measuring field has a frequency of 2~45 ,IYIHz and 

the variation ot· pressure is in the millimeter range a;nd 

magnetic field employed i~ 1· kilogauss to 2 kilogauss so 

that ~he assumption i~ justified. 

The method of measurement is the same as has been 

di.scuesed in the chapter II; hydrogen end oxygen .have been 

prepared by the electrolysis of a saturated solution of worm 

ba.ri um hydroxide and dried · b;y pot(sium eydroxida. and phoa

phor~spentoxide. The pr~ssure has been a= accurately meads .. 
measured by a calibrated Moleod gauge and the magne~ic 

f:f.eld by a calibrated gauss metera 

RESULTS liND D~SCUSSION 

The variation of radio :rreque1icy conductivity 

with pressure ,in tran~varee magnetio field 1150G. 1'60G . 

and 1850G in case of hydrogen and oxygen have b·een plotted 

in :figures 4~2 and 4 •. :5. In each case it is observed that 

the radio frequency conductivity become~ a maximum at a 
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I '. 

certain pressure and the press,~e·at which the conductivity 

becomes a. maximum always shifts towards the higher pressU:re 

with the increase of magnetic field and the absolute value of 

con<\ucti vi ty diminishes with magneti_c fi-eld :tor all vBl.ues 

of pressu?~. The· ·experimental results have been entered in 

table 4.1 

It is eVident from column VI that the theoretical 

deduction H /R = constant for maximum conduo- . 
1-f·Yt\"~ 

tivity is well satisfied. Wrom the expression .)) = w GJ. 

for rna'1:imum ( <\l'.p ) H the Vt:tlue ·of ~ can be obtained 

and the results are entered in the fifth-column in table 4.1 
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TABL~ 4.1 

Frequency of Measurement 2.45 MHz • 

..... ....... -- - , - ...... ,-- - -- 1 - ..._ ' - ....... -- .. -- .... -- -. - ~ 1 -- ....... - - .. 
t Mag- • ( 'R ) t / ' , , / 

GAS ' netic '\. » "'AJ'.. ' ( UY'.f-~ ' 14/ • . 'Yl 
, field, i'l\, • •s ........ ,_ ,.:;) ' ft?w~ 

i 'l'I'·'YI'\· ,xlo 
• n • • ' t e. m.IJ " ' ,.gauss, . ·, 
• • . : •, • t 

,..... ~ ........... -- - - - .., - ............ - - ~ - -- ......... - ...... -- ... ..,._. ..... --
' 1150 1 •. 85 1.16 .3222 X 1010 621.6 1·.668 X 108 

HYDltOGEtl 1350 2.15 0.985 0.3791 X 1010 626.9 1.662 X 108 

1850 ,.05 0.72 0.51S~ X 1010 618.0 1.665 ·x 108 

-~ 

1150 o •. 9 1.-.19 . ' .3222 X 1010 1277 1.693 X 108 

OXYGEN 1350 1._1 0.965 8 3791 X 1010 1228 1.629 X 106 

1850 1-~,·s 0 .• 70 0 .. ~ 5184 :X 1010 1236 1.619 X 108 

- -- - .......... - ....... - - ....... - - ... - ._ ........ ---- -· ~ .... - -- --...,- ... ~ 
::l: 
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We have then oalc~lated utilizing equation (4.4) the 

values of momentum transfer cross section for various values ·of 

magnetic field. ranging from 50 to 1850 gauss, .for corresponding 

energies calculated from eqn. (4.2) for both hydrogen and 

oxygen and the results are given in table 4.2.In case of hyd

rogen a.nd oxygen the resulta are plott-ed in f'ig.4.4, for com

parison, the values of m~mentum transfer cross section without 

magnetic field by previous workers a:r.e also shown in the same 

fig. It is noted that for range of electron energies inves

tigated here the momentum transfer cross section when mag

netic. field is present is always greater than that in absence 

of the magnetic field with a tendency to increase for higher 

electron energies, 
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TABLE 4.2 

VARIATION OF MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS SECTION WITH 

EL14.:CTRON ENERGY IN PRESENCE OF MAGNl!."T.IC ~'IELD 

AND ITS ABSENCE. 

- - ...... - - ...... -r ....... -- .. - -r ..... - - ... - ~ - .... - .. - - - - .. --

Gaa • Electron , Momentum tranefer croa• aeotioa 
' energy :l.:n , d'c. x 1015 
, e.v. 
1 { X 103 1 In 
• • 

----------------------~--------' • Preaence of ' 
' • Mag. field. 

• • 
Ab•ence ot 
Mag. :tiel4 

-~~----~~~~-~~.~~~-~-~~~~-~--~--

3.807 2.56 1.215 

6.237 ,.,6 1.199 

8.910 3.66 1.265 

9.332 5.28 1.424 

OXYGEN 14.013 7.36 2.850 

15~~552 10.72 2.455 

16.524 2.~ 160 

18.306 0.960 

)..885 5.600 

6.1155 6.160 

8.3025 6.64 

·HYDROGEN 9.9225 7.080 

10.935 7.92 7.520 
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Tabl<i 4.2 Oontd. 

~~~~~~-~~--~~~~~---~~~~~~~-~-~~~ 
t ' 

Gae • Electron ' Moment'lliil transfer cross seet:hon 
' Gnergy in ' ' t de X 1015 
' e.v. • 
't X 10-, ' In 
t .. -- ....... -... -. - ..... -- .... ~ -- ·- ~ -- - ........... .-. -- ... - ._. ... - - ... -- .... -- .... -

• Presence of , 
• Mag. field. ' 

J ' t 

Absence of 
Mag. field 

----------~~---~~---------------
11.745 7~520 

13.041 9.400 

13.689 8.16 
' ' 

15.390 .19.736 

15.,967 .a.ao 
20~047 . ...- ........ --.._ 9~952 

.... - .. - ....... ~ ~ ................. --·~ ... ~ .... ~ .. - ~ ......... .-- - .. .... 
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The variation of momentum transfer cross sec.tion 

with electron energy without the magnetic 'field has been 
' ' (l;j(-2) 

explaine~ by Froa~ and Phel~a~ and the experimental results 
I 

are found to be in good agreement~ In the said deduction 
I 

the distribution of electron energies has been assumed to 

be IAaxwellian but as no ~equate energy distribution func

tion has been found for eleetrons in a magnetic field, no 

attempt bas been_made here to deduce any quantitative 
.. 

expression for the momentum transfer cross section in 

magnetic field. The increase ·of momentum transfer cross 

section in presence of magnetic field indicates more 

loss of energy by the electrons and consequently higher 
•, 

breakdown voltages will be required in presence of magnetic 

field. The results are corroborated by breakdown :field 

measurements. 

Theao measurements also provide us with a method 

of calculating the electron density; 

when we have 
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the value of · 'Yl calcul.a.ted by this method has been entered 
'. ·' . 

. · · in the ·seventh column of'. table 4.1. The near consistency o.f 

the values obtained is due to the fact that .the discharge .. 

current has been kept constant for the magnetic fields · 

studied here. The results are also corrobo~a~ed by probe 

meaaur~ments. 

It is· thus observed that the measurement of the 

radio frequency conductivity of an ionised gas and its va-

. riation with pressure in a magnetic field enableaus to 

calculate the plasma parameters such as electron density 

and collision frequency. This measurement combined \v.ith 

measurement of electron temperature and its variation with 

magnetic field enables us to calculate the momentum trans

fer cross section and its variation with electron energyQ 
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IlfTRO DUCT ION 

The motion of a random swarm of electrons in electric 

and magnetic £ielde in the absence of space charge effects was 

worked out by ~ownsend who showed that the coefficient of di

ffusion J>a and the· mobi:Lit;v perpendicul.ar to the magnetic 

field are reduced according to the equations 

'D 
J)H = 

1. +- CJ~ /v; 
where WQ; - e 1-\ /rrn 1 the electron cyclotron frequency and 

~~ is the frequency of collision of electron for momentum 

transfer with neutral molecules. ~etailed cBl.culation regar

ding the motion of electrons in presence of both the electric 

and magnetic fields has been carried out by Allis and Allen 

(1937), Tonks and Allis (1937) and Hp.xley (1937.>. It is 

evident from the analysis of their results that the behaviour 

of the electrons and consequently the electron temperature, 

the radial distribution of electrons, the (n . .Wrent voltage 

rele.t.ion and other associated properties will be different 

in case of a transverse magnetic field than \o:Ihen the field 

is longitudinal. The general effect. of transverse magnetic 

field on thft positive column of a glow discharge has been 
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theoretically studied by Beckman (1946) who eh~d that the 

application of a transverse magnetic field increases the 

axial electri~ field of the discharge and reduces the ra

dial electron density. Baaed on these two theoretical de

ductions of Beckman, the variation of discharge current in 

a glow discharge in air, carbondioxide, helium, hydrogen and 

neon in a variable transverse magnetic field has been satis

factorily explained by Sen and Gupta ( 1971) ; when the mag

netic field is longitudinal however, it reduces the outward 

flow of electrons by diffueion •. Their number can then be 

maintained by a. lower rate of ionization and hence a smaller 

gradient E. 

The outward now of ions is made to balance that 

of electrons by a readjustment of radial electric field. 

Nearly all wOrkers have found results consistent wi tb thts 

general p~cture • .- A detailed experimental measurement of 
' ' 

electron temperature, radial electron density and the axial 

field by the probe method in case of a glow discharge in 

helium at a pressure of 0~04 mm•: of mercury under a longi

tudinal magnetic field varying frOm zero to 500 gauss hae 

been carried out b7 Bickerton and Von Engel (1956)~ The 

experimental resUlts in general are in agreement with 

the theoretical. predictions:it; It however,· remains to be 

examined whether the application of the magnetic field 
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changes the radial distribution of electrons from the normal 

Bessel function. Further, as the theoretical predictions 

with regard to the electron temperature, t.he radial electron 

density and th~ axial field are different when the magnetic 

field is longitudinal tb~ when the field is transverse, it 

is worthwhile. to measure these parameters directly or to 

study the voltage end current relation which is a function. 

of the above parameters. In order to study the effect of a 

longitudinal magnetic tiel~ on the glow discharge and hence 

to bring out clearl.y the salient differences from the case 

when the magnetic field is tranaverse, it is proposed to 

study the variation of current and voltage in glow discharge 

in air and hydrogen in presen?e o£ a longitudinal magnetic 

field at different pressures. ·An analysis of the experimental 
Q 2..: Tl\ u.. -4t,oJ. 

results will enable us to obtain the ~ variation of the 

distribution of electrons with the applied magnetic field 

and it is proposed to prov~~a th~oretical explanation of the 
~ ! ! . 

observed variation. It is expected that this ·will enable us 

to understand more clearly the generation and loss mechanism 

of the electrons in a glow discharge in a longitUdinal mag

netic field~ 
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGJ!.TVIEliT 

The method of measuring the current and voltage in 

the glow discharge in ai.r and hydrogen is shown in figo 5.1. 

The discbarge tube is cylindrical o:f radius 1.45 em. and 

fitted with two brass electrode$ at a distano~ of ·2.5 em. ' 

The tube ia thorou~hly cleaned and dried and placed ·within 

the pole piyee of an electromagnet so that the linea of 

force are parallel to the axis of the discharge tube. ~he 

pole pio~e lla.ve .the diameter of 3.5 em. which ensures that 

the magnetic field is uniform throughout the length or the 

tube because it is essential that the magnetic field should 

be :f'ree from radial components. The electromagnet is ener

gised b~·a stabilised power supply end the magnetic field 

has be·en measured by an accurately calibrated gauss meter. 

The discharge is excited by an electronically stabilised 

power supply which is capable of delivering 1000 volts at 

an output current of 20 mi1li amps. The pressure of. the 

gas was measured by a calibrated ~1cleod gau%e~ :P,ure and dry 

air was used which was passed through phosphor0us pentoxide 

"t;o remove traces o:t water vapour.~v 

Hydrogen is prepared by the electrolysis of a 

saturated solution of warm barium hydroxide and dried by 
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S"S 

pota;ium hydroxide and phosphorous pentoxide to remove t~e 

impurities. Keeping the pressure· cons.tant the· magnetic field 

is varied and the corresponding values of current end voltage 

are noted. The data presented here correspond to three pre

ssures namely 0.6B5.torr, 0.807 torrand 0.925 torr in case 

of air a:n·d o. :;oo torr, 0. 400 torr and o. 500 torr in caae of 

hydrogen and the magnetic field has been varied from ~ero 

to 1600 gauss. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

\ cU,y. , Ji17 dl<>~~"'-) 
The variation of current and voltage~with magnetic 

~ield for different values of pressureax ia shown in fig.5.2, 

5.3, 5.4. and 5.5. 'It is observed that the curl."ent increases 

gradually with the increase of the magnetic field and for 

values of magnetic field greater than 800 gauss, the current 

attains a saturation value. The fractional change of current 

is more m.arked. in case of lower :press~e specially for low 

values of magnetic field. The corresponding voltage across . 

the discharge tube decreases and for values of magnetic field 

greater than BOo gauss the voltage assumes a constant value 

in case of air and for values of magnetic field greater than 
. " 

400 gauss in case of the hydrogen, 

· ~he di soharge curren~- 1 ::::. \( E 

where c' = d ~ c~.: conductivity of the plasma.~. 
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E = voltage drop per unit length, 

as . . ! 

where n = number or electro~s per unit volume 

~c = the collision frequency for momentum transfer. 
,_. 

Wherefore, I = n e ~~E 
rm v'r' 

.where 'Ae = the mean free11 path of the electron 

\3~ = random velocity 
'Yl.e').-E :Ae. 

Hence I = 

where Te = electron temperature • 

.If Vo is the aupply voltage form the stabilizer,. 

Vc and V,.. are the cathode and q.node fall potential 

respectively and R the s.eries resistance {220 KJl. ) and t 

is the length o:r the discharge tube, 

Then, 
'ne'Y· L V0 -(Vc..+V,..)- IR 

I J 3mK,. Pffe 'J.v 

or 

I 
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TJhere C = 

In the cathode re~on most of the electrons move with 

~e relatively high speed normal to the cathode surface. 'A lon

gituiinal magnetic field therefore has little effect upon the 

proportiea of the dark apace except to i~ibit the radial motion ,.. 

of those electrons which are scattered by hitting gas molecules~ 

·Hence no significant effect on cathode fall has been noticed 

when a longitudinal magnetic .f'leld is applied. The theory of 

the anode. fall proposed by Von Engel shows that a longitudi

nal Dlagnetic field will have· little effect on anode fall. If' 

it is aesumed that the application of magnetic 'field changes ., 

the electron temperature and radial electron density the current 

in presence of l~ngitudinal magnetic field is 

I= H 

~he values of L\1 V 
0 

and V 4 in case of air o.nd hydrogen 

have been obtained from Brown (1959) and from the experimental 
' 

resul.ta of I and IH at di:f.feremrt values of magnetic field 1 t 
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is possible to calculate the·values of C and Cu and the results 

are en•tered in the second and third ·ooltunns of table 5.1 for 
6 

a, pressure of 0~185 torr'in case of air. 

It has been shown by Bickerton and Von Engel (1956) 

who measured the axia1 electric field and the electron tem

perature at various values of the longitudinal magnetic field 

that 

where R'"' and 'R,, are the fractions of energy lost by the 

electron due to elaatic collision in presence of magnetic 

field and in its absence respectively. They further showed 

that a.e R~ = ~ no new process results from the applies-

tion of the magnetic· field. As the values of EH have been 

measured directly in our experiment, the values o:f Te ... /Te 

can be calculated and the results are entered in the fifth 

column of table 5.1. From the fourth and fifth columns it is 

possible to ca1culate the values of -n~ /"n for different 

values of the magneti_c field and the results are entered in 

the sixth column of table 5.1. Similar calculations have been 

performed for pressures or· 0.807 torr and 0._,925 torr in case 

o:f air and the results are tabul.ated in table!5.2 and 5.3 
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respectively. In this way the same procedure is repeated 

for hydrogen and the results are tabulated for ·three 

different pressures of ~300 torr, ~400 torr and .500 torr 

in the tables 5;4, 5~5 end 5~~"6 ~espectively. 
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TA.BtE 5.1 • 

AIR 

P = 0.685 torr. 

-------------~--------------------• • t , • t 
Magne.J • ' • 
tic ' C x ' c x • c R 'T E ~ fl'"'<_, fi ld t 6 H L = Tel{.~ l _! :=. - RH 1 h, 
. e 10- ' 19-6 ' CH Te, Q\ . • Tel-\ E,-1 R 

in , , , u, ·' 
gauss t , 1 

1 
f-rom t f-rom 

t • h-p\:. • t,t-.~·4) . ' 

' ' 
t 

• • • 
--------------~-------------------
0 0.272 1 1 1 , 

' ' 

50 0.2576· 1.066. 1.006 1.053 1.029 

100 0.2485 1.094 ' 1.013 1.087 1.045 

150 o.2;as 1'.139 1.019 1.128 1.092 

200 0.2305 1.180 'i .025 1 •. 166 1.148 

250 0.2240 1.215 1.029 1.197 1.176 

300 0.2187 1.242 1.034 1.223. 1.196 

'50 0.2169 '1.256 1.036 1.234 1.233 

. 400 0.2146 1.268 1.038 ' 1.245 1.262 

500 0.2108 1.290 1.040 1.265 1.268 

600 0.2092 1ft301 

____ ,.. _____ ....__._ ............. ._._ ...... .a,.._ .... _____ ~._.--- ... -----

( 
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TABLE ·5.2· 

AIR 

1' = 0.~07 ·torr. 

- . 
....., ~ ...,. ... ..,. ........... -·-. ~ -... ....................... - ......................... _. - ............. ._ :-:- .... - - - -. ' . : . . 
l4t}gne..1 • • , , , • 
tf.c ' -G ' - c; C _·/Teu 'h·, 'T. E ~ ' 
field t C X: I D C H ~ I 0 ' 7 - J"T . - t ..!!: - - R.w t )1" I 
in 

t CH Te_.' 'hlf -r; - E k. t /"r) ' 
• • • ~~-~ 1\ ... 

gauss ' 
t 

t ' • ' 
' • 

' ' • ' 
l ' ' • • ' 

'hH/h 

ho~ &v-· (?·<I)_ 

-- -- ... - ~ - .... -- ...... - ........ ~ ......................... -- --- __. - ... - -- -- ... _. - ........ ...,_ 

o o •. 1s 

50 

100 

150 

200 

250 

300 

;;so 

0~_1737 

0.1698 

o.1661 

0.1623 

o.-1595 

0/1575 

o.'1549 

1 

1.039 

1.060 

1.083 

1.109 

1.1-28 

1,~ f45 

1.,--1'62 

1 1 1 

1.015 1.0;0 1.017 

1.026 1.0~1 1.~?f/ 

1.034 1.066 1.056 

1.047 1.084 1.087· 

1.052 1.1000 1.125 

1..058 ' 1.113 1.151 

1.061 1.128 1.162 

_.\__ 400 0_~''1531 -1.176 1.064 1.140 
-, 

500 0~1497 1.202 1.067 1 ~ 164. 

600 0~ 1483 1 .~13 1.069 1.173 
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TA:SLE 5•' 

AIR 

P = 0.925 torre 

--~r------------------------------. ' • ., t : 

Magna-' . ' . • · ·• , 
tic • c .- s· ,. c -b t c 9 t 

fiineld: x \0 , . H x \0 · '/ =~~+ .'rl ·,;~ _ §.Jf
11 

, nl-\/ • · -n\-\ 'on 
• Cr' J Te . 'l1 : ""'f,; - E - /11 ' /' 

gaUSS t '"'1 . l-It eH I+ k. t 

: . ~. ·'• I ~"1'0?11 rx ~ . : .~TOTJ\ ¥. ~ ·<1) 
t I t ' . -' • 

• • • t ...... .,.._ ......... ...., .. -- .... - ...... -- ... - .. ---- .... -- .... ------ ....... ._ .... -...,. 

0 0.084 1 1 1 '1 

50 0$0835 1.006 1.007 1-.002 1.008 

100 0,.0826 . 1-.,(i17 1.0QJ6 1.009 1e024 

150 ,..., - 0 .. 0807 1.041 1.023 1.029 . 1.042 

200 0.0789 1•0'64 ' 1.027 1.059 . 1.060 
'· 

(J 250 0.0778 '1.080 1.030 1.064 1.066 

300 0.0761 1.10'4 1.034 1.085 1,1~2 

,, 350 ·o.0744 1.121 1.0';17 1.101 1.131 

400 0.0732 1.148 1.041 1.125 

500 O.t)710 1,.183 1.044 1.1.58 

' 
____ .._, __ ._ _________ .. ._. _____ _,_.->_..,._.., ______ ... __ OIIIilt.._ ____ _. 
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The ·variation of n 1+ /11. (theoretical and expe-

rimental) with magnetic field for air and hydrogen have been 

plotted in fig. 5.6, 5.7. s~s and -5.9 each for th0 three 

values of pressure studied here. It ie noted that the effect 

of magnetic field in changing the radial conoenmre.tion of 

electrons is more pronounced when the pressure is low and 

after e certain value of the magnetic field there is a ten

dency o:f' saturation• The results are consistent with the 
. Q. 

direct mensur~ent of radil electron density in a longitudi-
... 

nal magnetic field by Dickerton and V~n Engel (1956). The 

comparison of these two results are shown side by side in 

the above mentioned figures. 
-1 In the region of pressure 10 to 100 ram of mercury 

where the diffusion theory· holds it has. ·been shown by Schott

k$y (1924) that the loss of ions and eleotrone is entirely 

due to diffusion; if voluma recombenation is neglected we 

have, 

0 

where .:>, = frequency o:f io:nization 

·, = the number of eiectrons Pl"'oduced per electron 

per unit time. 

'])~ = ambipola.r diffusion coefficient. 

The solution is the zero order Bessel fUnction 
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In the balance of 'production ra~;e -0 i. and Diffusion 'J)CL 

Brown (1959) has ·sbotv.n that 

~· ' t· 
\. -

:De..- 1\ ... 

where 1\ = dif:fus,ion lentgh 

So the.t ~ = no ;fo ( Y./1\) 

In presence of magnetic field assuming that ~iH 

frequency of ionization per unit electron and 

ambi~olar diffusion coefficient, 

and the solution ·of the equati~n ia given by 

now 

\Vhere '])e and '])+ are the diffusion coefficients of the 

ele~~ron and positive ion respectively and fe and j+ 
are the respective mobilities; expressing 

~/n ==- e /KT . 
and neglecting the mobility of positive ion in comparison 
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to that of.electron we get 

Since the independent diffusion o:f positive ions 

and the tempe~ature of. the positive ions are negligibly 

effected by the magnetic field the variation of ~Q in a 

longitudinal magnetic .field will be the same as that due to 

variation of electron temperature in the magnetic field. 

Hence we get 

we get by putting 

where 

/\H = effective dif£usion length in presence of 

the magnetic field. 

We have then 

fl.nd 

then 

i 
1\ H 

.:);1-1 Te 
!\" ~i. . Tel-\ 

as it has been shown by Bickerton and Von Engel ( 1956) 



that Te/ . 
TQ_H 

/ Hence we get 

and 

So that 

. ( 5.4) 

The variation of ~i 1-1 with magnetic field has been 

studie4 by Bickerton and Von Engel in case of helium· where· 

it is shown that ~i1-t de.oreases with the increase of the 

magnetic fie~d. The effect is considerable at low pressure 

(Bickerton end Von Engel, 1956~; P = 0.048 torr); to 

calculate the change'at the-pressure at which the present 

experiments have been carried out it is noted from the 



exprea·eion given by Brown ( 1959) that 

ex p (-. e Vi./KTe-~ )[ 1_ -t- e. Vt/KTe-1-\l 

e."' P (- e "i/K. Te. ) l 1.. + e. V;/kTe_ 1 

as e vi I \ s I I 1. 
/K.Te 

E 
Ew 

where o( is the. proportional! ty between the electron temp-era

ture and the electri~ field, for constant pressure. It is 

thus possible to calculate .-)il-t /~ for different 

values of the magnetic field and prfmsure~ If we take the 

value of Y' corres.ponding to a cross section of area unity 

around the axis, 'Y" = 0 ~.564' em~ and in case of a cylindriQa1 

tube .. ~-

~ =[l~r~ +l l·~'ft 
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where h = distance between the electrodes 

R = the radius of the discharge tube. 

Putting the values of h and R , 
l -1 

we have, 1\ = 2~~78 {/m 

It is thus possible to calculate theoretically. the 

ratio of 'YlH /n. for air from equation ( 5. 4) and the 

results are entered in the seventh columna of the above 

tables 5.1., 5.2 an~ 5.3 for different pressures ~or various 

values of th~ magnetic field. Using the same procedure for 

different vaiu.es of pressure the ratio Yl,.. In is ca.l.cu-' . . 

lated theoretio~ly for hydrogen from equation ·(s.~ 4) and the 

res~ts are entered in the seventh column~ of tables 5.4, 

5.5 and 5.6, for ·pressure of 0~:300 torr, 0~400 torr and 

0.500 torr respectively, 
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TABLE 5.4 

HYDROGEN 

l? = • 300 ·torr. 

I 

----------~---~----~-----r----------' . ' . ' ' • Magne4;' ' , • 
·tic . • -6 , -6 'C F.e~-~111i 'Te _ £ ~H ' l14-1 r • 
field • C x ' o C H x I o . -/ -= - . - •- - E "b ' ;, ; 1fO?Tl n » /'11 ' • • t TeH '\111 '~H H "+) I~ 
in H , <C.x- J • 
gause ' ' • , , r · • 

' , • • ! from egn. 
-- .... -- .! -- .... ~..!- ~- .. - ,_ ... ~ - ~ .& -- - -- --- , __ ... --- - --·- ' ..... 0.a..4l.-
0 0.:5189 1 1 1 1 

50 0,31'9 1.016 1.0037 1.014 1.007. 

100 0.3077 1.036 1.008 1.032 1.015 

150 0.3017 1.057 1.013 .1.050 1.022 

200 0~2951 1.081 1.019 1.071 1.034 

250 0.2887 1.104 . 1.026 1.090 1.044 

300 0~2841 1.122 1,029 1.106 1.052 

350 0.2804 1.134 1.032 1.119 1.058 

400 0.2790 1.143 1.032 1.127 1.058 

450 0.2777 141!148 1.032 1.131 

500 0-,2777 1~148 1.032 1.131 

-----------------------~-----------
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HYDROGEN 
P = .400 torr • 

.... .. .... ... ..... - .... -- .... -- ----- ......... .-.--- ... ----- ._- ....... --------• • . • t • t 

Magne-' 
tic • -6 
field· ,(x.IO 
in • 
gauss· ., 

0 

50 
.~ \ 

10'0 

150" 

200 

'250 

'300 

400 

500 

0.2463 1 

0.2418 1.019 
.. 
I. o' ::• 0. 2if83 1 .03'3 

0. 2333 1 ~055 

0.,2299 1.072 

0.2281 1.Q80 

0.2257' 1.091 

0.2249 1.095 
~· ~ . 

0.2243 1.097 

0.2243 1.097 

1 

1·006 

1.013 
r 

1~017 

1 ~020 

1.021 

1~023 

1.024 

1.024 

1 

1.016 

1_~027 

1.047 

1.061 

1.0tb8 

1.078 

1.081 

1.06.4 

• 

1. 

1.005 
·' 

1.014 

1·.019 

1.0·~-~ 

1.Q24 

1.026 

1.028 

---------~----~----~--------------
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· · TABLE 5.6 

HYDROGEN 

P = .500 torr. 

~~~~-~~-~~-~-~---~~-~-~--~~-~~~-~~ 
• ' : ' • f . 

Magne- ' ' ,. • • · • · 

ti 0 ' c X I 0- b ' - b :, c =fle.~ ~. "'k - ~ ~ ' Y\ H/'V\ ' "Y\ '-' I""' 
field ' CH}C \O l T.. 'tlu 1 - £ r~., .. '"' ., 
in • • ' \..H e • e" H , ' • 

ge.uso ' , ' 
' • 
' • ' t 

' • ' . . . . --- __.-------- .... - ... -- ·- ... - ..... -- .... ..__ .... -- .. --- .. --.--
0 0.1629 II· 1 1 1 

50 0~ 1616 1.008 1~004 1.006 1.002 

100 ().1593 , .• 0.23 . 1.00'7. . 1.020 1'.006 

150 0.1500 1.o;o 1.010. 1.025 1.008 

200 0.1565 1.041 1.014 1.034 1.010 

250 0.1550 1.051 1.016 1.042 1.014 

300 0~1540 1.058 1.019 1.048 1.015 

4QO 0.1531- 1.062 
' ' 1.021. 1.052 1·.016 

soo· 0.1531 _, . 1.062 1.021. 1.052 1.016 

·- .... ·- -- - ... - ... - -- --- ..... - .. - - --- -- ~ ... ~ - - ... - - -- - ,.. -
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It is thus evident that the theoretical results though not 

exactly equal to experimental values are v.ery close specially 

for low values of ma.gnetic field used. .The reeul ts further 
I . 

f3J:low that the mgnetic field does not change the radial dist-
' 

ribution o:f ions and electrons from the normal Besse;l function. 
. . ' 

O~mmings and To~ (1941):also came to the sam~· conclusion from 

a detailed theoretical :~malysis. 

We oan.thus bring out the difference in the behavi

ou~ of a swarm of electrons and their associated properties 

in transverse and longitudinal magneti.c .fields. In case of a 

transverse field and following the theory of Beclanan (1948) we 

nate that· the axial fiel·d and electron temperature increase 

where as the radial electron density 'decreases and as reported 

. in ~ preVious paper :(Sen -a~d Gupta, ·197f) the discharge cu
rrent shows a maximum' at a. ·certain value ·o:r the magnetic :ii,eld 

which is dependent upon the prefisure. In case of longitudinal 

·magnetic field tha axial electric :field arid electron tempera- · 

: ture decrease where . as the radial. electron denai ty increases ; 
.. 

and the discharge current gradually increases and finsJ.ly assu-

mes a cens~ant value. ·In both the cases howevert the radial , 

distribution of electrons isgoverned by- the normal Bessel 

functiol.'l,. 

It is further noted that though the measurements 

reported here have been made for a· magnetic field upto 1600 g, 
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the observed change in current and voltage is significant 

upto a field of 800 gauss in air and beyond that both assume 

a constant value. But in case of hydrogen change of the cu

rren~ and voltage ia significant upto a. field of' 400 gause 

.and beyond that both assume a constant value. The case of 

anamnlous diffusion will depend not upon the magnetic t.ield 
·~ 

· H only but on the ratio of H/P ,;.whe~e P is the pressure. 

Bi.ckerton and Von Engel who performed experiments at a 

much lower pressure (0.048 torr) and hence higher value 

. of H/P el.so did not take the effect of anomaJ.o~s di<ffusion 

into· consideration. Hence in our present pape~ it can be· 

assumed that tltl.del! the values of li/P used here, diffusion 

proc eaa can be regarded as normal •. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The study of t4e breakdqwn of a gas exl!ited bYi high 

fJ?equency electromagnetic field has ebov~.n that the b~eakdown 

voltage depends upon tlle pressure o:f the gas, the'dimension 

of the discharge tube and the frequency of excitation. The 

domi.nant factors by which electrons are lost are diffusion 
. ' 

and mobility and if the gas is an eiectron attaching one then 

bJl)· electron attachment al.ao •. It has been observed .. that when 

the pressu:~e of the gas ia of tile order of a. few milli .torr 

and the length of the diac~rge tube is large compared with 

the mean free patb of th~ electrons in the gas, .both the 

:mobil.:l ty and diffusion are the domin~nt :racto:r.-s bYt' which 

electrons are removed. In the other hand when the gas pressure 

is high and the exciting fre~tency or tbe applied voltage 

lies in the microwave region the electrons are lo.st mainly 

by/ diffusion. The method of calculating theoretically the 

breakdown voltage of a gas excited b~ high frequency voltages 
I 

a.t high pressure has been developed 'by "!Ia.rlina and Brown. 

t1948) where the dominctlnt factor for electron removal pro

cess has been assumed to be diffusion~_ Starting :from a mole

cular model, Kib.a.ra ( 1952) developed a method to cal~ulate 

theoretically the breakdo\~ voltage of a gaa under hifh 
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frequency excitation taking the loss due to both mobility and 

diffusion into consideration and in a series of papers from 

this laboratory Sen and Ghosh (1963).,. Sen and Bhattacharjee 

(1965, 1966 1 1967) the experimental results have indicated 

that when the pressure ia of the order of a few millitorr 

and ~1e frequency of excitation is of the order of a few 

Wlz, both the diffusion and mobility are the major electron 

removal processes. · 

To test the limitations· of the difi'ueion theory

it is proposed here to undertake aome experiments on the 

breakdown voltagea ot gases where thA frequency of the exci

ting voltage ia pf the order of a few MHz and the pressvxe 

of the gas is of the order of a f.ew torr. To st~d~ the effect 

of attachment, breakdown measurements in some electron atta

ching gases' such as air and oxygen have also been undertake~. 

The object· of the present investigation is to f.!nd whether the 

loss mechanism remains the same when the :frequency of the ex

ci t:tng voltage is scaled down :from microwave to ~adio frequency 

keeping the pressure in thd range of a few torr.. 

The brealrdcwn of a. gaa excited by a ~ radio 

frequency field in presence of a magnetic field haa been 

studied previously by Lax et al ( 1950) who per;f'ormed expe

riments on the breakdown voltage of helium oontaining a small 
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admixture of mercury vapour and obtained breakdo\vn curves for 

different values of the pressure. Ferritti and Veroneei (1955) 
' 

. performed experiments for ,frequenci.ee ranging from 10 to 30 

MHz in air, the magnetic field varying from zero to 600 . G and 

observed a lowerL~g of breakdo\v.n voltage in presence of mag

netic field, Sen and Bbattacharjee (1969) performed experi-· 

men·ts in case of air, hydrogen, oxygen and carbondioxide in 

,Presence of a magnetic field from 300 to 1$00 G. 

Borwn ( 1959) haa explained the change o:f' breakdown 
I 

voltage obs~rved in-presence of magnetic f':i.eld by aasumins 

that th~ diffusion length in presence of magnetic field is 

altered according to the equation 

1\: = 1\"V[ t ;-cv~·/~~ l 

where ~ = diffusion lengths in absence of magnetic field, 

A~ = diffusion lengths in presence of magne~ic field. 

w~ = electron cyclotron frequency. 

~c = collision frequency. 

J\t/ 

To make a further teet of diffusion theory in presence of 

magnetic field, it is also proposed to verify the above eqn 11 

of Brown from the experimental results obtained in the present 

aet of experiments. The reau.J.ts are expected to prove the va

lidity of the diffusion theory in presence and in absence of 

the applied magnetic field .• 
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2. .EXPERI~iENT AL AiiRANGEMENT 

The method of measurement of breakdown voltage was 

the same as was used in the previous paper Sen and Ghosh (1963). 

The discharge tube was cylindrical of length 7.2 om. fitted 

with two internal electrodes with separation distance of 2.5 em. 

and. the diameter of the discharge tube was 2.9 em. The radio 

frequency voltage was supplied from a tuned grid tuned plate 
0 

.oscillator, the frequ.enoy o£ the cscilla:tor being va.:t-iable f 

from 3.5 MHz to 11 MHz and the out put of the oscillator 

could. be continuously var.ied from 0 to 5·50 volts. The r.m.e. 

out ~ut voltage was measured with a vacuum tube ~oltmeter. The 

pressure of the_gas was measured with a calibrated Mcleod gauge. 

The magnttic :field was provided by an electromagnet, the lines 

of force were parallel to the length of the discharge tube 

and the discharge tube was placed entirely within the pole 

pieces of the electromagnet. The magnetic field was measured 

with a calibrated fluxmeter~ Keeping the magnetic field at a 

conetmtt value the pressure was varied and the breeltdown vol

tage wae measured. ff1r various values of gas pressure. The ex

periments were repeated and the results were £ound to be 

reproducible within + 1~ •. - ,. 
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Pure and·dry air· was used which was passed through 

phosphorpus pentoxide to remove .traces of water vapour. 

Hydrogen was prepared by the electrolysis of a warm concent• 

ratsd solution of barium hydroxide in a hard glass U-tube 

fitted with nickel electrodes in which hydrogen gas was 

liberated at the cathode. The gas was dried by passing it 

over broken pieces of p~tasaium hydroxide and then over 

pur1£ied phosphorus pentoxide. Pu-re oxygen was evolved 

at the anode in the eleotrolM'sis o:f barium hydroxide solu

tion and w~i?J passed through pu re concentrated eul.ph'tmic 

acid before o.o'llection in the discharge tub.e. 

3. RESULTS .AND DISCUSSION 

The breakdo\v.n voltages for hydrogen, oxygen and 

air have been plotted for different values of pressure 

(0.1 to 2$4 torr) with and without magnetic ileld (110 G to 
795 G} in figures 6.1, 6~2 and 6.3 respectively. It is ob• 

served that the breakdo·wn voltage ia al.Wf!,YB smaller in pre

sence o:r magnetic fiftld than in ita absence for all values W 

of pressure and the pressure at which the·breakdown voltage 

becomes .minimum always shifts to lower lJreasu.re with the 

increase of the magnetic field. To provide a ~eaningful 

interpretation it is proposed to examine the resul te in 

the light of the prevalent theories (Brown, 19~, Kihara,.1952) • 
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In order to determine which process is predomin~nt in the 

process of electron removal under· the present experimental 

set up the folloWing points have been·considered. 
.. -

(i) Aceording to Brown for the diffusion theory to be 

valid the di·mensions o~ the discharge tube must be- small com

pared to wavelength of the exciting power. As the wavelength 

io of the order of 51~2 em~ and the length. of the discharge 

tube is 7, •.. 2 em. and diameter 2~6 em. this condition is satis

fied •. 

( ii) The maximum mean free path of the gases used here 

ia o.6 em. at a pressure of 0.1 torr (Townsend,1947) which 
'6 til!l.. 

is much smaller than eith~r the lenth o~~radius of the tube. 
" 

(iii) The amplitude of electron oscillation when cal-

culated from the equation 

where Eo . :~ the field intensity, is O~Q2 em~ at a pressure 

of 1 torr and will be amalJ;er at higher pressure~~ 

(iv) The collision frequency is 
\.9-r /'").. e 

w here \J~ = random velocity 

Ae = mean free path and ia o:t the' 

order of 109 co11iaiona/seo. and is much greater 

than the exciting frequency even at a preosure. 

at 1 torr.. 
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Under the above conditions it is thus appearent 

that the electrons mke many oscillations of small. rp.mpli-

' tude, because the motion ia restricted by collisions and the 

cloud of electrons appear stationary (there being no drift 

motion), ap¢reading out.warda only by diffusion. Hence loss 

due to drift can be neglected. New charged particles are 

formed due to ionizing collisions and loss due to dif£ueion 

predominates. In case of electron attaching gases the lose 

due to attachment should also be taken into consideration. 

As .etated above, under the present experimental 

set up and range of pressure illvestigated the electron su

ffers many collisions per osci-llation of the field. Brown 

pointed out tha.t as :pressure increases, mean free path dec

reasai and the energy gain per mean free path is proportional 

to mean free path at constant B~ Her-ce to cn1..tse breakdown the 

field :must incres.se in inverse :proport:ton with the mean free 

path or in direct proportion with. the pressure. Thus at high 

pressu-;:r.e where the electrons mo.ke many CQllisione per osci

llation their behaviour io muuh the same a.e in th.e ca.ae of 

- d.c. field, The value of ( o<./p ) where rx: is the ionization 

coe:fi"icient can the.n :tbe calcu~ated f'rom the experimental 

.values o£ E/P from the Twonsend'e relation 

( 6 .• 1) . 
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where Ao and Bo are constants for a particular gas. 

Kihara ( 1.952) has treated the phenomena of elect-
~0 . . 

rical discharge by adopting a paper molecular mod~l for co-
. ~ 

llision processes. Assuming a mode1 for the cross section of 

the molecule for elastic, exciting and ionisation collisions 

with a Maxwellian· distribution of eleo~ron velocities which 

is nearly valid for the case of molecular gases which have 

been. studied here he haa deduced that 

(6.2) 

where o = moleaular consi;a.nt equivalent to collision 

croaa section. 

~ = another constan~ having the dimension of cm-3s-1 , , 

N = the number density of the gas atom, 

K = Beltsmannconatant. 

f ~ another molecular constant having the d.imension 

of ems. 

The values o~ these molecular constants ~ave been provided 

by Kihara (1952). 
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The values of ( ~/P ) have be~n calcul.ated from 

.equation 6.1 using the experimental values of (E/P) obtained 

in the present investigation afor hydrogen. The values of 
' ' 

( oe;p ) have also been calculated from l'J(luation 6.2 for 

corresponding values ·of (E/P) using the numerical values of 

~e constants given by Kihara. The results for hydrogen _have 

been plotted in figures 6.4 and for comparison published 

experimental values of ( o<.jp ) from literature are also 

plotted in the figure 6.4. In case o£ electron attaching 

gasea· auch ~ air and oxygen the loss due to attachment is 

also taken into consideration and the ionization coefficient 

( ri.fp ) have been calcuJ.atod from thC! c:tpression 

.J 1 - o(a + A e. x p ·(- Bo/ . ) 
"'"tp - p 0 · 7Et p . 

Similarly from Kih?..ra.' s theory it can he a hown that when 
• 0 

a1;-tachment is tnken into consi.deration 

I • ( ")..) .30 K me- · ~ _:_ _;)o.-=- N - Te. ex P - 21<.;.; 
C· m e 

I 

and henoe 

ot.;p 

(6.4) 
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' 
The values of ( ol.o../ P ) for air and oxygen for different (E/P) 

values have been obtained :from (Brown, 1959) and { d..jp ) 

values have been calculated from eque.tion 6.3, using experi

mental values of (E/P) ·obtained and also frQm equation (6.4) 

and then plotted in figures 6.5 and 6.6, for air and oxygen 

respectively together with values Q1. obtained from lite-

rature. 

ft is thus.evident that in case of all the gases 

si:udied hare the values of ( ·d.jp ) calculated from breakdown 
I 

VOltage are in fairly good agreement with the values of (()(.I p ) 

obtained. i'rom literaturG for (E/P) values studied here. Fur

ther the resul ta calculated t·rom Borwn's expression are in 

better agreement tha-n those calculated from Kiha:ra' s theory. 

This rnay be due to uncertainties in the values of molecular 
. ' . 

constants introduced by Kihara. We 0~1 further conclude that 

under the present experimental conditions and where the ele

ct~ons are making a large number of collisions per oscilla

tion, d,if.fuaion is the dominating :cause for lose o:f' electrons 

and the breakdown process is identical with the d.o. break.-

down mechanism~ 
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EFFECT OF i;;'iAGNETIC FIELD 

Since in the above discussion we have· concluded 

that under the present experimental. set up and for the values 

of pressure-and the fre~1eney of the applied radio frequency 

field u sed, diffusion in the main electron removal process, 

-the effect of an external magnetic field is to modify the 

breakd<nm mechanism to the· same extent ae it will modify the 

process-of diffusion. As the diffusion perpendicular to the 

magnetic field is reduced, the breakdown field v~ill. show a 

redu~tion in value. The mean square displacement travellel 

by an electron is proportional to diffusion constant and 

Brown haa shown that the effective diffusion l-ength 1\H _ 

appropriate to infinite parallel plate is gi.ven bJ17 

where 

(6.5) 

c.JP.~ = l~ H ) = cyclotron freq~.-~.ency ~ 

~ = collision frequency at the pressure 

conf:ddl'lred" 

In the recent eommnnication (Sen and Jana, 1976) 

we have measured the collision frequency of electrons in-
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' e . 
·hydrogen, oxygen and air by the radio frequency condutivity 

metho·d e.nd the values at a pressure of 1 torr. 

!or hydrogen is 1.74 x 109 

for oxygen ia 3.58 x 109 

fo:r. air is 3.222 x 109 

,.. 

In order to verify whe·ther Brown's expression for 

the modified diffusion length is valid the values of "" /1\ 
have been calculated for each gas separately for different 

-. . lo 1 
valuee of H;~ from 50~500 G torr- • To see whether these 

are consistent with the experimental val.ues, 1\1-\ /1\ 
has also been ca~culated from values of E and Eg obtained 

experimentally. Aa haa been shown that the discharge is 

diffusion controlled the breakdown criteria is given by 

..V1 - 1. I ov 
/1) - 11\ . 

and 

-1) 

where f is the m<>bility 

e. 
as --KTe , where Te = electron temperatura. 

l oc; p) e lcET: = . 1 I t·t 
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where 

kTe 
e 
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Von Engel { 1955} 

L =mean free path of·the electron in the gas at 

a pressure of 1 torr 
"' - ~K- M 

where m = maas of the electron 

M = mass of the ion~ 

Bence A e :t<-""' r _ ___g_ -
'B p ) p'l-

o . !"""\... E yo 

or 

(6~6) 

where magnetic field is present if ~ = breakdown field for 

the same value of P. 

(6~7) 
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Hence 

(6.8) 

From the experimental vaL ueo of E and ~~ the values of. /\li II\ 
for all the three gases. have been obtained from equation (6~8) 

and entered in table 6, •. 1, for H/P varying between 50 and 
. \ 

500 gauss torr-1 • 
·' 
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TABLE 6.1 

THEORETICAL AND EXPEl~IMENTAL VALUES OF . . 

FOR DIFFERENT { H/P) VALUES. 

-------r----,---~,-----
GAS ' H/P gauss • 1\H II\ • A~-t /I\ 

• 
, torr -1 ·: ( Theo. ) : ( ixpt. ) 

----.------------------------~-- ... -~-
7t3.57 1.008 1.038 

89.80 1.010 1.140 

181.8 1e042 1 ~2J2 

HYDDOGEN 250.0 1.077 1~293 
_) 

350.0 1.186 1,301 

~''~' 1.317 1 .• 342 

------------------------

I 

?--
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TABLE 6.1 (CONTD.) 

----------------------~-
GAS : H/P gause: 1\'r\ /1\ 

• -1 t t ·' 
• torr ' ( Theo.) • (Expt.) -___ ..... ....., ____ __. __ .., _____ .... .__ __________ __ 

~-- 61.t 1.002 1.031 

111 1.006 1.05' 

OXYGEN 160.6 ·1.008 1.060 

222 1.014 1.108 

2B~h7 1.024 1.079' 

'''·' 1~034 1.134 

90.90 1.116 1.260 

111~1 , ~ 169. 1.167 

200 1.481 1.382 

AIR 250-. 1~682 1. 793 . 

'''·' ~.0(17 1'!892 

~ 
371.8 2.~ 2fi3 1.982 

---------·------------------
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From a comparison of th~_ ·theoretical and expe

rimental values it is .evident that the valuea are more or 

less coneist~nt wlth one another and lends additional su

pport to the assumption that the lose of electrons.under 

the present exper.imontal·eet ·up is ·governed mainly by 

diffusion. 

We further note that maximisi.ng equation (6.6). 

with respect to pressure, the pressure at which the break

down voltage becomes a m~nimum is· given by 

(~.9) 

and in presence of magnetic field 

where·, = preaa~e at which the breakdown 

_voltage becomes (EH)min. 

and C = collision frequency at a pressure of 1 torr~ From 

(6.H) 
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The values of (PH)min thus calculated .for the three gases 

f6r different values: of.th~ ma~tetic field are entere~ in 

table 6.2. 

· . TA1JLE 6·. 2. 

THEORETICAL AND :EXPERIMENTAL Vl!LUES OF 

(PH) min. FROM EQUATION ( 6·e.11) 

--,---------~---------r------~--
Magne., HYDROGEN ' ·oXYGEN • AIR · tic · 

~----~-~-~---------~----r-----field , (~ ) • . r. ' , rp , fR • · 
in 1 '- " 1'1'"' • 0\":J m\n ' '-"") 'I'T\i n • tf")'h'\ n , '.::")"min. 1 '-..") 'l'l<l'h • 

gauaue , toll'r l -\;o'li'Y' : ·\oo-r"ll' t lo-t~ 
1 

lo'l'r , -len·~ 
t CTteo.) . t tx: \:>\:. t tl.e.o . . : t>e\:1!. t H..eo. t f.Jt"tot . 

... -- .. -- ~ ... - ........ -- .......... -- -... ._ -- ......... -- ._. - ,..., .. - ... -- ._ -- - ... -- ._. 

110 

200 

400 

595 

1.268 

1.0792 

In de-
termi-
nate 

1.25 

1.09 I 

0.75 

1.062. 

0.9899 

0.6534 

Inde-
termi-
nate 

1.05 

0.95 

0.66 

0.45 

0.9661 

0.6972 

Inde
termi
nate 

-
0.99 

0.7'3 

0.60 

__ ._ .... ..., ... .._.._ ..... _ _.. ............ _. _______________ .,......, ______ _ 
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4.CONCLUSION 

It is thus concluded that when the frequency 

of exoi tation is muc.;li smaller than the collision fre

quency, the major factor responsible for electron re

moval is the process of diffusion and tnis is also the 

dominating factor when the magnetic field is applied. 
' 

The mechanism of breakdovm becomes almost identical 

with dll!c. breakdown of gases and the experimental 

results are in agreement with theoretical values 

calculated on the basis of these assumptions •. It is 

further noted that equation (6.11) becomes invalid for 

values of magnetic field greater than 400 gauss which 

shov1a that deductions are valid for low values of 
-

magnetic fieldm which is also corroborated by% the 

value~ of /\14 /1\ as shewn in table 6~1. 
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PLASMA DIFFUSIOU IN A MAGNETIC FIELD. 
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INTH.ODUCTI O!T 

It is now f~1irly well established that the brealt

down of e. gas apecia.ll~ under a ·radio frequency or microwave 

excit$t1on is mainly dependent upon two principal factors 

namely generation of electrons under the applied field and 

the loss due to diffusion and mobility and if the gas is 

an electron attaching one then the loss is also due to 

electron attachment. To study the effect of a transverse 
I 

·or a long! tudina.l magnetic field on the brea1tdown c ba.racte

riatica o:f these gases a large nUQlber of experiments over a 
I 

wide range of magnetic field, prei:~sure. and ~tr.equency of the 

applied fiela has been undertaken in this la~oratory. The 

effect of magnetic field on the diffusion of electrons baa 

been considered in the analysis of these results by assu

ming after Townsend and Gill (193r) that .the diffusion 

coefficient in a direction transverse to the magnetic field 

is reduced according to the expression 

'D H = -
1
--v--=--,... 

+WI3 'r 

. where We, · = cycl.otron .frequency 

~ = time of collision between aucceaaion encoun* 

, __ tera ... It can easily be deduced from equation {7.1) that if 
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1\ 1-t = diffusion length. of th·~ e;tectron in presence of 

magnetic field 

A ~ diffusion length in th$ absence of magnetic field~ 

Then 

"~. = [ 1 + w~ '1-1 'h 
1\ -:- (7. 2) . 

Based on equation ( 7 • 2) bree.kdotm fields in various ga.see 

exci·ted by radio f.re(!uency or microwav~ fields in presence 

of transverse magnet:l.c f:i.elds have been calculated and it 
. . . . 

has been observed that som~ desorepanciea do occur between. 

the theoretically calculated values and the experimental 

results. Ith~s however, been observed by Bobm, Burhop, 

Massey and Williams (194-,) that some d-rain diffusion me

chanism enabled. an arc plasma to escape across the magnetic 

field at a speed much faster than that predicted by the no

rmal diffusion theory. The above authors developed a theory 

which snowed that diffusion coefficient should vary inver

sely asH and not as n2 as ahown by equation (7.1). Bicker

ton and Von Engel ( 1956) sho\ved however that the positive 

· column behaved in accordance with the normal diffusion the

ory upto a magnetic field of 500gauss~ In extending these 

experiments to atronger magnetic fields and to longer tube 

lengtlle Lehn.ert ( '~.s 8 ) made the important observation that 

thtJ xmsi tive column sudd4mly became unstable and the trans

ver:Je dif'fua1~on increased greatly when the axial magnetic 

field exceeded n. certain ori tical v!Uue!. Most of the 
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theoretical work in this line has been reviewed by the Hoh 

( 1961 ). To test the validity of equation (7.2) which has 

been utilized in the analysis of almost all breakdown re- . 

sults in magnetic .field it is proposed to undertake ·an 

experiment in which the diffusion length cru1 be obtained 

from dec. conductivity measurement of the ionised gas at 

different pressures and under .different •agnetic fields. 

The investigation of the dependeilce of the diffusion coe

fficient on magnetic field is also of considerable impor

tance because the nature of' particle loss i:n a hot plasma . . 
confined by a magnetic .)':'ield plays a. distinct role in the

rmonuclear reactions. Wi·th these objects in vie·w the pre

sent wo~k has been undertaken and results are reported in 

case of hydrogen, oxygen and air~ 

The experimental arrangement is shown in fig. 7.1. 

The discharge is excited in-a cylindrical glass tube of 

length 26 em_.' and inner diameter 3.8 em. fitted with two 

circular copper electrodes each o:f diameter 2 om. and the 

diat~oe of s aparation between the two electrodes being 

19 em~ The regulated voltage from a stabilized power supply 

capable of supplying a steady voltage of 1000 volt e, and 20 

milli ~mp. current excites the discharge. Two rectangular 
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brass plates ( 4 em. x 1 em. ) _are placed within the dis

charge tube·with t~eir surfaces parallel to the axis of 

the tube and separated by a distance of 2.5 em. A_dr,y 

battery wj.th var~able tapping (total voltage 18 volt~) 

is connected to the ·tAvo brass plates through a microamme

ter. The tube is tho;coughly clea.'tled and dr:led and placed 

within the pole pieces of an electromagnet so that linea 

of .force are perpendicular both to the length of the dis

charge tube as well as to the direction of the variable 

· d.c~ supplied to the two brass electrodes fr.om the dry 

ba.ttery.The pole pieces he.ve the diameter of -,.5 em. and. 

the separation between them is 7.8 em. The electromagnet 

is energised by a stabilized power supply and the magnetic 

field has been measured by an accurately calibrat~d gauss 

meter. Tlie pressure of the ge.s was measured by a calibrated 

Mcleod gaug~. Pure and dry air was used which was passed 

through phosphoruspentoxide to remove water vapour. Oxygen 

and l~drogen were prepared by. the electrolysis of a warm 
~ .... bl2. 

barium hydroxide solution in a glass~fitted with two nickel 
. . 

el.ectrodea~ Oxygen ·was cellected, from the anode 'and supp--

lied to the discharge tube after passing through con-aulphir~ 

acid~ Hydrogen collected :from the cathode was passed through 

electrically heated copper spiral and then through a series 

of U-tubes oontaining solid cnustic potash and phosphor?us 
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pentoxi~e .• 
. :; ' . 0.. 

The . mln discharge current (recorded by 11 the 

milliammeter A) is placed ~t a suitable value depending 

upon the preesure. To «ind whether any Hall voltage deve

lopes at the two brass electrodes when the magnetic field 

is applied it was observed that no current flown through 

the mioroammeter (B) when no voltage was applied to the two 
\ 

plates even f'or magnetic fields as large as 200 gauss, 

hence for these low density plasma the Hall effect can be : 

J!eglected. 

The eXperim~nt consists in measuXing the variation 
' ' 

of cUrrent flowing in the auxiliar.y circuit (recorded by 

. meter· ·B) when some voltage is applied to the brass electrodes 

with the variation of the magnetic field'·, :k'eeping the 

pressure constant. The experiment has been repeated for 

different presstiresfor·eaob.'gas. It·hae to·be particUlarly 

no'ted that the aprjlica.tion of' the magn~tic field' changes the 

value o:f' the main discharge current but'. the . discharge voltage 

· ·has _bee~· ro adjusted as to keep' .the discharge olirrent constant 

for ·a particular value oi' 'pressure. 
. ·-

'. RESULTS AND, DISCUSSIONS . 

The variation of the eurrent in the-direction 

perpendicular to the main discharge current with magnetic 

field has been plotted in case of oxygen,hydrogen & Sir 
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in figures (7.2, 7.3~ 7.4).' It is in general observed that 

in case o:f' hydrogen, the current gradually rises with the 

increase of the magnetic field and after reaching a maximum 

value gradually decreases; the value of the magnetic field 

at which tho current becomes a maximum is almoet the same 

at all. pressures, studied. In case of oxygen also similmr 

behaviour is observed for pressures smalier than 800~ 

but beyond this pressure the current decreases~ gradually 

at the initial stage and then rapidly with the increase of 

the magnetic field without showing any maxima. Similar is 

the behaviour observed in the case of air for pressure sma

ller than 100 ·f' and above this pressure the current gradua

lly diminishes w,L th the increase of the magnetio field. 
' I 

The variation of current in a transverse Tha~etic 

field in a glow discharge hasbeen aatisfictorily·explained 

prev~ously by Sen and ftupta (1971) where it has been assUmed 

after Beckman (1948) that the effect of transverse magnetic 

field is to increase the axial voltage and reduce the radial 
' 

electron density distribution. 
' 

It has been shown by Beckman ( 1948) that th:e axial 

electric field increases from 
.y Yz. 

E to E [ o( + fh l o<]. 

where 
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and dJ 

fl = t.rrr[ t-2.h~+4h3exp h" L up(:-h"} dh l 

and t ::::. 

where H is the magnetic :field ~ , the electronic mean .. 
free path and W ia the most probable electronic speed 

which is given in terms of the electron temperature 

by 

the electron velocity distribution bei~g assumed Mi=lxw:ellirurt. 

Hence putting the value· of UJ in the expression for ~ 

we get 
2.e1-tL 

-h =- m P \.9..- Trr 

where '\.9. ::::. J 8KTe 
l' 'lnlf 

\9r = random velocity 

as h 

L = mean :f're@ path at the 

electron in the gas at a 

:pressure of 1 torr. 

is a very small que.nti ty then 

and· 
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.then [ \.- l'h £ 14 - E i +·C 1 ~~~ •• 

wher.e 01 = ·constant for a particular gas, 

Further if 'YI H represents·the electron d$nsity at a 

distance ~ from the axis when the magnetio'fie1d is 

· present then the discharge current 

'\.. L H,... j'h. -""' e LE 1.+( - ••H - - I p.,.. 
p~ 

A 'ne. E. [ 1 + c H '\- ] p I p.,_ 

where 'Yl H is a functi·on o:f H 

bi = eloQtron mobili ·ty 

The~~ field at which the current beoom~s a maximum will 

be 

(7.5) 
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Further it has been shown by Beckman (1948) that owing to 

transverse magnetic f~ld the electron density at a dis

tance v from the axis is given by 

when no = elec·tron deltai ty at the axis. 

R = radius of the tube. 

;e = bi E ~ I c~:. 

~ 'Da. = ambipolar diffusion coefficient 

(7 .6) 

end Jo = Bessel fun.ction o£ the zero order and :first ldnd .• 

In the absence of magnetic field the electron 

distribution in the positive column is given by Schottk~y 

( 19 2:4 ) formula 

(7.7) 

If we substitute thf1 value of C~ (6 and from equation 

(7.6) and (7.7) 

assuming. cp ::: 0 
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then 

then from eqn. (7.5) 

as. 'Da. = 

now e v < < k Te. 

- 213 -

kTe b· 
e ' 

(7.8) 

end it becomes still smaller when mul-

tiplied by --r ir -r corresponds to the radius :for unit 

cross section; then neglecting the second term within the 

radial in ~omJarison,to unity we have 

2 'Dc.P 
b· E c'/1.-¥' 

I I 

21<. Te_ p 
e E c"'- r. 

I 

. It has been shown by Von Engel· ( 1 9 & s ) that 

k-r - e. E Ae. 
le - Jk 

where k is the fraction of energy lost by -~ collision 
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. -1 

2. L ( ~ . ~l' ;-'R .Y' ) 

(7.10) 

Now if we consider the current which passes through the 

unit area around the axis of the tube then 

and from (7 .,10) 

_ · - 2. ( Te ) Y2. 
H'\'nCl.l( = 12"41 X. IO 1t . l7. 11) 

When we insert the values of "m, R e.nd e ~ Taking 

the value of Te .. and R for different gases for the corres

ponding (E/P) values (Von Engel, 19{,5'" ) 1-4-n..~l{ calculated 

for the three gases investigated is shown in table (7:~ 1) 
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TABLE 7.1 

--------,~-------,-----------

GAS 

HYDROGEN 

OXYGEl~ 

AIR 

• ' H 1 H'ln~.ceJ.culated , "l't\."-X.. Ex.pt. value 
• from eqn. (7.1) ' ' . 

27.29 

21.26 

20.36 

24 

20 

19 

-- ....... -- ... --- ... ~--- .... -- ... - ........ - ...... ~ ~ ....... --- .. 

Further the experimental. observation that the 

current decreases gradually without shovdng any maximum 

for higher values of pressure indicate that for smell 

values of H/P the above deduction cannot be regarded as 

valid. 

Based on the two assumptions that the effect 

of the magnetic field is'to decrease the radial elect~on 

density and increase of the axial g el~ctrio field it is 

noted that the current ~ 

1 =:. ~E.. 
,... 

l\ e E 
m ;;,c . 

'Y\ey.'Ae E 
m '\.911" 

(7.12-) 
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where ~ = electron densit,r 

Ae = mean free path of the electron 

1Yr = random velocity. 

It has been shown that in presence of magnetic 

field the axial electric field is changed to ~H-

where 

[ 
w ~ l '12.. 

E~ = E 1 + ~~ J 

where Wf6 = electron1cyclotron frequency 

-0 c. = collision frequency of the electron. 

Hence if ~H is the electron density in pres~nce of 

magnetic field 
). 

w~ 1 ''~ Il-l n ... e. A e. E [ i + -~ l 1.·1 3). -m '\9r .Jc. 

then from (7o12) and (7~1;) 

IH i 
T J 1 + w-n,/':)..,. · 

. c. 

( 1-14-) 

In the region of pressure 10-1 to 10 mm. where the diffusion 

theory holds tt has been· shown by Scbottk'y ( 1 .9 2 4 ) that the 

loss of electrons and H ions ia entirely due to diff*sion and 
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where "'• = axial density of electrons, 
> 

-~; = production rate of ionization, 

'!\.. = coefficients of ambipolar diffusion. 

In the balance of production rate 

it has been shown by Brown ( 19iR ) that 

where 

.;,. 1. 
..-!.. - -· 
~- /\" 

1. 
7\ 

and diffusion 'Da. 

where · A = diffusion length in absence of magnetic field 

Hence, 

'Y1 = 'l1 • J. ( '"(' ) 
(\ . (1.1S)_ 

and if A" = diffusion length :l!n presence c!lf magnetic 

field. !L'herefare 

·Then from the eqn. (7.14) (7.15) and (7.16) we have 

J. (f") 
J. ( ~) 

{7.17). 

The values of ~c. haa been determined experimentally from 
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radio frequency conductivity measurements in the three 

gases studied here [Sen and Jane. ( 1976)] and consequently 

AH/f\ c~ be obtained from various values of the magnetic 

field in these gases~ 

-The value of Y' is taken to that corresponding 

to a unit cross sectional area around the axis of discharge 
..-rl""'VI"lr tube 1~e~ 11 • = 1 

' 'Y" 

or "l" = 0 •. 56.4 em.. The variation o:f 1\ ~/I\.., with 

H~/Py are incorporated in table 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 for air, 

oxygen and byjrogen respectively and plotted in figures ( 7. 5) 

(7.6) & (7~7>~ 
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TABLE 7.2 

AIR 

--
Pressure in torr ' Valuea of 'Values 

' ' 'Y . "" / ' If\" eqn.(7 .17) ' t 
• • .... - .... ~ ... , - - ........ - .- - - ........ --=- ... -- -- ....... -- - _. ..... -- -- ..., -

.250 

0 

400 

784 

1 

2.9 

----------------~------------· 
0 1 

• 400 156.25 . 2.506 

306.25 3.430 

625 

0 1 

.600 69.44 1.536 

277.7 2.506 

. 625.0 2.746 

1111 2.077 

-- ...... - -- -- - - .-.~- -.... - - -- ~ -- - - - - ....... - ~ _. -- -
0 1 

100 0.7073 

1.00 400 0 •. 4365 

900 0.2928 

._, .... -- - .. -... - ....... ~ ... -... ·- ... ~ ~ _. -.. -- - - - ..... 
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TABLE 7.'3 

OXYGEN 

' 
~- ._. _. ......... ---- ,., ...... -----:- .... ~--- .... ._, ~---

PRESSURE IN TORR · ' VJiL UES OF 

.600 

.aoo 

1.000 

1_.6 

:· Hv /Pl--

0 

277.7 

1111 

0 

156.:5 

625 

1410 

0 

100' 

400 

900 

0 

39~06 

1-56.3 

352.3 

' VALUES OF 

. : 1\: I A~ FROM EQN. 
' {7.17) 

1 

1.484 

1.952 

1 

1·.191 

0.7661 

0.3736 

1 

0.8212 

0.5537 

0.3436 

1 

1~484 

1..593 

1.217 

0 
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TABLE 7.4 
. ' 

HYDROGEN 

---------~------,----------
PRESSURE IN T.ORR '· VALUES OF 

• 
t 

' VALUES OF 

• 
FROM EQN • 

(7.17) 
......... - - ... -- ...... ---. ,....... -....... - ..., - - ... - ...... - .... ._ -- -

.500 · .... · . 

800 •.' 

1t.,OOO 

0 

4QO 

1600 

0 

156.3 

625 

0 

100 

4oO· 

900 

1 

8.391 

1 

9tt042 

1 

1 ~721 

1.59' 

0.~7947 
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It is observed that fo~ low'values of (H/P) and 
' 

also for values of pressure lese than 1 torr the relation 

between the two can be expressed by the formUla 

where c1 is the constant. Assuming that the diffusion in 
~ 

a direction transverse the magnetic field can be represented 

by 

it can easily be deduced that (Brown,1958) 

v 

[ i +C !:L ] 
I p>-

G-IS), 

so that c, L '1-

= ( ~- v,. )_ 
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which is identical with the expresiion deduced from 

experimental results. 

The results further ~nd.io at~ that in oa.se of gases 

studied here the linear:ity ·relation between 1\:, //\, 
is valid only fo~ ~mall values 

of preferably below 20 gauss/torr i.e. for low 
c" 

'"' 

values of magnetic field and high pressure and above 

t.llis values the diffusion becomes an.amalous. 

It can thus be concluded that the normal 

diffusion loss invol~ng the inverse Yiependence 

upon the square o.f the m.agne·tic field is valid :for 

small values of H/P and above this the diffusion 
' ' .. 

loss cannot be represented by a simple expression 
'. ' . 

as eqn •. ( 7 ~ 1). Nq case o:f anomalous diffusion 

as noted by Lehnert has been observed perhaps 
~I 

be ca.uee of ·t;he low di.scharge current used in 
• '1. 

' the present in.vestig~tion. \ 
·~ \ 

~ 
\ 
't 
\ 

\~. 

\ 
\ 
\\ 

\;1 

I I 
i 

-' 
/ 

' 
•, 
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CHAPTER VIII 

VARIATION OF EL~OTRON T~TI?ERATURE AND ELEC~RON 

DENSITY IN IONISED GASES IN TRANSVERSE AND 

LONGITUDililAL MAGNETIC FIEI.JD 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Langmuir probe method is one of the standard 

rile thode of me asUl.'ing the plasma:· parameters such as electron 

density and electron temperature in a gaseous discharge. The 

theor,v of tha probe in zero magnetic field rests on two 

asaumptionen 

(a) The dimensiol¥1 of the probe are small in oomparision 

w.t th the mean free paths of the ions and tSlectrons. This 

means that the probe can be assumed to collect only a 

small number o:t charged part:iolen in the plasma around the 

sheath so that outside the sheath the plasma to a close 

appro:ldmation may be assumed to. be undisturbed by the pre-

,sence of the, probe. 

(b) The thiclmesa of' the apace charge sheath surrounding 

the probe is smell comp&red with the mean free path of the 

electr.ons and ions which means that the ions and electrons 

can move tn ·this region undisturbed by collisions. 

These limitations and the validity of these 

assumptions have been discussed by a large number of workers 

(Bickerton and Von Engel, 1956) end recently by Uemera, 

Yatsu1 Hagiwara and Kojima {1975). Nevertheless the vel.uee 

of the parameters obtained by this method compare very fa

vourably w1 th the values obtained by other standard methoda 
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such as microwave or the spectroscopic method. In our present 

programtne of work in determinpg the momentum transfer cross 

section, voltage current relation in a longitudinal magnetic 

field or in studying the diffusion or ele9trons 1~ a. magne

tic fteld it has been assumed that both the electron tempe

rature and electron density a.r.e affected by the magnetic 

field and the nature of the variation is different according 

to.the alignment of magnetic ~ield with respect to the di

rection of the discharge current that is with the direction 

o:f the unpertUX'bed motion of the electrons. Beckman ( 1948) 

who quantitatively studied the phenomena showed that the 

axial electric field increases in a transverse magnetic field 

and from these calculations Sen and Gupta (1972) deduced that 

the electron temperatur~ lie 

field ia glven by 

in presence of the.magnetic 

(8.1} 
·(~ L 7-

where (H/P) ie small and c1 = \ m · '\.9Y') wh.ere L is the 

mean free path of the electro~ in the gas at a pressure of 

1 torr and ~~ the random velocity of the alectron.This 

expression .has been utilised :i.n explaining tha variation of 

discharge current in a transverse magnetic field in the 
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positive column of a glow discharge (Sen and Gu~ta, 1971), 

the variation of current end voltage in an are plasma 

·(Sen & l.las, 1972) and the spectre~ 'line intensity variation 

in a magnetic .field (Sen, Das & Gupta,1973) and has thus led 

to indirect verification of the expression given· by equation 

(8.1). Further it has been shown by Beckman (1948) and Sen. 

and Gupta (1971) that in a trS!lsverse magnetic field the 

radial electron density at a distance ~r :from the axis ia 

given 'b7 

where R is the fraction o£ energy lost by an electron 

due to «~i ther elastic or inalaatic collision. Ilo direct 

experimental evideno~ of the validity of these deductions 

has been provided so far. 

The situation is completely different when the 

direction of th~ magnetic field is along the direction of 

the discharge current; whtln th~ magnetic field is longi tu

dina.J. :t ii reduoes the outward flmv of electrons by diffusion. 

Their number. can then be maintained .. by a lower rate of' io

nization and'hence a s~ller gradient E. The outward flow of 
. ' 

iona ia mede to bal~~ce that o£ electron~ by a readjustment 

o:f radial electric field• A.s the axial electric field is 
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reduced, the ele.ctron temperature which is dir~ctly propor

tional to the red.uoed field shoull therefore decrease ina

~ead of :increasing as in the oaae of transverse magnetic 

:fiel,d. This problem has not so far been q~anti tati vely stu

died bpt a detailed experimental analysis of the positive 

column in a lon~ tudinal magnetic field has been provided by 

Bickerton and Von Engel (1956) where radia1 electron density,' 

axial electric field and electron temperature hav.J?- been mea

sured in a. helium plamna at a pressure 0.048 torr and. a. mag

netic field varying from zero tc 500 gauss. From the analysis 

o.f their results the authors have deduced a. semi-empirical 

relation of the form · 

where EH and, E sre the axial electric fields in. the presence 

and absence or magnetic field and R is t.he .fractions o:f 

e.nerg;~ lost by collision either el.astic or ,inelastic. They 

further. showed that as no new process arieea from the app-

. lice.tion of the magnetic i'ield the resul ta can fairly be 

represented by a simpler ~xpression 

(8 . .-4) 
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Regarding the variation of radial electron densit~ the 

authors (Bickerton and Von Engel~1956) have obtained 

conclusive· evidence that the ·radial electron d~nsity 

increases in a longitudinal magnetic field. In chapter V 

while studying the voltage current characteristics in glow 

discharge in longitudinal magnetic field, we have shown 

that in case of molecUlar gases as well~~ the radial 

eleotl:·on density increases when the plasma is confined 

by a longitudinal magnetic field, ~nd a theoretical 

, expression for the electron density variation in terms 
~· 1\ 

o£ ionization frequency:diffusion length and axial ele-
" E 

ctric field~haa been derived 

(8.5) 

It is thus evident that the direction of the magnetic 

·field wi tll respect M:f to the dir·ection o:f motion of the 

electrons has a distinct effect on the pla.aa parameters 

specially ·the electron temp€:rature and electron denei ty 

in as nn:~ch as that when the field is transverse the k 

electron temperature inorease~nd the electron density 

decreases whereas when the magneti.c field. is longitudi:"" 

nal it leads t~ a decrease of electron temperature and 

increase in electron dened. ty., As moot of the· effects 
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pf magnetic field on a plaa~~.depend on the manner in which 

these parameters are affected, it is proposed in the present 

investigation to put to an experimental test by the probe 

method of the theoretical. deductions regarding electron 

tempe~ature and electron density variation in both the 
' 

longitudinal and transverse magnetic fields. 

The question as to whether the Langmuir probe 

method can be utilized to determine t~e electron temperature 

and electron density in presence of the n~gnetio field bas 

been discussed by many workers. il. magnetic field H appliod 

to the plasma ef:fecti vely reduces the free paths of tlle 

charged particles perpen~icular to H to lesa than the radius 

of curvature f = "Y'In9/ e 1-l :~ \.9 being ·the velooi ty 

and m the mass o£ 'the particle. Thus for a probe collec

ting across the magnetic field assumption (a)_becomea invalid 

in moderate magnetic field. For this purpose 'the magnetic 

field used in the present experiment has been kept below 

100'gaues~ The validity of assumptions (b) dep,enda upon 

the sheath t~ckneae and thus on the plasma de:nsi ty, the 

type o~ gas and on the magnetic field~ In our experiment 

·the plasma density has been ~ept. relatively low ( n.~ to
9
/c.c) 

and tee magnetic f;ield 1a below 100 gauss. tinder these condi

tions. to a first approxil!IS.tion the net now of electrons 

across the sheath can be·t&eglected and the spatial diet-
z 

ribution of electrons follows Boltttmann1aw for particles ... 



diffusing in a potential field and hence from the slope of 

the eemilog plot of probe current against probe voltage, 

the electron tempera.tut'e can be obtained as has been shown 

by Bohm et al (1949) as in the case without the field. 

In absence· of magnetic field the electron density 

is obtained from the saturation probe current from the re-

lation l. e ::: Pte. Yle. \9/l.. e where Ae is. the area of 

the probe, ~e the random velocity ~f the electron, and 

it has been shown by Bickerton (1954) that the number of 

electrons striking per unit area per second of a .X solid 

plane parallel to H decreases as H rises but the recent 

analysis of Uemera et al (1975) has shown that for probes 

in a mag..netic :field it ma.;t be perm.iesible to use equation 

{8.6) by substituting approximate valu~ for A~.lf the mag

netic field is weak, Aecan be expressed very approximately 

by '4 a t ' where a is the radius of the probe and .(. is the 

length •. 

Taking these precautions in the design of the 

probe and keeping the elec·tron« denf:§i ty a.nd the magnetic 

field at a low value. it is propcs ed to investigate in the 

present chapter the variation of electron temperature and 
. . 

electron density in the plasma when the magnetlc field is 

either transverse or l.ongi tudinal. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The experiment& has been performed in two parts 

(a) when the magnetic field is transverse and when 1 t ia 

(b) longitudinal. Pure & dry air has been used which was 

p:lm: passed through phosphorus pentoxide to remove traces 

of water vapour. A schematic diagram of the experimental 

arrangement is ·ahown in fig.. (a. 1) • ~he plasma is produced 

by the breakdown of air in a cylindrical chamber of dia

m!ter 4.2 om. and 24.3 em. long fitted with two brass 

electrodes of 3.2 em. diameter. The transverse magnetic 

field is placed at the positive column of the discharge. 

Measurements are made by a ·t~ten probe o:t diameter 0.05 om • .. 
dia,metf!r and 0. 4 em •. long and located at a distance of. 2. 5om. · 

1'rom the anode. Tbe experiment has b"een carried out at a 

presspre of 400 r end the magnetic field has been kept at 

a low value' below 100 gauss~ The pressure has been measured 

by a Mcleod gauge and the magnetic field by a calibrated 

gauasmeter. The magnetic field has been provided by an ele-
T . . 

otpmagnet and t~e magnetic lines o£ force are perpendicular 

to the direction of the discharge current. 

(b) Longitudinal magnetic field: 

~he experimental arrangement is shown ill .fig.(8.2) 

The discharge tube is cy;limdrical of radius 1_~_4 em. and 

fitted with two braes electrodes at a distance of 5.5 em. 
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The. probe is a tungsten wire of diameter 0.05 om. end. 

length o.o3 em. The tube is thoroughly cleaned and dried 

~ and placed wl thin the pole pie~ea of an electromagnet 

so that lines of force are parallel to the length of the 

discharge tube. The pole pieces have the diameter of 3.5 em. 

which ensures that the magnetic field, is 'Ulliform throughout 

the length of the tube because it is essential that the 

magnetic field should be free from radial components. The 

discharge ia excited by an electronically stabilized 

power supply which is capable of delivering'1300 volts 

at an output current of 40 milliamps. 

The variable probe pot~ntial has been supplied 

by a series of dry batteries in conjuotion with a poten

tiotneter as shown in tbe figure. Keeping the preeaur.e con

stant and for a fixed discharge current the probe potential 

ie varied from a high negative value to positive values 

and tbe corresponding probe current is· noted in the mic

roammat<!r~, The experiment is repeated for different 

values of transverse and long~tudinal magnetic_ fields. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experiment has been performed in two parts: 

. (a) The magnetic field is transverse to the direction of 
< • ' 

the discharge current (b) The magnetic field is in the same 

directi~n as. the direction of the diacbarge current.: 
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TransYers0 field: 

The variation of the probe current with various 

probe voltages has been plotted in figure (8.3) first wi

thout magnetic field and then at the magnetic fields · 

R = 20 g, 40 g, and 60 g, the pressure has been kept 

constant at 400 t • It is observed that the probe ou-

rrent gradually· increases from a negative value with the 

increase of the probe potential and then assumes positive 

value and ~isee very rapidly~ With the further increase 

of the probe potential the probe current shows a tendency 

to assume a limited value which is nearly independent of 

the probe potential. This saturation current is determined 

by the charge transported by the electrons that strike the 

surface of the probe due to their thermal agitation. I.t is 

further observed that With the application of the magnetic 

field the general nature of the curve remains unchanged but 
I 

the rate at which ~he current increased after assuming the 

po.si ti ve value gradually decreases w1 th the application 

of· the ~gnetic £:ield· •. This is further obeeryed in case 

of' magnetic fields li = 40 g, as well a.e in the caee of' 

H = 60 g.c The saturation current also shows a tendency 

to decrease \Vi th the increase of the magnetic field !I. 
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It is. thus observed that so-long as magnetic field is not 

large so that the L~our radius is not reduced to a 

great extent, the· simplified ·theory of probe may be' uti

lized to calculate the parameters of the discharge in 
' 

presence of the magnetic. field as well. This ia in accor-

dance with the results obtained by earlier workers, 

-(Bickerton and Von Engel,1956). 

In conformity with the probe data analysis the 

semilog plot of the current _.voltage characteristics ie 

shown in the figuraa (8.4) where it ie observed that the 

plot. is a straight line with two different slopes both 

without and with magnetic field. From the slope and in

tersection of these straight lines it is possible to 

find the saturation current by drawing the tangent a to 

the· probe current,_ probe voltage curve as it approaches 

the sat~uration value. From the two straight line portions

of ~he curve it is possible to find the electron tem

perature and saturation current by the same method as 

has been adopted by Ue:mera. et e.l (1975). in the region 

in which the probe bas a negative potential with respect 

to the plasma~. In this region the probe repels the elec

trons and the surface of the probe can only be reached 

by those electrons in the Boltzman~di~tribution which 
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have energies sufficient to overcome the ~otential diffe

rence (V - V0) where V is the probe potenti~ and V0 the 

plasma potentisl;with the well known result in probe cu

rrent probe. voltage anal.ysis we get. 

ev - + conat. 
kTe 

Hence. from the slope of the curve the electron tempe

. rature can be obtained 

Toe == ~.__!_. 
k Slope 

Where e ie the electronic charge and K the Bmltzman~ 

co:nat.ent. 

In accordance with the analysis carried out 

by Uemera et al ( 1975) the saturation current is taken 

to be that corresponding to tlle intersection of the 

second straight line with the first, .and as the satura-

tion current is given by 

is the e£fective area of the cylindrical probe and as 

has been shown by Uemera et al ( 1975) f'e- can be 

approximately represented by where a ie 

_ the radius and ~ the length of t~e probe~ because the 

probe is inserted perpendicul.ar to the magn~tio field 

and the magnitude oX the magnetic field ~atisfiea the 

condition h )'; a_ >> fe where and fe 



\ 

- ''a . -
are the Larmour.ra.di:i of the ions and electrons respectively 

Ole. ia the electron denei ty and '\.9e is the random velo

city of tbe ~lectron and is given by - (_ 8kTe )'12. 
'-.9e - \ Th"Tf . 

where "lTI is the ma.se of the electron. 
(b) \_,.on~ihui\r6l"lo.L m~~elic.. t,<e.l~·. 

The variation of probe current with probe 

voltage in a longitudinal magnetic £ield is shown in 

fig~ .(8.5) where the ·varj.ation in a longitudinal magne-

tic field ( H = 110.gauss) is also presented. The aemilog 

plot of current with voltage. both with and without magne

tic field i~ shown in fig. (8.6). It is observed that a 

major portion of the curve can be represented by a strai

ght iine and from the elope·of this portion the electron 

temperature can be obtained.· The remaining portion of the 

curve approaching the saturation va~ue is curved and ax 

according to the analysis of Uemera et a1 (1975) the in

tersection of the tangent to the other straight line gives 

the saturation value of the current from which the electron 

density can be obtained. 
\ 

The method of a~alysis deaortbed enables• us to 

calculate the electron temperature and electron density 

in both the transverse and longitudinal magnetic fields 

and the resul ta are entered in tables I and II,~ 
~~' 
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TABLE 8·.1 

l? = 0.400 torr. 

THAN SVERSE t'IAGNETIC FIELD. 

-- -· ......... - ... -.. -- .... - -- - - - - - ,. -- -- ... -- --- .. ._ ' . 
Magnetic field ., Electron telilp. ' Electron density 

t 

in gause. • TOK 
' -- .-. -- ...... - ... ---.-- ..._.._ - .......... - -- ---·- ... .- .- _., - -· ._.-

0 

20 

40 

60 

•. 
104 1,08 7.007 X 6,61QI ');· 

7.92 X 10~ 2.459 X 108 

9.42 X·. 104 1.186 X 108 

11.02 X 104 ·0.5811 :t 108 

·TABLE 8.2 

P. = 0.500 torr 

LONGITUDINAit M.lHUl'ETIC FI:Flr.D 

--------,---------,----------~tagnetio field , Electron Temp. • Electron density 
in gauss~ , T ol< : -ne 

0 

110 

'3~;38 X 104 

3.;16 X 104 

4.185 x 1o8 

5.198 X 108 

__ .., _____ ..... _ .... ______________ .,.. __ ._...., ____ _ 
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From equation ( 8.1) it is evident that _its vaiidi ty can 

be tested by plotting ( Te.:~/T: - 1 ) against \-\v / p>-

and similarly from equation (8.2) it is seen that 

Loca ~~ -==- c H. 

anQ. a plot of ( T :-H /T ~ - i ) against H -v / P,... 

and that of log n/nH against H should both be 
\ 

straight lines. Taking the experimental data from table 

(8~1) such curves are plotted in figures (8.7) and (8.8). 

The cur1es are straight lin., a indicating the vaJ.i~i ty of 

Beckman' s deduction w:t th regard to electron temperature 

and radial electron density variation in a transverse 

magnetic field within the values of H/? investigated her~. 

The vsJ.ue of C. 1 =(elm" L;-0)0)').- has been obtained 

from the slope of the c~1e (fig. 8.7) and. is equa~ to 

( 7.05 :x 10-5) in :f'a.ir agreement· \v:l.th the value obtained / 

from breakdown and microwave measurement. 

Though only a single measurement could be made in the 

longitudinal field the results Bk clearly indicate that 

: el~ctron temperature decreases in a longitudinal field and 

there i_a corresponding- increase in radial electron density 

in confermity with the results obtained quite independent~ 

in ohapte:r V ~. 
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We can thus con.clude that the alignment of the 

magnetic field with respect to the direction of the dis

charge current has a decisive ef£ect on the change in 

ple.ema parameters. The exper:imental.-data from probe 

measurements thus prove that While in a transverse 

magnetic field'the electron temperature increases and 

radial electrbn density diminishes,- i~ longi tUdina.l . 

field the e1ectron temperature decreases and the . 

radial. electron density increases. f!'he qu.e.nti tati ve 

verification of Beokman•s deduction is also obtained 

at least :t"or ·the ra11ge of (11/P} values used in the 

present illvestigation.: 
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St001A.RY OF ~~HE PRESENT WORK & CO!iCLUSION 

In the present study some 'of the properties 

of ionised gases have been investigated under both 

transverse and longitudinal magnetic fields and 

following conclusions have been made. The ionis«a 

es-r:cs investigated are molecular gases such a&; 

hydrogen, oxygen, air earbondioxide and ammonia and· 

both d. c.. and radio frfiquency fields have been emp

loyed for excitation. The range of pressure has been 
. cL . 
varie~ f~m a few microns to a few torrs and the 

magnetic :field employed lies between zero to 2000 gaUJ.JB· 

In chapter III a theoretical investigation of the 

radio frequency conductivity of ionised gases haa been 

carried out under a transverse magnetic field taking 

into consideration the theoretical deduction of 

Beckman regarding the radial density distribution of 

charge carrier~~ It is concluded that if the magne-

tic field is vari.ed then to have a measurable mag~ . . 

netic field at which the r.f. conductivity .. attains 

a maximum value the measuring field must have a 

frequency in either the ultrahigh frequency or in 

the microwave r~gion.;. Qn the other hand if the 
. . . 

pressure is gradually varied tb,en a maxi~Ulll in the 

pressure conductivity curve .can be qbtained i~ the 



radio :frequency region. The theoretical deductions 

are verified experimentally in a satisfactory manner 

and th~ charge carrier density and the collision 

freq.tency ·have been obtained. J:n case of ionised 

gases such ~;~.s hydrogen, oxygen, air and ammonia. 

The measurement of plasma conductivity in·~ mag

netic field thus affords a reliable method for the 

mea.aurGme:nt of plasma parameters. ,Beckman's cal

culation r'egarding tb.e variation of radial elect

ron d$nsity in a magnetic field has been v~rified 

while the other aspect namely the increase of the 

anal field ·need not be taken into consideration 

as the measurQment of conductivity is made in a 

direction perpendicular to both the electric and 

magnetic fields.,. In .all previous work the radial 
' 

electron density has been assumed constant but 

here o~ ca1culations have takClln into conside

ration the radial variation of electron density 

in a magnetic fielch; 

In chapter ;tV momentum transfer collision 

cross section for alow electron in hydrogen and :s 

oxygen in a tr~.,verse magnet~c field varying from 
' ' 

zero to 1850 ga~sa have be~n obtained by studying 

the variation of· ro.dio frequency cond.uctivi ty. of the 
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ionised gas within the prQaaure range of a few 

microns to 6 torr. The momentum transfer cross 

· s(i'ction ·ia g higher than that without field for 

the same range- of electron energies. The results 

have been discussed in the light of the experimental 

breakdown voltage measurements in these gases. A 

B<Ji table but accurate mQthod of measurement of the 

momentum transfer cross section and its variation• 

in ~ magnGtio field haa been suggested. 

In chapter V thQ variation of curr~nt and 

voltage in a d.c. excited glow discharg9 has bean 

~tudied.in a longitudinal magnetic field Tarying 

from zero to 1600 gauss_ for values of pressure 

varying from 0.685 to 0.925 torr in air and hydrogen. 

The current gradual1y rises and the voltage gradually 

decreases up to 800 gauss and thQn both attain satu

ration values from these measurements the axperimen-
o~ 

tal values regarding the radial variationkcharge 

carrier de~eit.y with longitudinal magnetic field 

has been obtained., Starting from some basic poe-
" 

tulatea a detailed theoretical treatment of the 
Of' 

problem regarding the radial variation~eharge 
Yr\O...~>I.OlM"-

oarrier density in th~ longitudinal~field has beQn 

prEilaented_~,·: The theoretical deductions are in very . ,.• 

·,.·· 
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good agreement with experimental results. The resul~a 

further indicate that the radial distribution of cba-

rge carriers can be well r9presentsd by a Bessal func

tion in presence of magnetic field as ·well. 

Chapter VI deals with the phenomena of break

down in hydrogen, oxygen and air excited by a r.f. field 

in a loAgitudinal magnetic field varying £rom zero to 

600 gauss., and over a range of pressure varying from 

- a few liH microns to a flea few torr. It is observed 

that the breakdown voltage decreaaes with the app

lication of the' magnetic field and the pressure at 

which the breakdown voltage becomes minimum alway& 

shifts to the lower pressure with th9 incrQase of the 
' ' \}i.\'.-cl 

magnatic field~· The obje·ct of this work is to buad , 

the limitations of the diffusion theory of breakdown 

"' of the ga.S .• _, The va.lues of' ( tX/p ) w~re o( is the 

TOW!lsend'' a first ionization ooQfficient, has been .. 
calculated both from the theory of Brown (1949) and 

that of Kihara ( 1952) from the experimentally deter

mint& breakdown voltages and compared with the value• 

o:f ( Q( I p ) published in 11 terature 11_ ThQre i e striking 
' 'YI\ e. Y\-\:.. 

agree,..between the two within the values of ( E/p ) 

invaatigated and this establishes on a sound experi

mental basi a the fact that within the range of pressure, 

dimension of the discharge tube and frequency of the 
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applied field, applied, the loss of electrons is mainly 

governed by the process of diffusion. Hating eetab-
. s 

liahed the. fact that diffusion ip the dominent loae 

mechanism the diffusion length as well as the.pre

aaure for minimum brea.lqlown voltage nave been cal

culated in presence of magnetic field and the agree• 

ment with the expQrimental results . is very much sa

tisfactory~ The general conclusion has thus been 

drawn that not only in the case of gases excited by 

microwaves but also in case of radio frequencies the 

dominent loss mechanism of charge carrier in a die

charge ie governed by the process of diffusion. 

·In order to verify by direct experimental 

determination the mechanism of loss processes due to 

diffusion in a magn·atic field, the diffusi·on coe

fficient (or diffusion length) in the magnetic field 

has·been obtained by measuring the d.c. eonductivity 
t.c..J ' of the ionised gases~ ~en the magnetic field is 

applied and the results are incorporated in chap-
,£ 

ter VII. ~he conductivity ahow:r& a maximum at a cer-

tain value of the magnetic field and a detailed 

math~matical treatment has been provided to explain 
. ' 

the occuranc e of this maxima; quanti ta.ti.ve agreement 

between ~xperimental and. theor~t~cal results bas 

been. obtained. The experimental results regarding the 
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variation of diffusion length in a ~gnetic field 

indioatusthat for values of (HfP) used.here the 

nqrmal diffusion process taken place and the coe

fficient varies inversely aa H2 according to Tow.n

annd and Gill's theory. No evidence of anomalous 

diffusion has been obtained. 

In the last chapter, the variation of 

electron temperature and charge carrier density in 

ionised gases have been dete~ined by the Langmuir 

single pr~be method when magnetic field is eith&r 

transverse of longitudinal. This has brought out 1!% 

clearly the, fact that the alignment of magnetic 

~ield with the undisturbed flow of current in a 

plasma interactsin different manner in the variation 

of .plasma parameters. Whereas in oa.ee of a tranev8rsa 

magnetic :field the electron temperature incrcrlases· and 

redial el~ctron density distribution decreases in case 

of a long~ tudinal .magnetic field the electron tempe

rature decreases whereas the radial electron density 

increases. · The experimental results support the quan

titative derivations dGduced earlier~ 

The present work thus has provided experi

mental data and their theoretical interpretation re

garding the various proporties of ionised gasea au and 

their interactions with transverse .and lo~tudinal 

magnetic field&J ..• 
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Fig. 3. Variation of voltage across the tube in mag
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volume and V0 is the collision frequency for 
momentum transfer; then 

. . ne2A..E 
]=---, 

mvr 

where A.. is the mean free path of the electron 
anc~ vr the random velocjty. Hence 

. ne2A..E · 
J= I kT' v3m . e . 

· where T. is the electrop. temperature. 
·vo is the supply voltage from the stabilizer, 

V6 and VA are the cathode and anode fall 
respectively. R the series resistance (220 K.Q), 
I is the length of the positive column and 
L is the mean free path of electron at 1 Torr. 
As under· the condition of the experiment the 
positive column extends from cathode to anode, 
I is taken to be the distance between the two 
electrodes . 

. ne2L[V0 -{VA+ Vo}-IR] 
J= .j3mkPI.jT. 

The total curren.t 

_ne~L[Vo-{VA+Vo}-/R] JRw. 
I- .J3mkPl.jT. 2n, o nrdr, 

where Rw is the radius of the discharge tube. 
Hence 

I= Va-(Vc+ VA) 
R+C ' 

(1) 

where 

1 e2L JRw 
c=.j3mkPI.jT.2n o nrdr. (2) 

In the cathode region most of the electrons 
move with relatively high speed normal to the 
cathode surface. A longitudinal magnetic 

·field therefore has little effect upon the pro
perties of the dark space except to inhibit the 
radial motion of thos~ electrons which are 
scattered by hitting gas molecules. Hence 
no significant' effect on cathode fall has been 
noticed when a longitudinal magnetic field 
is applied. The theory of the anode fall pro
posed by Von Engel shows that a longitudinal 
magnetic field will have little effect on anode 
fall. Further it has been shown by Penning, 
Moubis and Jurriaanse 7 l that there is a slight 
variation in cathode and anode fall (of the 
order of 2.5 volts for a change of discharge 

'current of 10 rnA). The maximum change of 
discharge current here is of the order of .080 
milliamperes and hence 'for this small chJ!nge 
Qf discharge. current variation .of cathode and 
anode fall have not been taken into considera
tion. If it is assumed that the application of 
magnetic field changes.the electron temperature 
and radial electron density the current in . 
presence of longitudinal magnetic field. is 

I _ Va-(Vc+'V ~ 
H- R+CH ' (3) 
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where 

(4) 

where nn and Ten are the electron .density and 
electron .temperature in ·presence of the mag
netic field. The values of Vc and VA in case of 
air have been obtained from Brown·8 l and from 
the experime~tal values of J.andln at different 
values of magnetic field it is possible to calculate 

the values of c· and Cn from.eqs. (1) and (3). 
and the results are entered in the second and 
third columns of Table I for . a pressure of 
.685 _Torr. Similar calcuJations have been per
formed for pressures of .807 and .925 Torr 
and the results are tabulated in Tables II 
and III respectively. 

In order to evaluate theoretically the values 
of C and Cn and compare it with the ex
perimental results it is necessary to assume 

Table' I.' P==.685 Torr. 

Magnetic 
field in gauss 

0 
50 

100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
500 
600 

Magnetic 
field in gauss 

0. 
50 

100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
500 
600 

Magnetic 
field in gauss 

0 
50 

. 100 
150 
200' 
250 
300 
350 
400 
500 

ex 10-6 

.272 

ex 10- 6 

.18 

exl0- 6 

.084 

Cnx10- 6 

.2576 

. 2485 

.2388 

.2305. 

.2240 

.2187 

.2169 

.2146 

.2108 

.2092 

1.056 
1.094 
1.139 
1.180 
1.213 
1_.242 
1.256 
1.268 
1.290 
1.301 

1 
1.006 
1.013 
1.019 
1.025 
1.029 
1.034 
1.036 
1.038 
1.040 

Table II. P=.807 Torr. 

Cn x 10- 6 

.1737 

.1698 

.1661 

.1623 

.1595 

.1573 

.1549 

.1531 

.1497 

.1483 

~ 
1.039 
1.060 
1'.083 
1.109 
1.128 
1.145 
1.162 
1.176 
1.202 
1.213 

1.015. 
1.026 
1.034 
1.047' 
1.052 
1.058 
1.061 
1.064 
1.067 
1.069 

Table III. ,P=.925 Torr. 

enx 10- 6 

.0835 

.0826 

.0807 

.0789 

.0778 

.0761 

.0749 

.0732 

.0710 

e/en 

1 
1.006 
1.017 
1.041 
1.064 
1.080 
1.104 
1.121 
1.148 
1.183 

1 
1.007 
1.016 
1.023 
1.027 
1.030 
1.034 
1.037 
1.041 

. 1.044 

ejeH 
from theory 

1 
'1.049 
1.087 . 
1.131 
1.162 
1.199 
1.226 
1.242 
1.250 
1.275· 

CjeH 
from theory 

1 
1.029 
1.052 
1.078 

'1.093 
1.110 
1.132 
1.152 
1.162 
1.189 
1.192, 

Cjeli' 
from theory 

1 
1.002 
1.010 
1.032 
1.059 
1.071 
1.092 
1.113 
1.129 
1.159 

nH/n 
from theory 

1.029 
1.045 
1.092 
l.148 
1.176 
1.196 
1.233 
1.262 
1.268 

nH!n 
from theory 

1.017 
1.028 
1.056 
1.087 
1.125 
1.151 
1.162 

nH!n 
from theory 

1 
1.008 
1.024 
1.042 
1.069 
1.066 
1.122 
1.131 
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some radial distribution function for the 
electron density for evaluation pf the integ-ral 
in eqs. (2) and ( 4). 1 · • 

In the region of pressure ib- 1 to 10 mm 
of mercury where the diffusion theory holds 
it has been shown by Schottky9 l that the loss 
of ions and electrons is entirely due to dif
fusion; if volume, recombination is neglected 
we have, 

d2n 1 dn vi 
-+-·-+-n=O 
dr2 r dr Da ' 

where vi is the frequency of ionization th~t 
is -the number of, electrons produced per 
electron per unittime and Dais the ambipolar 
diffusion coefficient. The sohitiol) is the· zero 
order Bessel funbtion 

In the balance of production rate v; and dif
fusion Da Brown8 l has shown that 

vi 1 
D = A 2 ' a . 

where A is· the diffusion length. 
. So that n=n0J0 (r/A) Putting the value of 

n in eq. (2} 

1 n0 e2 L _ 
C .J3mkPl.JT. 2nARw11(RwfA). (5). 

In presence of magnetic field assuming that 
viH is the frequency of ionization per unit 
electron and DaH the ambipolar diffusion . 
coefficient, 

and the solution of the equation· is given by 

now 

If= Dell+ +D+f-le 
a f-l:t+f-le . ' 

where. De and ,D ~ are the diffusion .coefficients 
of the electron' and positive ion .respectively 
and f.le and f-l+ are the respective mobilities; 
expressing f-lfD=efkT and neglecting the mo
.bility of pos_itive ion in comparison to that of 
electron we get · 

Since the independent diffusion of positive 
ions and the temperature "of the positive ions 
are negligibly effected- by the magnetic field 
the variat~on of Da in a longitudinal magnetic 
field will be the same as that due to variation 
of electron temperature in the magnetic field. 

,Hence"we g~t 

and 

viH _ _1· 
DaH -:A~; 

where AH is the effective diffusion length in 
presenc~ of the magnetic field. We have then. 

and 

then 

1 vi V; T+ 
A 2 

= D A= n·+ r. • 

1' viH r • 
----z-=2--· 
AH' A vi r.H 

It has been shown by Bickerton and Von 
Engel6 l who. measured the axial electric field 
and the ·electron temperature at various values 
of the longitudinal magnetic field that 

?=~~JK:; 
where KH -and K are the fractions of energy 
lost by the eleCtron due to elastic collision 
in presence of m'agnetic field and in its absence 
respectively. They further showed that as 
K~ = K no new proc~SS resuJts from the ap
plication of the magnetic field. As the values 
of EH have been measured directly in our 
experiment, it is possible to calculate t~e ratio 
T.HfT. and the results .are.'entered in the fifth 
column. of Table l: As it has been shown by 
Bickerton and ·von Engel that.:T./T.H=cE/EH 

and hence 

1 1 'viii E 
A~= A2, vi EH' 
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Putting the value of n in eq. (4) and integrating 
we get 

1 n e2L · 
(:H= .J3m;P!.JTeH 2nAHRJ~(~wf~H)· (6) 

Hence from eqs. {5). and (6) we get·· 

_£_~J·E AH JI(Rw/AH) . 
CH EH A Jl(R,;,/A) 

. = {~} 112 
1 1 (RjAH) . (7) 

. ViH Jl(Rw/A) · 

The vari'ation of viH with magnetic field has: 
been studied by\ Bickerton and Von Engel in 
case of helium where it is shown that v;H 
decreases with • the increase of the magnetic 
'field. The effect is considerable at low pressure 
(Bickerton and Von Engel, 6 l P=.048 Torr); 
to calculate the change at the pressure at which 
the present experiments hav'e · been carried . 
out it is noted from the expression given by 
Brown8 l that 

V;w exp ( -eVJkT.i£) [1 +eV;/kT.H] 
~= exp( -eV;/kT.) [1 +eV;/kT.]' 

as e VJ KTe is » 1 

viH [ eVi T.- T•H] T. -=exp -- . -
V; . k T.T.H. T.H 

=exp [- eV; E-EHJ.E_. 
k' rxEEH EH 

E eV;'E_:;EH 
=EH-.k rxEfi.'-

where rx is the proportionality between the 
electron temperature · and the electric field, 
for constant pressure. It .is thus possible to 
calculate viH/v; for different values of the 
magnetic field and pressure: In· case of a cy
lindrical tube 

where ~ is the distance between the electrodes 
and Rw is the radius of the discharge tube. 
Putting the value of hand R 1/A=2.078.cm- 1

. 

It is thus possible to calculate theoretically 
the ratio Cf.CH from eq. (7) and the results 
are entered in the sixth columns of Tables 
J, II and III for the three pressures and for 
various values of the magnetic field. It is 
thus evident that the theoretical results though 

. not exactly equal to experimental values are 
very close specially for low values of magnetic 
field used. This can be taken as a justification 
of ~ur assu~ption that the electron . density 
profile is given by 

n=n0J0(r/A), 

in absence of the field and by 

(r{viH E} 1
1

2
) 

nH=nolo A V7 EH . ' 

when the the longitudinal magnetic field is 
present. The last column in all the three 
tables gives the ratio nRfn as calculated from 
the above relations. The results· further show 
that magnetic field does not change the radial 
dist'ribution of ions and electrons from the· 
normal · Bessel function. Cummings and 
Tonks 10

) also came to the same' conclusion_ 
from a detailed theoretical analysis. 

. We can thus bring_ out the difference in 
the behaviour of a swanp of electrons. and 
their associated properties in transverse and 
longitudinal magnetic fields. In case of· a 
transverse field and following the theory' of 

. Beckman4 l we note that the axial- field and 
electron temperature increase whereas the 
radial electron density decreases and as reported 
in our previous paper (Sen and Gupta 5l) 
the dis-charge current shows a maximum at a 
certain value of the magne.tic field which is 
dependent upon the pressure. In case of a 
longitudinal · magnetic field the axial electric 
field and electron temperature decrease whereas 
the radial electron density increases and. the 
di.scharge ' current gradually. increases and 
finally assumes a constant value. In both the· 
cases however, the radial · distributi6n of 
electrons is governed by the normal Bessel 
function. 

It is further noted that though the measure-· 
ments reported here . have been made for a 

· magnetic field upto 1600 ·gauss, the 'observed 
change in current and voltage is significant 
upto a field of 800 gauss and beyond that 
l;>oth assume a constant value. The case of 
anomalous diffusion will depend not only 
upon the magnetic fiel4 H, but on the ratio 
of H/ P where P is the pressure. In our present 
investigation for the values of H/P used no 
evidence of anomalous diffusion has been 
observed. 

·' 

'· 
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Abstract. The breakdown of a gas excited by a radio frequency voltage of fre
quency 5·6 MHz has been studied in a cylindrical discharge tube 7·2 em long and 
2•9 cin in dia and fitted with two internal electrodes at a distance of 2·5 em in 
hydrogen, oxygen and air within the pressure range of a few microns to 2 torr in 
the presence of a longitudinal magnetic field varying from zero to 800 G. Experi
mental results indicate that the breakdown is diffusion controlled and the values of 
(a/P) at diff~rent E/P values calculations obtained by Brown as well as by Kihara's 
theory have been compared with (a/P) values obtained in the literature. It is 
con~luded that the diffusio:1 theory is also valid when the frequency of the exciting 
voltage is s:aled dow_l to radio frequency provided the collision frequency is much 
higher than the exciting frequency. The change of diffusion ler.gth in the presence 
of longitudinal magnetic field has been obtained from measured E/P values 
and comparison with theoretic.al values ir.dicates that the1e is quar.titative agJee
ment for small (H/P) values where His the mag:r..etic field. The calculated values 
of pressure at which the breakdown voltage shows a minimum in the presence of 
m:tg:netic field is in v~ry good agreement with experimental values. It is. con
cluded that in the presence of magnetic field also the! oss of electror.s takes place 
p~edominantly by the process of diffusion. 

Keywords. Breakdown of gas; diffusion; radiofrequency. · 

1. Introduction 

The study of the breakdown of a gas excited by high frequency electromagnetic 
field has shown that the breakdown voltage depends upon the pressure of the gas, 
the dimension of the discharge tube and the frequency of excitation. The domi
nant factors responsible for the loss of electrons are diffusion and mobility and 
if the gas is electron attaching, the loss also takes place by electron attachment. 
It has been observed that when the pressure of the gas is of the order of a few 
millitorr and the length of the discharge tube is large as compared with the mean 
free path of the electrons in the gas, both the mobility and diffusion are the domi
nant factors by which electrons are removed. On the other ha:p.d, when the gas 
pressure is high and the exciting frequency of the applied voltage lies in the micro. 
wave region, the electrons are bst mainly by diffusion. The theoretical method 
of calculating the breakdown voltage of a gas excited by high frequc:ncy voltages 
at high pressure has been developed by Herlin and Brown (1948) where the 
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dominant factor for electron removal process has been assumed to be diffusion. 
Starting from a Jp.olecular model,.-Kihara (1952) developed a theoretical method 
to calculate the breakdown voltage of a gas-under high frequency excitation taking 
into consideration the loss due to mobl.Iity -and diffusion. In- a series of papers 
from this laboratory (Sen and Ghosh 1963; Sen and Bhattacharjee 1965, 1966, 
1967) the experimental results have indicated that when the pressure is of the 
order ·of a few inillitorr and the frequency of excitation of the order of a few MHz, 
the major electron removal processes are diffusion and mobility. 

· To test the limitations of the diffusion theory, it is propo.sed here to undertake 
some experiments on the breakdown voltages of gases where the frequency of the 
exciting voltage is of the order of a few MHz and the pressure of the gas is of the 
order of a few tori-. To study the effect of ·attachment, breakdown measurements 
hav~ been made in some electron attaching gases such as air and oxygen. The 
object of the present investigation is to find out whether the loss mechanism 
remains the same when the frequency of the exciting voltage is scaled down from 
microwave to radio frequencies keeping the pressure in the range of a few torr. 

. The breakdown of a gas excited by a radio frequency field in presence · of a 
magnetic field has been studied previously by Lax eta/ (1950) who performed 
experiments on the breakdown voltage of helium containing a small admixture of 
mercury vapour and obtained breakdown curves for different values of the pres
sure. Ferritti and Veronesi (1955) performed experiments for frequencies ranging · 
from 10 to 30 MHz in air, the magnetic field varying from 0-600 G and·obser~ed a 
lowering of breakdown voltage in the presence of magnetic field. Sen and 
Bhattacherjee (1969) performed experiments in the case of ail', hydrogen, oxygen 
and carbon dioxide in the presence of a magnetic field from 300-1800 G. 

Brown (1956) has explained the change of breakdown voltage obs~rved in 
presence of magnetic field by assuming that the diffusion length .in 'the presence 
of a magnetic field is· altered according to the equation. 

A 2 = A2 [t + wB2] 
H Vc2 

where A and Aa are respectively the diffusion. lengths in the apsence and in the 
presence of magnetic field. w8 is the electron cyclottc-n ftequency and Vc is the 
collision frequency. To make a further test of diffusion theory in 'the presence 
of a magnetic field, it is also proposed to verify the above equation of Brown 
from the experimental results obtained in the present ·set .of experiments. The 
results are expS!cted to prove the validity of the diffusion· theory in the presence 
and absence of the applied magnetic field. 

2. Experimental arrangement 

The method of measurement of -breakdown voltage was the same as was used 
earlier (Sen and Ghosh 1963). The discharge tube of 7 · 2 em long, cylindrical, 
and fitted with two internal electrodes with.a separation distance of 2 · 5 em and dis
charge tube was i · 9 em in dia. The tadio ftequency voltage was ·supplied from a 
tuned grid tuned plate oscillator, the frequency of the oscillator being variable from 
3 · 5-11 MHz and the -output of the oscillator could be continuously varied from 
0-550 volts. ·'The r.m.s. output voltage was measured with a vacuum tube voltmeter. 
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The pressute of the gas was measuted with a calibtated Mcleod gauge. . The magnetic 
field was provided by an electromagnet, the lines of force wer:e parallel to the 
length of the discharge tube which was placed entirely within the polepieces 
of the electromagnet. The magnetic field was measured with a calibrated fluxmeter. 
Keeping the magnetic field at a constant vaiue, the pressure was varied and the 
breakdown voltage measured for various vah.ies of gas pressure. The experiments 
were repeated and the results were found tb be reproducible within ± 1%. 
· Pure and dry air was passed through phos'phorus pentoxide to remove traces of. 
watel" vapour. Hydrogen was prepared by ·electrolysing warm concentrated 
solution of barium hydroxide in a hard glass U-tube fitted with nickel electrodes 
in which hydrogen gas was liberated at the cathode. The gas was dried by-passing 
it over broken pieces of potassium hydroxide and then over purified phosphorus 
pentoxide. Pure oxygen was evolved at the anode in the electrolysis of barium 
hydroxide solution and was passed through pure concentrated sulphuric acid 
before collection in the discharge tube. 

3. Results and discussion 

The breakdown voltages for hydrogen, oxygen and· air have been plotted for . 
different values of pressure (0·1 to 2·4 tou) with and without magnetic field (110 g 
to 795 g) in figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 1t is observed that the breakdown 
voltage is always smaller in the presence of the magnetic field than in its absence 
for all va~ues of pr~ssure and the pressure at which the breakdown volta&e becomes 
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minimum always· shifts to lower pressure with the increase of the magnetic field. 
To provide a meaningful interpretation, it is proposed to examine the results in 
the light of the prevalent theories (Brown 1959; Kihara 1952). In order to deter 
mine which process is predominant in electron removal under· the present experi-. 
mental set up the following points have been considered: 

(i) According to . Brown for the diffusion theory to be valid the dimensions of 
the discharge tube must be small compart:d to wavelength of the exciting power. 
As the wavelength is of the order of 51·2 em and the length of the discharge 
tube is 7 · 2 em and 2 · 6 em dia. this condition is satisfied. 

(ii) The maximum mean free path of the gases used here is 0 · 6 em at a pressure 
of 0·1 torr (Townsend 1947) which . is much smaller than either the length or radius 
of the tube. 

(iii) The amplitude of electron oscillation when calculated from the equation 
eEo 

X= -----o--=--=-
mw [w2 + v2]112 

where E 0, the field intensity, .is O· 02 em at a pressure of 1 torr and wlli be smaller 
at higher pressures. · 

(iv) The collision frequency is v,fl•. where v, is the random velocity and >-. is 
the mean free path and is of the order of 109 collisions/sec and is much greater 
than the exciting frequency even at a pressure of 1 torr. 

Under the above conditions, it is apparent that the electrons make many oscil
lations of small amplitude, because the motion is restricted by collisions and the 
cloud of electrons appear stationary (there being no drift motion), spreading out
war~s only by diffusion. Hence loss due to drift cal}. be neglected. New charged 
partides are formed due to ionizing collisions and loss due to diffusion predomi
.nates. In case of electron attaching gases, the loss due to attachments should also 
be taken into considuation .. 

As stated ,above, under the present experimental set up and range of· pressure 
investigated the electron suffers many collisions per oscillation of the field. Brown 
pointed out that as pressure increases,. mean free path decreases and the enetgy 
gain per mean free path is proportional to mean free path at constant E. In order 

·to cause breakdown, the field must increase in inverse proportion with the mean · 
free path or in direct proportion with pressure. Thus at high pressure where 
the electrons make many collisions per oscillation their behaviour is much the same 
as in the case of d.c. field. The value of (a/P) where ~ is the ionization cqeffi
cient can then be calculated from the experimental valut-s of E/P from the Town
send's relation 

a/P = A 0 exp [-B 0/(E/P)] (1) 

where A 0 and B 0 are the values of constants for a particular gas . 
. Kihara (1952) has treated the phenomenon of electrical discharge by adopting 

· a proper molecular model for collision processes. Assuming a model for the 
cross section of the molecule for elastic, exciting and ionization collisions with a 
Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities which is nearly valid for the case of 
molecular gases studied here, he has deduced that 

(2) 

( .... 
( 
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. where a is a molecular constant equivalent to collisio.n cross sec.tion, A is another 
constant having Jhe dimension _of cm3 S-1 , N is. the number density of the. gas 
atom, K is the BoltzmaQ. constant, pis ~nother molecular constant ha"ing the dimen
sion of ems. The· vahltS of these molecular constan~s have been prqvided by 
Kihara (1952). · 

The values of (a/P) have been calculated from eq. (1) using the experimental 
values of (E/P) obtained in the present investigation for hydrogen. The values 
of (a/P) have also been calculated from eq. {2) for corresponding values of (E/P) 
using the numerical values of the constants given by Kihara. . The results for 
hydrogen have been plotted in figure 4 and for purposes of comparison, the 
published experimental values of (a/P) from literature are also plotted in the figure. 
In the case of electron attaching gases such as air an~ oxygen, the loss due to 
attachment is also taken into consideration and the ionization coefficient (a/ P) 
have been calculated from the expression 

· a a. ( Bo) p = p + Ao exp.- EjP . (3) 

Similarly from Kihara's theory it can be shown that when attachment is taken 
. into consideration 

· . 3a KT. [ mc,2] 
v -:-:-·_v. = N. ·ci· m exp - 2KT. 

. ' 

and hence 

~ = a. 1_!. (!!..) ·(3~)1 ' 2 . [- mc,z ( ~) (~~p)l/2] 
· P P + P C1 p exp 2e-- E/P · 
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The values of (a./P) for air and_ oxygen for different (E/P) values have been obtained 
from (Brown 1959) and (a/P) values have been calculated from eq. (3) using experi
mental values of (E/P) obtained and also from eq. (4) and then plotted in figures 
5 and · 6 for oxygen and .air respectively together with values obtained from 
literature. 
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It is thus evident that in the case of' all the gases studied here the values of (a/P) 
calculated from breakdown voltage are in fairly good agreement with the values 
of ( a/P) obtained from literature for (E/P) values studied here. · Further the 
results calculated from Brown's expression are in better. agreement than those 
alculated from Kihara's theory. 'This may be due to uncertainties in the values 

of molecular constants introduced ,by Kihara. We can further conclude that 
under the present experimental conditions and where the electrons make a large 
number of collision per oscillation, diffusion is the dominating factor for the 
loss of electrons and the breakdown process is identical with the d.c. breakdown 
mechanism. · 

4. Effect of magnetic field 

In the above discussion we have concluded. that under ·the present experimental 
set up and for the values of pressure and the frequency of the applied radio fre
quency field used, diffusion· is the! main electron removal process. However, the 
effect of an external magnetic field is to modify the breakdown mechanism to the 
same extent as the process of diffusion. As the diffusion perpendicular to the 
magnetic field is reduced, the breakdown field will show a reduction in value. 
'The mean square displacement travelled by an electron is proportional to diffusion 
constant and Brown has shown that the effective diffusion length An appropriate 
to infinite parallel plate is given by 

(5) 

where w8 is the cyclotron frequency = (eH)/m and v0 is the collision frequency 
at the pressure considered. In a recent communication (Sen and Jana 1976) w~. 
l_lave measured the collision frequency of the electrons in hydrogen, oxygen and 
air by the radio frequency conductivity method and the value at a pressure of 
1 torr for hydrogen is 1·74 x 109, for oxygen 3·58 x 109 and for_air 3·222 x 109. 
In order to verify whether Brown's expression for the modified diffusion length 
is valid the values of An/A have been calculated for each gas separately for diffe
rent values of H/P from 50-500 G torr-1 • 'To see whether these are consistent 
with the experimental values, An/A has also been calculated from values of E and 
En obtained experimentally. If has bee·n shown that the discharge is diffusion 
controlled and the breakdown criteria is given by · 

v/D _.: 1/A2 or (ap.E)/D = 1/A2 where wis the mobility as p.fD = ej(KT,), where 
T, is the electron temperature · 

(
a.)eEP 1 
P KT, = A2 • 

From 'Townsend's equation a/P = Aoexp(-B0/(E/P)) and 

KT. = _!::__ · !! = r · (!!) Von Engel (1955) 
e yR P P 

where r = L/v R and L is the mean free path of the electron in the gas at a pres
sure of 1 torr and R ~ 2m/ M where m is the mass of the electron and M is the mass 
of the ion. 
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Hence 

( 
·B. p) · p2 1 

A0 exp _-,--!_ · ~ =-
E r A 2 

or 

(6) 

When magnetic field is present if En is the breakdown field for the same value of P 

En/P = ~ Bo ·(7) 
log [A 0P2 An2/r] 

Hence 

~ _ [ . BoP(E-:-En)J112 

A - exp EEn . (8) 

From the. experimental values cif E and En values of An/A .for all the three ·gases 
have been obtained from eq. (8) and entered in table ··1 for 1f/P varying betweeri ·so 
and 500 gauss torr-( · 

From a comparison of the theoretical and experimental values, it is evident 
that the values are more or less consistent with cne another ·and lends additiona 
support to the assumption that the loss of electrons under the present experimental 
set up is governed mainly by diffusion. 

We further note that maximising eq. (6) with respect to ·pres.sure; the pressure 
at which the breakdown voltage becomes a minimum, is given by 

p _ 2Emln 
min- Bo 

and in the ·presence of magnetic field 

. 2 {EiJ)mln · 
. 2 =Bo 

(Pn)m!h [1 + C2 ~)~J 

(9) 

:(10) 

where (Pn)m1n is the pressure at which the breakdown voltage becomes (En)m1n 

. and Cis the collision frequency at a pressure of 1 torr, from eqs (9) and (10); 

-Table 1. Theoretical and experimental values ·or Ali/A ·ror 'different (HIP) values 

Hydrogen Oxygen Air 
(HIP) An An HIP An An HIP AH AH 
Gauss if ·x A A 11 4 
torr-1 (Theory) (Expt.) Gausst (Theory) (Expt.) Gauss ~(Theory) 1(Expt). 

torr1 torr-1 

78·57 1·008 1·038 61·1 1·002 1·031 90·90 1·l16 . 1·260 

89·80 1·010 1·140 111 - 1'·006 1·053 11l·l ·1·169 1=i61 

181·8 1·042 1·212 160·6 1·008 1"•060, 200 1·481 1·382 

250·0 1 ~077 1·293 222 1·014 1·108 250 1·682 1·793 

350·0 1·186 1·301 2b5·7 1·024 1·079 333·3 2·077 1·892 

533·3 1·317 1·342 333·3 1'·034. 1·134 371·8 2·263 1·982 
~ .. - . """-"' 
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Table 2. Theoretical and experimental values of (PH)mln from equatim. (11). 

Hydrogen 
Magnetic field 

(Gauss) (PH)m!n (PH)m!n 
(calc) Expt. 
torr torr 

1·268 1·25 

1·0792 1·09 

Indeterminate 0·75 

Oxygen 

(PH)mln 
Calc. 
torr 

1·062 

0·9899 

0·6534 

(PH)m!n 
Expt. 
torr 

1·05 

0·95 

0·66 

(PH)mln 
Calc. 
torr 

0·9661 

0·6972 

·Air 

(PH)m!n 
Expt. 
torr 

0·99 

0·73 

uq 

200 

400 

595 Indetermi::-.ate 0·45 Indetermir.a te 0 · 60 

P (EH)m!n ± (p•. (EHl~in _ 4 2j 2)112 
min E mm £•. WB C 

(p ) min m1n 
Hmin= 2 (II) 

·The values of (PH)m1n thus calculated for the three. gases for dHferent values of 
the magnetic field are given in table 2. 

5. Conclusions 

It is thus concluded that when the frequency of excitation is much smaller than the 
collision frequency, the major factor responsible for electron removal is the process 
-of diffusion and this is also the dominating factor when the magnetic field is 
applied. The mechanism of breakdown becomes almost identical with d.c. 
breakdown of gases and the experimental results are in agreement with theoretical 
values calculated on the basis of these assumptions. It is further noted that eq. 
(11) becomes invalid for values of magnetic field greater than 400 gauss which 
shows that deductions are valid for low values of magnetic field, and also corrobo
rated by the values of A.Hf/1 as shown in table I. 
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